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Preface e 

Thiss book is a collection of papers that address topics in process algebra, or, 
moree precisely, in ACP, the Algebra of Communicating Processes. Probably, 
ACPP itself is the most specific theme that these papers have in common; there-
fore,, they are preceded by a chapter that introduces ACP at an intuitive level, 
andd that will hopefully serve readers that are new to this area of research. The 
laterr chapters are completely self-contained, which means in particular that 
theyy come with their own introduction, motivation, and conclusions. 

Chapterr II , written with Alban Ponse, appeared as report [75]. Chapter III, 
writtenn with Jan Bergstra and Alban Ponse, appeared as report [24]. These 
chapterss have been submitted for journal publication. Chapter IV, written with 
Carronn Shankland, was published as [78], and Chapter V was published as [86]. 
Thesee chapters differ from the published versions mainly in layout and presen-
tation.. Chapter VI is based on the report [85], that served as a preliminary 
studyy for the completeness proof for timed jtiCRL [77]. The book is ended 
withh a summary in Dutch. 

Thee material presented here was written during the four years that I was 
employedd as a research assistent at the Centre for Mathematics and Computer 
Sciencee (CWI) in Amsterdam. I wish to thank all my former collegues for the 
pleasantt environment that I experienced there. Let me mention in particular Al-
bann Ponse, who had earlier been the supervisor of my Master's thesis and with 
whomm I enjoyed working closely during the last two years; Jan Friso Groote, 
whoo arranged my position at CWI and initiated my research on jLtCRL; Wan 
Fokkink,, who succeeded Jan Friso as the head of our research group; Simona 
Orzan,, who designed the cover of this book; and Jozef Hooman, who was pa-
tientt when I was thinking thesis instead of thinking new job. Furthermore, I 
veryy much enjoyed the company of Bas Luttik, Yaroslav Usenko, Judi Romijn, 
andd Michel Reniers. 

II  am grateful to my promotor Jan Bergstra for his guidance and advice, and 
alsoo the other members of the promotion committee—Wan Fokkink, Jan Friso 
Groote,, Paul Klint, Piet Rodenburg, Jan Rutten, and Arnold Smeulders—are 
kindlyy thanked for taking part in the committee and for reviewing this thesis. 
Theirr comments have helped me to make quite a few final improvements. 

Vl l l 
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II  would like to thank the co-authors of the chapters of this dissertation for 
theirr contribution; as mentioned above they are Jan Bergstra (Chapter III) , Al-
bann Ponse (Chapters II and IE), and Carron Shankland (Chapter IV). 

Finally,, I wish to thank my friends and family for their friendship and sup-
port. . 

Utrecht,, June 2002 
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AA Short Introduction to ACP 

Thee axiom system ACP is a collection of algebraic laws that characterize be-
havior,, or processes. We give an introduction to ACP, starting with some gen-
erall  process theory. We discuss concurrency and as an example we specify a 
simplee distributed system. We have short sections on the use of data, logic and 
timee in process algebra, and end with some bibliographical notes. 

Processs Theory 

AA  process is taken to be the behavior of some physical device, like a computer 
runningg a program, or, more abstractly, of a system, that is able to perform 
actions.actions. The execution of an action may be observed by the environment of 
thee system: an observation is a sensory perception of an output of the system, 
andd it can also be an interaction with the system that is induced directly by 
thee environment. We shall define the behavior of systems in terms of these 
externall  observations; we abstract from the internal operations that lead to the 
observations. . 

Inn process theory, there seems to be agreement that systems are modelled 
bestt in terms of transitions between states, so that the execution of an action 
correspondss to the transition of one state to another. A key notion then is that 
off  a (labelled) transition system: a transition system consists of a set of states 
thatt may be connected by transitions. Each of the transitions is labelled with 
ann action symbol; a transition 

meanss that (a system in) state s can evolve into state / by the execution of 
actionn a. Furthermore, some states may be identified as initial states, andd some 
statess may be identified as final, or terminating, states. 

Transitionn systems, or at least small ones, allow a nice graphical presenta-
tion;; for example, consider the system in Figure 1. Here, the black dots are 
thee states and a, b are the transition labels; the incoming arrow at the top state 
indicatess that it is an initial state, and the symbol *J marks final states. Starting 
inn the initial state, first the action a is executed. Then either a second action a is 
executed,, after which nothing is possible, or the action b is executed, whereby 

1 1 
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FIGUREE 1. A transition system. 

aa new state is reached in which the system can first execute another action b 
andd terminate successfully after that. 

Wee find the (execution) traces of a state, if we put together in succession the 
labelss that we encounter on such a run through the system; in the example, aa 
andd ab are traces of the initial state. An accepting trace is a trace that belongs 
too a run that ends in a final state, so the only accepting trace of the initial state 
iss abb. The set of accepting traces of a state plays a central role in the theory of 
formall  languages, as this set may be considered as the language that is accepted 
byy that state (in formal language theory, a transition system would normally be 
calledd a language accepting machine). 

Thiss brings us to the notion of the equivalence of states. In formal language 
theory,, two states are equivalent if they accept the same language. In process 
theory,, this is only one of many notions of equivalence; this particular equiv-
alence,, accepting trace equivalence, is in fact one of the coarsest, or weakest, 
equivalencess in the spectrum of process equivalences [42]. When looking at 
aa transition system from a process theoretical, or behavioral, point of view, 
onee may want to be more discriminating than is possible with language equiv-
alence. . 

tt  J 

VV v\ 
VV V V V 

FIGUREE 2. Nondeterminism. 

Ann important notion is that of the branching structure of the system; this is 
illustratedd by the basic example in Figure 2. The top state on the left accepts the 
samee language as the top state on the right, namely the set [ab, ac}. Still, we 
mayy want to distinguish these two states: the top state on the left initially has 
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noo options other than to execute the action a, thereby reaching a state where 
itt has a choice between b and c. On the other hand, the top state on the right 
hass two initial options, and while these options cannot be distinguished locally, 
theyy are in fact quite different, because one leads to a state where only b can 
bee chosen and the other leads to state where only c can be chosen. We say that 
thee moment of choice between b and c is different, and also that the transition 
systemm on the right is nondeterministic. This difference can also be illustrated 
ass follows: consider a computer that, after it has been turned on, offers a menu 
withh a choice between two operating systems. Assume that the action a stands 
forr turning on the computer, action b is the choice for Linux, and action c is 
thee choice for Windows. We see that the transition system on the left models 
thiss choice much better than the system on the right, where the choice for a 
particularr operating system is made by turning on the computer—and the user 
cannott predict the outcome of the choice! 

Theree are many process equivalences that take the branching structure of 
transitionn systems into account, see [42] for an excellent overview, and it is an 
importantt topic of Chapter III (where we also have silent actions). 

Now,, a process is usually defined as a state modulo some equivalence, that 
is,, two states model the same process exactly if they are equivalent. (Bear in 
mindd that we have been imprecise in our definition of a transition system, and 
thatt many variations exist, sometimes under other names.) 

Processs Algebra 

Whenn talking about process algebra we shall mean the axiom system ACP, 
thee Algebra of Communicating Processes, introduced by Bergstra and Klop 
inn [15]. It provides a signature, that is, a language, that allows an effective no-
tationn for processes, and a set of axioms, that are used for equational reasoning 
aboutt processes. It does not provide a particular model (such as, for example, 
aa transition system model). In this view, any model of the axiom system is a 
processs algebra, and a process is an element of a process algebra. Or, more 
looselyy put, a process is anything that satisfies the axioms. This may be con-
sideredd more abstract than other approaches, where usually a particular model 
iss studied. Still, proposed models for ACP have been more or less like the tran-
sitionn system model. Widely used is so-called structural operational semantics, 
whichh is like a term model (terms are semantical objects), where transition re-
lationss between terms are defined by induction on the syntactic structure of the 
termss [1]. 

Lett us start with BPA, for Basic Process Algebra, a subsystem of ACP. We 
presentt its signature and axioms, and we give a structural operational seman-
tics.. First, the axiom system is parametrized with a set A of action symbols. 
Thee action symbols, written a,b,..., are constants: an action symbol a is a 
processs term that describes the process that executes the action a and after that 
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TABLEE 1. Axioms of BPA. 

x+y=yx+y=y+* +* 
(x(x + y)+z=x + (y + z) 

XX + X =x 
(x(x + y)z —xz + yz 

(xy)z(xy)z = x(yz) 

terminatess successfully. Then, there are the two binary operations 4- and , 
standingg for alternative and sequential composition. Alternative composition 
describess choice: the process x + y executes x or y, but not both. This con-
structionn is used to put together possible behaviors of a system. The sequential 
compositionn x-y starts with the execution of x, and when the execution of x has 
terminatedd successfully, the execution of y starts. We may suppress the symbol 

 in terms, writing xy for x  y. Furthermore, we let  bind more strongly than 
+.. For example, the processes in Figure 2 would be described by the process 
termss a{b -f c) and ab + ac. 

Thee axioms of BPA are listed in Table 1. The letters x, y, z occurring in the 
axiomss are variables; we assume a countably infinite set of variables and use 
thee rules of equational logic for derivations. The axioms express that alterna-
tivee composition is commutative, associative and idempotent, that sequential 
compositionn distributes from the right over alternative composition, and that 
sequentiall  composition is associative. For example, we can derive that (a +b)c 
equalss ac + bc, but we cannot derive that a(b + c) equals ab + ac (cf. the ex-
amplee on nondeterminism in the section on process theory). This suggests that 
thesee axioms characterize an equivalence that is stronger than language equiv-
alence,, and indeed, the equivalence axiomatized by BPA is strong bisimulation 
equivalence,, an equivalence that respects the branching structure of processes 
inn the extreme. Two closed BPA terms are derivably equal if and only if they 
representt strongly bisimilar processes. 

Next,, we present an operational semantics. That is, we give rules that define 
transitionn relations between closed terms. The symbol y/ represents successful 
termination;; it is not a process term. An action symbol describes the process 
thatt executes an action followed by termination: for all a e A we have 

aa i 
aa > y/. 

Thee rules for alternative and sequential composition are in Table 2. These rules 
havee two parts: on the top of the bar we put the premisses of the rule, and 
beloww it the conclusion. If the premisses hold (for a certain instantiation of 
thee variables, that range over closed terms), then we infer that the conclusion 
holdss as well (for the same instantiation). Looking at these rules we see that a 
sequentiall  composition starts with the actions of the first process, and that an 
alternativee composition continues as the remainder of the process that makes 
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TABL EE 2. Transition rules for alternative and sequential composition. 

aa i a , a , 

xx——>>  v x—> x x—>  v 
x-yx-y  y xy  x'  y x+y  v 

aa i flv / a v / 
XX r ^ X T X X r X 

II  a
t / I a t I a I 

yy + x—> *J x + y—> x' y+x—> x' 

thee initial action. Thus, the transition rules induce a transition system that has 
thee set of closed process terms as state space. We can define strong bisimulation 
equivalencee for this transition system and show that two terms are derivably 
equall  exactly if they are strongly bisimilar. 

Wee end this section with some remarks on the expression of processes. First, 
aa deadlock state is a state that has no outgoing transitions and also does not have 
thee option to terminate successfully; it models a system that got stuck. With the 
additionn of the constant S for deadlock to the signature, we can express all finite 
processes.11 For example, the process in Figure 1 is expressed by the process 
termm a(a8 + bb). Still, many interesting processes are infinite, and for the 
expressionn of those we can use (sets of) recursive equations. For example, the 
equationn x = ax characterizes the process that executes the action a infinitely 
manyy times in succession. A more recent development is the use of so-called 
recursiverecursive operations for the specification of infinite processes [12, 14]. The 
mostt basic of these is the binary Kleene star operation *, defined by the axiom 

x*x* y = x(x* v) + y. 

Forr example, the term a*8 expresses the process mentioned above (the con-
stantt 8 is a zero for alternative composition). In Chapter III,  we discuss the 
expressivityy of ACP in the context of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. 

Concurrency y 

Thee primary motivation for process algebra is the description of the concur-
rent,rent, or parallel, operation of processes. The term x || y describes the parallel 
executionn of x and v; that is, these processes are executed independently, but 
theyy may be able to communicate. The assumption is that the execution of an 
actionn has no duration, and that the simultaneous execution of actions is only 
possiblee if these actions are involved in a communication action. So, if we ob-
servee the execution of an action from x \\ y, then this is either an action from 

Providedd that they have pure termination: final states do not have outgoing transitions (cf. Sec-
tionn 2 of Chapter III) . 
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JC,, an action from y, or a communication between x and y. This assumption is 
calledd the interleaving hypothesis; it is axiomatized by 

xx II y = x \}_y + y\Lx+x \y, 

wheree x\\_y describes the parallel execution of x and y with the restriction that 
anyy initial action must be performed by x, and x \ y also describes the parallel 
executionn of x and y, but now with the restriction that any initial action must 
bee a communication between x and y. The operations []_ and I lack the natural 
interpretationn of the other operations; they were introduced as auxiliary oper-
ationss for the axiomatization of the interleaving semantics that we described. 
AA characteristic of ACP, that is a consequence of the interleaving hypothesis, 
iss that all operations for parallel composition can be eliminated from closed 
terms:: terms describing concurrent processes can be rewritten into a linear 
formm in the signature of BPA with deadlock. 

Ass a parameter of the axiom system, we assume a communication function 
thatt defines which actions are allowed to communicate, and what the result is: 
withh A the set of action symbols, it is a partial function y : A x A  A, that is 
associativee and commutative. For example, if y (a, b) is defined to be c, then 

aa || b = ab + ba + c. 

Assumingg an operational semantics in a style as suggested above the corre-
spondingg transition system would be as depicted in Figure 3. If y(a, b) is 
undefined,, then a \ b equals the deadlock process 8. (Recall that S is a zero for 
alternativee composition.) 

aa \\ b 

yy ^ 
bb c a 
b\b\ \ /a 

FIGUREE 3. A transition system for a \\b with a \ b = c. 

Verificatio n n 

Thee main application of process algebra has been the verification of commu-
nicationn protocols. A protocol is a prescription for the behavior of the compo-
nentss of a distributed system, intended at the realization of a certain behavior 
off  the system as a whole. Importantly, we distinguish between external and 
internall  actions of the system. The communications between components are 
usuallyy considered to be unvisible for an external observer, or, from a different 
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perspective,, to be irrelevant for the interaction of the system with its environ-
ment.. We use the renaming operator rIt where / is a set of actions that we 
considerr to be internal, to hide, or to abstract from, internal activity: if p is a 
processs term, then x\ (p) is the result of renaming all internal actions in p to 
thee special action r. The execution of the action r is not visible, and we have 
severall  equivalences that take this special character of T into account (cf. the 
introductionn of Chapter III) . 

Now,, a process algebraic verification assumes two descriptions of a dis-
tributedd system: one gives an abstract or high-level view of the system in terms 
off  its external actions—call this view the specification—while the other one 
givess the behavior of the parallel components, call this the implementation. 
Thee specification is usually the desired behavior of a system, and the objective 
off  the verification is to show that the implementation complies to the specifica-
tionn by proving that the two descriptions are equivalent: let Spec be a process 
expressionn for the system specification, and let Impl be the (encapsulated, see 
thee example below) parallel composition of the expressions for the compo-
nents.. Then, a process algebraic verification is a proof of the equality 

T// {Impl) = Spec, 

wheree / is the set of actions that we want to abstract from. By equality we 
meann derivable equality in the axiom system; we assume an axiomatization of 
ourr preferred abstract semantics. 

Ass an example, we specify a simple system consisting of « +1 parallel com-
ponents.. The components can send eachother messages via numbered ports. 
Wee define for naturals i: 

PPii = J2ri(m)-si+l(f i(m)). 
m m 

Thee summation sign is used to describe an alternative composition: its param-
eterr m ranges over a finite set of messages. So, a process P{ reads any message 
mm at port i by the action ^(m). Then it applies the function ƒ  to the received 
message,, and proceeds to send the value fi(m) at port i + 1 by the action 
Si+i(fi(m)).Si+i(fi(m)). We leave the exact status of the message terms implicit; we ad-
dresss this point in the next section. Send and receive actions at the same port 
communicate:: we let s{ | r, = Q, and let no other communications be defined. 

Thee implementation is the encapsulated parallel composition of the pro-
cessess Pi for i = 0 , . . ., n. The encapsulation blocks the separate execution of 
internall  actions that are supposed to communicate. In our example, the send 
andd receive actions at ports 1 , . . ., n synchronize, yielding internal communi-
cations,, while r0 and sn+\  are the only external actions. Hence, we block the 
executionn of actions in the set 

HH = {si,ri | / = ! , . . . , « } , 
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byy putting the parallel composition of the components in the scope of the en-
capsulationn operator 3#; we let 

Impl=dImpl=dHH(Po\\---\\Pn). (Po\\---\\Pn). 

Duee to the encapsulation, the only initial actions of the system are the receive 
actionss by /fy the system starts with the receiving of a messsage at port 0. 
Thenn the message is passed on through the system, while every process on the 
wayy updates the message with its function ƒ. So, if we abstract from internal 
communications,, then we find that we can express its external behavior as 

SpecSpec = £ / o ( m)  sn+i(fn(-  (Mm))
m m 

Now,, a verification would be a proof of 

T[ci,...,c„)VmpOT[ci,...,c„)VmpO =Spec, 

whichh is a straightforward exercise for any instance of n. Here, we are assum-
ingg any abstract semantics except orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, since 
inn that semantics internal activity can be compressed, but not be hidden com-
pletelyy (see Chapter III) . 

Data a 

Inn the example above we assumed a data type for the messages and we used 
parametrizationn of actions with messages and summation over a data type to 
modell  the input of any datum. These are typical uses of data in applications of 
processs algebra. However, data types are not part of ACP; usage such as in the 
examplee is informal and in the end insufficient for larger scale applications. 

Thee axiom system /iCRL (micro Common Representation Language) [52] 
iss an extension of ACP with equationally specified abstract data types. It of-
ferss a many-sorted signature that may be extended further by adding new data 
types.. Data terms occur in process terms in three ways: first, actions and re-
cursionn variables may be parametrized with data; second, there is a binding 
constructionn allowing summation over possibly infinite data types; and finally 
theree is conditional composition, where the condition is a boolean term. 

Forr example, a buffer process transmitting natural numbers may be given 
byy the recursive specification 

BufferBuffer = 5Z r(n)  s(n)  Buffer. 
n.Nat n.Nat 

Rememberr that in the example in the previous section we used summation over 
inputt values as well, but there the summation was an abbreviation for a finite 
alternativee composition. Here, the summation binds the variable n that ranges 
overr infinitely many values (cf. [66]). 
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Ass a second example, we define a register process by 

Register(nRegister(n : Nat) = succ  Register(n + 1) 

++ (zero  Register (n) + exit) < n = 0 > pred  Register(n — 1). 

AA conditional composition x < b > y behaves like x if the boolean condition 
bb is true, and like y if the condition is false. The register process can perform 
thee exit action if it holds value 0; it can always do the successor action, thereby 
increasingg its value, and it can do the predecessor action if its value is at least 1. 
Itt has a zero test action that does not change its value. (See Section 7 of Chap-
terr III for the expression of registers in ACP using recursive operations.) 

Manyy case studies have been performed using /ACRL, see for example [25, 
37,, 51, 78], and a set of tools aiding verification and analysis of systems is 
available,, and is still under further development [28]. 

AA useful methodology for verification is the so-called cones and foci proof 
techniquee [53]. In Chapter IV, we present a verification of a leader election 
protocoll  using this technique, and in Chapter V we extend it to a setting with 
explicitt timing (see also the section on time below). 

Logic c 

Wee consider two uses of logic: first there are modal logics that are used to 
expresss properties of states in transition systems, this use falls in the domain of 
processs theory rather than process algebra; second, logical formulas may enter 
processs terms, if they are used as conditions in a process algebraic construction 
like,, for example, the guarded command $:—> x, expressing that process x can 
bee executed under the condition that formula <f>  holds. 

Inn Chapter III , that is devoted to the introduction of orthogonal bisimulation 
equivalence,, we encounter the first use of logic: there, we give a modal logic 
characterizingcharacterizing orthogonal bisimilarity. As an example, we present here what 
iss probably the best-known modal characterization of a process equivalence: 
Hennessy-Milnerr logic [56]. 

Assumee a transition system with transition labels ranged over by a; for sim-
plicityy of the example we do not distinguish successfully terminating states. 
Thenn formulas are defined inductively as follows: T is a formula ('true'); if 
aa is a transition label and <f>  and \fr are formulas, then a<f>, -><p, and <\>  A \J/ are 
formulas.. We define satisfaction of a formula 0 in a state s, notation s (= <p, 
inductivelyy as follows: 

 s (=T, 
 s \= --^ if not J (= \fr, 
 s^=ilrAx'tfs\=Tfr and s (= x, and 
 s (= axfr if 5 —> r for some state r with r =̂ \j/. 
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Thiss logic characterizes strong bisimulation equivalence: in finitely branching 
transitionn systems, it holds that two states are strongly bi similar if and only if 
theyy satisfy the same set of formulas. 

Next,, we look at the second use of logic: conditionals in process algebra. 
AA principal construction, that we encountered earlier in the section on data, 
iss conditional composition. It is the subject of Chapter II , where it is written 
xx +((, y, a notation that suggests a similarity to alternative composition. Like 
alternativee composition, conditional composition is a mechanism for summing 
upp possible behaviors, but it has information on the nature of the choice. Un-
likee alternative composition, it also has an imperative interpretation: it may be 
readd as an instruction to execute x if the condition <p holds, and to execute 3; 
otherwise.. In Chapter II we propose a four-valued logic for these conditions, 
thatt has truth values for 'overdefined' and for 'undefined'. If the condition <f) 
iss overdefined, then x +# y stands for x + v; if 0 is undefined, then it stands 
forr deadlock. Thus, conditional composition is a generalization of alternative 
composition. . 

Time e 

Untill  now we have not considered the timing of actions, that is, we have been 
ablee to express the order in which actions must be performed, but we have 
nott been able to express that an action must be performed at a certain time. 
Still,, many systems crucially depend on such timing. For example, it may be 
requiredd that a system produces some output exactly at 12:15 in the afternoon, 
orr between 27 and 44 milliseconds after some earlier event. 

Forr the modelling of such timing-dependent systems, process algebras have 
beenn extended with timing operations in a number of ways. Two important 
choicess to be made are that between absolute and relative timing, and that be-
tweenn discrete and continuous time. And then there are many more design is-
sues,, such as, to name some technical terms, urgency of execution, concurrency 
off  simultaneous actions, (immediate) time-deadlocking, and time factorization. 

Inn Chapter VI, an extension of the basis of /xCRL with time-stamping of 
actionss is presented. This exercise served as a preliminary study for the com-
pletenesss proof of timed ^iCRL [77]. 

Timedd /xCRL [47] is a language that allows a very direct specification of 
timedd processes: time can easily be specified as a data type; the only require-
mentss are that the domain should be totally ordered and have a smallest el-
ement.. Furthermore, the binder £ can be used to bind time variables, and 
conditionall  composition can be used to restrict possible timings. Consider for 
examplee the following specification of a process that must perform action a 
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withinn 4 time units: 

^2^2  a<t < t < 4 > S<0, 
f.Time f.Time 

wheree aef means 'action a at time f', and Sc0 is a zero for alternative composi-
tion. . 

Althoughh timed /xCRL is adequate for the expression of timed processes, we 
havee littl e experience in verifying timed systems, that is,, there have been some 
exercisess in analyzing implementations [55], but the integration of time and 
abstraction,, and the actual verification of systems, have hardly been explored. 
Ass a step in this direction, we present a verification technique for timed systems 
inn Chapter V. It can be used to prove timed branching bisimilarity of timed 
transitionn systems (that are the semantical objects represented by timed /^CRL 
expressions).. This proof technique is the timed variant of the aforementioned 
coness and foci technique [53]. 

Bibliographicall  Notes 

Textbookss on ACP are [11] and [35]. Other well-known process algebras are 
CCSS [68], and CSP [30]. See [66] for an in-depth discussion of /xCRL (and in 
particularr of its summation over data). The Handbook of Process Algebra [23] 
containss valuable contributions reflecting the current state of the art, and many 
referencess for further reading. 
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Thee Logic of ACP 

WithWith Alban Ponse 

Wee distinguish two interpretations for the truth value 'undefined' in Kleene's 
three-valuedd logic. Combining these two interpretations leads to a four-valued 
prepositionall  logic that characterizes two particular ingredients of process al-
gebra:: "choice" and "inaction". We study two different bases for this logic, 
andd prove some elementary results (on expressiveness and completeness). One 
hass the classical symmetric connective conjunction and negation, while the 
otherr one only has a ternary if-then-else connective with a sequential, opera-
tionall  flavor. Combining this four-valued logic with process algebra yields a 
directt generalization of ACP with conditional composition that establishes the 
characterizationn of choice and inaction. For this generalization we present an 
operationall  semantics in SOS-style and some completeness results. 

1.. Introductio n 

Processs algebra is a generic term that refers to the study of 'concurrency the-
ory'' (or 'process theory') in an algebraic fashion. In this article we attempt to 
approachh process algebra from a logical perspective. This is, of course, not the 
intendedd approach; process algebra is algebraically based, and focuses atten-
tionn on applications (the specification and verification of distributed systems) 
andd on algebraic (mathematical) results. Nevertheless, we think it is worth the 
effortt to consider the primitives of process algebra from a different angle, and 
too weigh their merits from a logical perspective because this may further illu-
minatee some particular design choices for the primitives and laws of process 
algebra. . 

Wee shall identify 'process algebra' with ACP (Algebra of Communicating 
Processes),, the modular process algebra framework designed by Bergstra and 
Klopp from 1982 onwards [15] (for an overview of the current state of the art 
inn process algebra we refer to [23]). The most basic part of ACP is called 
BRAA (Basic Process Algebra) and comprises two binary operations: first, se-
quentialquential composition, as known from any imperative programming language 

13 3 
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(usuallyy written ";")> and second, alternative composition, or choice—in prin-
ciplee a descriptive feature that is absent in sequential, imperative programming 
languages.. The motivation for the alternative composition operation arises if 
concurrencyy is approached in an analytical, discrete fashion: if a 11 b expresses 
thee concurrent execution of atomic instantaneous behaviors a and b, then an 
observerr experiences either a followed by b, or b followed by a, or a and b si-
multaneously.. The last case can be thought of as a synchronization or commu-
nicationn between a and b) Such atomic, instantaneous behaviors wil l hence-
forthh be called actions. This assumption that concurrency can be analyzed or 
specifiedd in terms of interleaving and synchronization of actions by means of 
alternativee and sequential composition, is sometimes referred to as the inter-
leavingleaving hypothesis. A well-known ACP axiom characterizing the interleaving 
hypothesiss is 

x\\yx\\y = (x\Ly + y\Lx) + x\y, 

wheree + stands for alternative composition. It states that in the parallel compo-
sitionn x 11 y of x and v, either x \\_ y is executed, or y []_ xt or x | y. Here x \\_ y is 
thee same as parallel composition with the restriction that the first action stems 
fromm x, and x \ y is the same as parallel composition but with the restriction that 
thee first action is a synchronization between a first action of x and one of y. 
Wee note that these operations together have a simple, algebraic axiomatization 
inn ACP (a historical reference is [15]). 

Oncee sequential and alternative composition are accepted as primitives, it 
makess sense to analyze these operations in detail. The first one does not raise 
particularr questions, but + does, (choice being further away from the human 
conditionn than ordinary sequential composition). Alternative composition be-
comess even more involved if a notion of deadlock or inaction is included as a 
primitivee behavior, that is, once we admit two types of behavioral stability: (1) 
terminationn (short for successful termination)—all that should have happened, 
hass happened—and (2) inaction (or deadlock)—a state where nothing can hap-
penn anymore because execution is stuck. Of course, at least one of these kinds 
off  behavioral stability requires explicit notation, and in ACP this is 'inaction', 
writtenn as 8.2 

Wee first explain the difference between inaction and termination in terms 
off  sequential composition, notation , i.e., the multiplication symbol (with the 
conventionn to omit this symbol in terms): let a, b be actions, then 

a8a8 = (aS)b 

11 If a and b are thought of as colored light-flashes, say yellow and blue, this makes sense: either 
yellow/blue,, blue/yellow or a green flash may be observed. 

2Inn CCS [68], only one kind of termination occurs (written 0, or nit). This difference is in-
tertwinedd with the fact that CCS does not have sequential composition, but a less general action 
prefixingg mechanism for sequentiality. See [2] for a discussion. 
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while,, of course, a / ab. The idea that after inaction nothing can happen 
iss axiomatized by <5JC = 8 and by the assumption that sequential composition 
iss associative, an assumption that can hardly be rejected. (Quite naturally, x8 
cannott be further reduced.) So, a represents the execution of the action a after 
whichh termination occurs, and a8 represents the behavior of a followed by 
inaction. . 

Havingg accepted the termination convention described above (explicit nota-
tionn for inaction), one is faced with the question whether 

xx + 8 

cann be reduced, and if so, to what. In principle, two reductions seem likely: 
eitherr x or 8. The axiom for the interleaving hypothesis given above yields 

a\\8a\\8 = (a\l8 + 8\la)+a\8, 

wheree the right-hand side equals 

(a8(a8 + 8) + 8, 

sincee a |]_ 8 equals a 5 by definition of the left merge, 8 |]_ a equals 8 because 
thee left argument cannot perform an action, and a \ 8 equals 8 because 8 cannot 
participatee in a synchronization. Hence, the choice x + 8 = x leads to a | | 8 = 
a8,a8, while the alternative x + 8 = 8 leads to a \ \ 8 — 8. Clearly, the latter does 
nott match the interleaving hypothesis, hence the law JC + 8 = x is an axiom of 
ACP.. So, choice is subsidiary to the ability to perform activity in ACP. One 
mayy call this, and thus the axiom x + 8 = x, optimistic choice, pessimistic 
choicee being axiomatized by x + 8 = 8. (The latter option is characterized by 
thee chaos constant x in Hoare's [30], and can be combined with 8 in a single 
framework,, for instance as the meaningless constant in [18, 17].) 

Wee mentioned earlier that alternative composition is primarily a descriptive 
feature:: it is used to put together possible behaviors, while the nature of the 
choicee between alternatives cannot be accessed. However, this reading does not 
combinee well with the law x + 8 = x, which implies that 8 is not a fair choice. 
Onn the other hand, we have a clear understanding of sequential composition, 
whetherr it is read prescriptive or descriptive. 

Wee propose to generalize alternative composition in such a way that it be-
comess a prescriptive construct: we add information about the choice between 
alternativess as a side-condition of the composition. Thus, we obtain condi-
tionaltional composition: 

*+4>y *+4>y 

standss for the choice between JC and v, under the condition <f>.  This construction 
iss well-known from imperative programming languages, where it is usually 
writtenn in the form if <f>  then x else y. 
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Att this point we may adapt a logical perspective: if 

C C 

standss for the logical truth value that represents 'either true or false' or 'overde-
fined',fined', and if 

D D 

standss for the logical truth value 'neither true nor false' or 'undefined', then 
alternativee composition and inaction can be viewed as the instances + c and 
+DD of conditional composition respectively. We find, with T representing 'true' 
andd F representing 'false': 

xx + c y = x + y, 

x+x+TTyy =x, 

xx +F y = v, 
xx +Dy =8. 

Inn this article, we introduce a four-valued prepositional logic over the truth 
valuess C, T, F, and D, that takes conditional composition as a primitive in the 
logic,, and in which the interplay between conditions can be studied. It turns 
outt that this logic is both straightforward and elegant, and also has a classical 
basis.. Finally, there is a straightforward correspondence with the process alge-
braicc conditional composition, allowing one to explain the nature of choice in 
processs algebra, and its interplay with 8, from a logical perspective. 

Thiss article follows a line of articles on the combination of process algebra 
andd non-standard prepositional logics, among which [17, 18, 20, 21]. In [20], 
thee truth value C was introduced as a second intuition (next to D) for the third 
truthh value in Kleene's partial logic. Also, the correspondence between the 
valuee C and process algebraic alternative composition was first recognized 
inn [20]. The generalization of the operations of ACP by parametrization with 
five-five-valuedvalued conditions was studied in [20, 21]. We discuss this work, and its 
relationn with this article, in Section 6. 

Thee remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we in-
troducee the four-valued logic L4 that has a conditional composition connective 
ass primitive operation. We show that this logic is equivalent with the logic that 
arisess naturally when one distinguishes two readings of the truth value for 'un-
defined'' in Kleene's three-valued logic. We present results on expressiveness, 
andd complete axiomatizations. In Section 3, we generalize process algebra 
inn the manner suggested above, starting with the generalization of alternative 
compositionn in BPA, a subsystem of ACP. We present an axiom system and 
provee that it is complete. Furthermore, we establish a correspondence between 
aa class of L4 identities and process algebra identities. Then, in Section 4, we 
alsoo introduce a generalization of the parallel composition operation of ACP. 
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Wee give, as an example of the use of the generalized operations, a specification 
off  a scheduling mechanism for parallel processes. Section 5 is devoted to a full 
andd detailed proof of the completeness of our L4 axioms. This (non-trivial) 
prooff  essentially uses a normal form representation for open terms. 

2.. Four-Valued Prepositional Logic 

Inn this section we introduce two prepositional logics over the truth values dis-
cussedd above. First a logic that takes conditional composition as the only oper-
ation,, and second, one that is based on the classical connectives and can be seen 
ass a natural generalization of Kleene's partial logic. We show that these logics 
aree equal in terms of expressiveness, and provide complete axiomatizations for 
both. . 

2.1.. A Logic for  Conditional Composition. We introduce a four-valued logic 
withh set 74 = {c, T, F, D}  of truth values. These truth values can be partially 
orderedd according to the lattice below, which we call the information ordering 
(seee Section 6 for some more comments): 

C C 

/ \ \ 
TT F (1) 

Thee value D can be read as undefined (giving less information than T or F) and 
CC as overdefined or being either T or F. Let x U y represent the least upper 
boundd of x and y in the information ordering. 

Thee primary operation that we consider is the ternary operation _<_> _ called 
conditionalconditional composition; it is defined by 

x < i C > yy = j t U y , 

xx < T > y = JC, 

xx < F> y = y, 

xx < D > y = D. 

So,, the auxiliary operation u stands for < C > . We prefer to view conditional 
compositionn as a primary operation because it corresponds with the process 
algebraicc conditional composition +# (see Section 3) and because it has an 
operational,, sequential flavor, i.e., it can be associated with an order of evalua-
tion:: in the evaluation of the term x < y > z, first y is evaluated, and depending 
onn the outcome, possibly x and/or z. Moreover, a logic with a single operation 
cann be technically convenient (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1). 

Assumee a set V of variables. Terms are formed using the constants from T4, 
variabless from V, and the operations just introduced. A valuation is a mapping 
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fromm V to T4. Clearly, every valuation extends to an interpretation mapping 
fromm terms to T4. Two terms are equivalent if they have the same interpretation 
underr every valuation. We write L4 for the resulting logic. 

Havingg introduced the logic, we discuss some of its properties. First, con-
ditionall  composition distributes over l_l: 

(xi(xi UJC2) <y>z = (x\ <y >z) u U2 <y >z), 

xx < (yi u ft) > z = (x < yi > z) U (x < y2> z), 

xx < y > (z\ u zi) = (x < y > zi) u (x < y > zi). 

Furthermore,, we can define negation from conditional composition and the 
truthh values T and F: 

- aa = F < J C> T. 

Itt follows that ->T = F, ->F = T, -«c = C, and --D = D. Note that the 
invariancee of c and D under negation follows quite naturally from the reading 
givingg above. Finally, negation distributes over u, and 

x<y>zx<y>z = z<~,y>x, 
->(x->(x <y>z) = ->x<y> ->z. 

Wee adopt the following binding convention: negation binds more strongly than 
conditionall  composition, which binds more strongly than l_l. 

Next,, we look at the expressivity of the logic. We show that, with respect 
too the information ordering (1), the logic L4 is truth-functionally complete for 
monotonee functions. Recall that an n-ary function ƒ over T4 is monotone with 
respectt to a partial ordering < on T4, if whenever a\ < b\ for 1 < /' < «, then 

f{a\f{a\ aR) < f(bu...,bn). 

Notee that, according to the information ordering lattice, the operation for con-
ditionall  composition is monotone. This follows from the fact that x < y if and 
onlyy if x u y = y and that it distributes over u. Furthermore, an rc-ary function 
ƒƒ over T4 can be expressed in L4 if there is a term / with variables x\,...,xn, 
andd no others, such that 

/ ( a i , . . . , a „)) = t[a\/X],...,an/xn] 

forr all ct\,..., an e T4. If every monotone function over the truth values can 
bee expressed in a logic, then that logic is called expressively adequate (this 
terminologyy is taken from [27]). 

Theoremm 2.1. The logic L4 is expressively adequate. 

Proof.Proof. Let ƒ be a {k + l)-ary monotone function on T4, and write x, y for 
(k(k + l)-tuples (x may be empty). Then 

fix,fix, y) = f{x, D) u ƒ (jc, T) < y > f(x, F) u (D < y > fix, C)) < y > D 
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byy monotonicity of ƒ. By induction on k, the function ƒ is expressible (be-
causee by induction hypothesis ƒ (Jc, a) is expressible, for all a e T4). D 

Non-monotonee functions cannot be expressed in L4. However, we shall see 
thatt the inclusion of a single non-monotone operation results in a logic that is 
truth-functionallyy complete (Theorem 2.2). 

2.2.. An Extension of Kleene's Logic. In the previous section, we introduced 
thee four-valued propositional logic L4, that has a single operation that may 
bee considered not so standard. In mis section we show that this logic can be 
obtainedd also by extending Kleene's three-valued logic [60], which we call 
K3,, in the following way: we distinguish two interpretations of Kleene's third 
truthh value 'undefined' and show that the resulting logic has exactly the same 
expressivityy as L4 (where of course Kleene's logic has the familiar primitive 
operationss negation and conjunction). 

Firstt we present the three-valued logic K3 that is also known as partial logic. 
Thiss logic has, besides the classical truth values true (T) and false (F), a third 
truthh value *, that may be read as either undefined or overdefined (being either 
truee or false, but one cannot predict which of the two). Its basic operations are 
negationn and conjunction defined by the truth tables below. 

A A 

T T 

F F 

* * 

TT F * 

TT F * 

F F F F 

**  F * 

Otherr operations, like disjunction and implication, are defined in terms of these 
inn the familiar way; in particular, disjunction is denned by 

xx v y = ->(-<x A ->y). 

Kleene'ss three-valued logic was designed in order to deal with partial re-
cursivee functions: if a partial function ƒ is not defined for argument a, and 
thee truth value of the term t depends on ƒ (a), then t may be classified as *. 
However,, a term may still make sense, that is, have a definite truth value, even 
iff  it has indefinite subterms; for example, F A t equals F, even if t is classified 
ass *. 

Wee shall now extend this three-valued logic by making an explicit distinc-
tionn between the two possible readings of the third truth value: we replace the 
valuee * by the two distinct truth values C and D. The resulting logic should pre-
servee the equational theory of K3. Furthermore, it should contain K3 (with * 
readd as either C or D) as a subalgebra. This last assumption leads immediately 
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too the following (incomplete) truth tables: 

--

c c 
T T 

F F 

D D 

C C 

F F 

T T 

D D 

A A 

C C 

T T 

F F 

D D 

C C 

C C 

C C 

F F 

T T 

C C 

T T 

F F 

D D 

F F 

F F 

F F 

F F 

F F 

D D 

D D 

F F 

D D 

Inn the following we argue that C A D = D A C = F (and hence that c v D = 
DD v c = T), and that there are no more than two possible readings of the 
thirdd truth value *. Observe that absorption (JC = JC A (X V y)) is valid in K3, 
andd so are commutativity, associativity and idempotence of conjunction. Now 
CADD ^ {c, D}  by absorption and the identity C v D = ->(c A D). For suppose 
CC A D = D, then 

CC = CA(CVD) = CA -i(C A D) = C A --D = D. 

(Inn the same way, C A D = C can be refuted.) By associativity and idempotence 
off  conjunction, C A D ^ T (consider c A C A D). Now assume that * admits 
aa third interpretation, say E, and C A D = E (and thus CVD = E). Then we 
derivee E = c as follows. First, we have that 

CC = C A ( C V D ) = C AE = EAC, 

andd hence 

CC = -.C = ->(C A E) = -iC V -<E = C V E = E V C. 

Itt follows that 

EE = EA(EVC) = EAC = C. 

Thiss shows that C A D = F, and it remains to be shown that with this identity 
thee assumption above, i.e., the existence of a third reading E, is not compatible 
withh c and D. Suppose the contrary. Then, as above, it follows that C A E = 
DD A E = F. Because distributivity is valid in K3, we can derive 

CC = CAT = CA(DVE) = (CAD)V(CAE) = FVF = F, 

whichh concludes our argument. 
Thus,, we have extended K3 in a natural way to a four-valued logic that 

wee shall refer to as K4 (this logic was introduced in [20]). We mention some 
propertiess of the operations of K4. First, conjunction and disjunction are the 
greatestt lower bound and the least upper bound according to the following 
ordering: : 

(2) ) 
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Moreover,, this lattice, with A and V, is distributive, and negation is a so-called 
involutionn with respect to it (cf. [59]), that is, we have ->->JC = x. Below 
wee shall see that this characterization of the logic as a distributive lattice with 
involutionn leads directly to a complete axiomatization. 

2.3.. Expressiveness. We show that the logics K4 and L4 have exactly the 
samee expressivity, that is,, their operations can be defined in terms of the oper-
ationss of the other logic. Hence, the two logics can be considered "the same", 
butt with a different functional basis. So, we can freely use those operations 
thatt seem most appropriate. We adopt the following binding convention: nega-
tionn binds more strongly than conjunction and disjunction, which bind more 
stronglyy than conditional composition, which binds more strongly than u. 

Thee operations negation, conjunction and disjunction can all be defined in 
termss of conditional composition and the truth values C, T, and F (recall that u 
abbreviatess < c >): 

ee = F < x > T, (3) 

* A yy = y < j c > F U ; c < y > F , (4) 

* V yy = T < J c > y l J T « y > ; t . (5) 

Vicee versa, conditional composition can be defined in terms of negation, con-
junction,, disjunction and the truth value D: 

xx < y > z = ((x A y) V (z A - y ) ) V (((JC A z) A D) V ((y A - -y ) A D)) . (6) 

Wee conclude that the two logics are equally expressive, and in particular that 
K44 is expressively adequate (see Theorem 2.1). Because all operations of L4 

(andd thus K4) are monotone, we cannot express non-monotone functions on 
thee truth values. We show that with the addition of one non-monotone opera-
tion,, we can express every truth-functional operation. The unary definedness 
operationn 4, (see [13]) is defined by 

\C\C = F, 4,T = T, |F = T, ID = F. 

Thiss operation is not monotone; for example, we have T < c while |T ^ | c. 

Theoremm 2.2. With the addition of the definedness operation X to K4 or L4, 
wewe obtain a logic that is truth-functionally complete. 

Proof.Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for K4. We introduce auxiliary opera-
tionss Ka(J) that satisfy 

forr ö , 6 € T4 : 

TT  ifa = b, 

FF otherwise, 

Kc(x)Kc(x) = U(X A ->*) V D), 
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TABLEE 1. Axioms of K4. 

(NO) ) 
(Nl ) ) 
(N2) ) 
(N3) ) 
(N4) ) 

(Kl ) ) 
(K2) ) 
(K3) ) 
(K4) ) 
(K5) ) 
(K6) ) 

->{x->{x  Ay) = ^xv^y 
-'-'X-'-'X  = X 

->TT = F 

->cc = c 
->DD = D 

xx A y = y A x 
xx A (y A z) = (x A y) A z 
xx A (y v z) = (x A y) V (x A z) 
xx v (x A y) = x 

TT A X = X 
CC A D = F 

*"TC* )) = ix AX, 

KKFF(X)=(X)= KT(->X), 

KKDD(X)(X) = U(X A - X ) V C ) . 

Lett ƒ be a (it + l)-ary function on T4. Write x, y for (k + l)-tuples. We define 

f(x,y)=f(x,y)= \/(Ka(y)Af(x,a)). 
aeTaeT4 4 

Hence,, the theorem follows by induction on k.

2.4.. Axioms for  the Logics. An axiomatization of K4 is presented in Table 1. 
Thee axioms K1-K4 reflect that (2) is a distributive lattice, and axiom Nl re-
flectsflects that negation is a so-called involution for this lattice. Axiom NO is, in the 
presencee of axiom N1, equivalent with the definition of disjunction in terms of 
negationn and conjunction. The proof for the following theorem is due to Bas 
Luttikk and Piet Rodenburg; it is based on [59]. 

Theoremm 2.3. The axioms for K4 in Table 1 are complete. 

Proof.Proof. Let the K4 axioms in Table 1 denote the variety of algebras with 
conjunction,, disjunction, negation, and the four constants C, T, F, and D. First, 
itt is easy to see that the initial K4 algebra is the four element distributive lat-
ticee (2) with involution and with the two distinct fixed points of negation C and 
D. . 

Wee apply the following theorem from [59]: 

Anyy distributive lattice with involution is isomorphic with a subdirect prod-
uctt of isomorphic images of the four element distributive lattice (2) with 
involutionn and with two distinct fixed points of negation. 
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TABLEE 2.. Axioms of L4. . 

(LI )) x <{x'  <y>z')>z = (x < x' > z) <y > {x <z' > z) 
(L2)) (x < y > z) < y' > Or' < y > z') = (x < y' > x') < y > (z < y' > z') 
(L3)) (x < y > x') < y > z = x < y > (x' < y > z) 

(L4)) T < x> F = JC 

(LT )) JC < T > y = x 
( L F )) jf < F > y = y 

(LD )) J C < D >^ = D 

(L cc 1) x <C>y = y <c> x 
(Lc2)) x < O D = JC 

(Lc3)) C < C > JC = C 

Fromm this theorem it follows that the K4 axioms completely axiomatize the 
initiall  K4 algebra K. Suppose that K \= t = u. Then this identity holds in 
anyy subdirect power of K, and since any K4 algebra is isomorphic to such a 
subdirectt power, we may conclude that K4 f= t = u. Hence K4 \- t = u 
followss by Birkhoff's completeness theorem for equational logic [26]. D 

Wee present an alternative axiomatization for our four-valued logic in Ta-
blee 2, this time taking conditional composition as primitive operation. This 
axiomatizationn is complete as well: 

Theoremm 2.4. The axioms for L4 in Table 2 are complete. 

Usingg the completeness of K4, we prove this theorem by exploiting trans-
lationss in the following way. If the translation of each K4 axiom is derivable 
inn L4, then each K4 derivation can be mimicked in L4. To complete the proof 
wee argue that the translations are invariant with respect to derivability. We ex-
plainn this in some more detail: for t a term in the L4 signature, we write t' for 
itss translation to K4 (cf. equation (6)), and for t a term in the K4 signature, we 
writee t* for its translation to L4 (cf. (3), (4) and (5)). Now assume L4 |= u = v. 
Then,, by translation and the completeness of K4 we have K4 h u' = v'. So, 
L 44 h («')*  = (1/)*. Finally, invariance of our back and forth translation, i.e., 
L44 I- t = {t')*,  yields L4 h u = v, as was to be shown. Section 5 is de-
votedd to a detailed (and somewhat long) proof of the completeness of our L4 
axiomatization. . 

3.. Basic Process Algebra 

Inn this section we first introduce a generalization of a simple process alge-
braa system. The system BPA5 (Basic Process Algebra with deadlock) has two 
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TABLEE 3. The gBPÂ  axioms. 

(Gl) ) 
(G2) ) 
(G3) ) 
(G4) ) 
(G5) ) 
(GT) ) 
(GF) ) 
(GD) ) 

xx +<t><^>x y = (x+<p y) +*i> *  +x y) 
(x(x +f y) +<i>  (x' +^ y') = (x +0 x') +^ (y +<p  y') 

xx +4> (y +<t>  z) = (x +<p y) +0 z 
(x(x +# y)z = xz +<f>  yz 

(xy)z(xy)z = x(yz) 
xx +T y = x 
x+x+??yy = y 
x+x+DDyy = S 

binaryy operations: alternative composition, or choice, and sequential compo-
sition.. Furthermore, it has a constant 8 that represents deadlock (or inaction). 
Bothh alternative composition and deadlock can be seen as special instances of 
processs algebraic conditional composition. We provide an operational seman-
ticss and a complete set of axioms for our generalization of BPAs that comprises 
conditionall  composition. In Section 4 we also give a generalization of the ACP 
operationss for parallelism. 

3.1.. The Generalization. We parametrize the alternative composition oper-
ationn (+) with L4 terms 4>, hence obtaining the binary operation +4, called 
conditionall  composition.3 Alternative composition can now be seen as the 
instancee +c of conditional composition, while 8 corresponds to +D- Further-
more,, we have sequential composition ) as usual. We write gBPÂ  for this 
generalizationn of BPA .̂ For a nonempty finite set A of action symbols, its 
termss are generated by the grammar 

p::=a\8\x\p+4,p\p-p, p::=a\8\x\p+4,p\p-p, 

wheree a ranges over A, x ranges over a given set of process variables, and <f> 
rangess over the terms of L4. To avoid confusion with process terms, we shall 
usee the letters <£, ^, X both for terms and for variables from the logic (recall 
thatt in the previous sections we used x, y, z for proposition variables and f, u 
forr terms). We may write + for + c and we omit the symbol  from expressions. 
Wee let sequential composition bind stronger than conditional composition. The 
axiomm system gBPAs consists of the axioms in Table 3. As proof system we 
usee two-sorted equational logic in the following way: 

L 44 h 0 = \f/ implies gBPÂ  h x +4, y = x +^ y, 

wheree JC, y are process variables. 

33 Recall that the L4 operation < > was called conditional composition as well. We now have 
bothh a process algebraic and a logical conditional composition. We reserve the notation < > for 

L4. . 
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TABLEE 4.. Transition rules for gBPA$. 

a,w a,w U.UJU.UJ I 

aa > v 
a,wa,w i a,w , 

xx  v x  x 
a.wa.w a.w , 

xyxy > y xy > x'y 

XX -^U J, w(<f>)  € {C, T}  X - ^ » V, W(<p) 6 {C, F} 
.. a,w i , a,w , 

xx +<j>y  v y +<p x > v 

xx > x , w(4>) e {c, T}  x  x , w(<j>)  e {c, F} 

x+<t>yx+<t>y  > x' y+<px > x' 

Next,, we give an operational semantics for process-closed process terms, 
thatt is, of process terms that do not contain process variables, but that may 
containn proposition variables. Given the set A of action symbols, we write P 
forr the set of process-closed process terms, and W for the set of valuations 
forr L4 terms (given some set of proposition variables). In Table 4, we give 
transitionn rules for the relations 

__ JzzL> _QPx(AxW)xP, 

and d 

__ -  ̂ V 9 P x (A x HO. 

Thee transitions are labelled with an action and a valuation; if 
a,wa,w f 

PP >P, 

thenn p has the option to execute action a under valuation w, and by this execu-
tionn p evolves into p'. The symbol +J is used to indicate succesful termination; 
forr example, we have for all a and w that 

a,w a,w V--
Wee proceed with the definition of strong bisimulation equivalence. This 

definitionn deviates from the standard definition, because we take valuations 
intoo account, so that bisimilar processes have matching action steps for every 
valuation.. A binary relation R on P is a bisimulation if it is symmetric, and 
wheneverpRq,, then for all a and w: 

(i)) if p -^U y/, then q - ^ *  j \ 

(ii )) if p —'—*  p' for somep', then q a,w> q1 for some q' with p'R<i-
Process-closedd process terms p and q are bisimilar, notation p  q, if they are 
relatedd by a bisimulation. 

Sincee bisimilar terms have matching action steps for every possible valu-
ation,, we allow the inclusion of (user-defined) propositions in the logic, the 
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evaluationn of which may not be constant throughout the execution of a pro-
cess.. This equivalence may be called dynamic, while static bi similarity would 
bee defined as bisimilarity with respect to one, fixed valuation. 

Thee transition rules are in the panth format (cf. [82]), from which it follows 
thatt bisimilarity is a congruence relation. Furthermore, it is straightforward 
too verify that the axioms in Table 3 are sound. In the following, we prove 
thatt these axioms are complete, that is, that process-closed process terms are 
bisimilarr if and only if they are derivably equal. 

Notation.. We may write 

gBPAgBPAss ll(x)(x) = t2(x), 

iff  t[(p)  tjip) for all closed instantiations p oïx. 

3.2.. Alternativ e Composition and Guarded Command. Our claim that al-
ternativee composition can be seen as the instance + c of conditional composi-
tionn is supported by showing that the axioms of BPAs are derivable in gBPA .̂ 

Commutativityy of alternative composition (axiom A1) is derived by 

xx +c y = (y +F x) +c (y +T x) (by GT, GF) 

== y +F < c> T* (byGl) 

==  y+cx (byLcl ,L4). 

Associativityy of alternative composition (axiom A2) is an instance of axiom 
G3.. Idempotency of alternative composition (axiom A3) can be derived by 

xx + c x = (x +T y) +c (x +T y) (by GT) 

== X + T < C > TV (byGl) 

==  x (by(17),GT). 

Right-distributivityy of sequential composition over alternative composition (ax-
iomm A4) is an instance of axiom G4. Associativity of sequential composition 
(axiomm A5) occurs here as axiom G5. The axiom x + 8 = x (A6) can be 
derivedd by 

X+X+CC88 = (X+T y) +c (x +D y) (by GT, GD) 

== *+T<c>Dy (byGl) 

== x (by Lc2, GT). 

Finally,, the axiom 8x = 8 (A7) can be derived using axioms GD and G4: 

8x8x = (y +D z)x = yx +D zx = 8. 

Next,, we look at the guarded command construct [32], denned by 

<t><t> :-> x = x + 0 5. 
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xx + ->0 :-> j , 

xx + 0 :-  y, 

*>% % 

(00 . 

(8) ) 

(9) ) 

(10) ) 

(11) ) 
(12) ) 

Itt expresses the instruction to execute process x if the condition 0 is satisfied. 
Wee use this construct in the next section because it allows a more elegant nor-
mall  form representation than is possible with conditional composition. Here, 
wee shall prove a number of useful identities concerning the guarded command. 
Wee use 

8+4,88+4,8 = 8, (7) 

thatt is derived by 

88 +<£ 8 = (x +D x) +# (x +D x) = (x +0 x) +D (x +^ x) = 8, 

usingg axioms GD and G2. The following identities can be derived straightfor-
wardly: : 

xx +<t>  y = <t> 

00 :-  (x + y) = 0 

(00 :-  x)y = <t> 

xx + (0 :-  x) = x, 

00 :—> (\fr :—  JC) = 0 

Forr the derivation of (11) we argue as follows: 

xx + (0 : -  * ) = (x +c 5) + (*  +^ 5) = x +c<c>0 5 = x + <5 = x, 

andd for (12) we use (7) and axiom G2: 

(x(x +,/, 8)+<p8 = (x ++  8) +^ (8 +^ 8) = (x +0 8) +^ (5 +^ 8). 

Clearly,, the following identities are derivable as well: 

CC :-» x = T :—> x = x; F :->  JC = D :-  x = 8. (13) 

Wee see that, as a guard, the truth values C and T have the same behavior, and 
soo do F and D. Consequently, the guarded command has nicer distribution 
propertiess over the logical operations than conditional composition: 

00 v 0 :-» x = 0 : -  JC + 0 : -  x, (14) 

00 A 0 :-  x — 0 :-  (0 :-*  x), (15) 

<p<p <\fr>  X  JC = 0 A 0 :—  JC + ->0 A x :—  x. (16) 

Thesee identities can all be derived without difficulty; for example, in the case 
off  (14) we replace the disjunction by its definition (5) and derive that the left-
handd side equals 

00 :->  x + ->0  (0- :—> x) + xjr :—> x + ->ifr  :—  (0 :—  JC); 

andd this term can be derived equal to the right-hand side using (11). For (15), 
wee use (4) and find that the left-hand side equals 

00 :-*  (0 : -  JC) + 0 :—>  (0 :->  JC), 

soo that we can finish the proof using (12). 
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3.3.. Completeness. We prove that the axiom system is complete with respect 
too strong bisimulation equivalence. In the proof it is convenient to write terms 
inn the basic term format that is defined below. We usually work modulo the as-
sociativityy and commutativity of alternative composition (axioms Al and A2). 
Hence,, we let £ ,e / Pi, where ƒ is a finite set of indices, stand for the alter-
nativee composition of the processes p, with i € /; furthermore, we define 

T,ie0PiT,ie0Pi =8-
Lett A be the set of action symbols; then basic terms are terms of the form 

wheree pi; E {a, aq \ a e A, q a basic term}  for all i e I. 

Lemmaa 3.1. For all process-closed terms p and basic terms q, the sequential 
compositioncomposition pq is derivably equal to a basic term. 

Proof.Proof. We apply induction on the structure of p. If p = a € A, then aq 
equalsequals the basic term T : ^ aq by (13). If p = 5, then pq equals the basic term 
SS by A7. If p = pi +<pP2, then derive using (8), G4, and (10) that 

pqpq = <t>:^  p\q + > :-  piq. 

Itt follows from the induction hypothesis that there are basic terms 

p'p' = £ . fi : -  n and p" = J  ̂ fj : _*  rh 

withp'' = p\q and p" = piq. Using (9) and (15), we derive that pq equals the 
basicc term 

J ^.. 0 A fi :-» n+ ^ . -</> A xffj : -  rj. 

Finally,, if p = p\P2, then we find by axiom G5 that pq equals p\ipiq). Now 
wee apply the induction hypothesis twice in succession. D 

Lemmaa 3.2. Every process-closed process term p is derivably equal to a basic 
term. term. 

Proof.Proof. We apply induction on the structure of p. If p = 5, then p equals 
ann empty summation by definition. If p = a € A, thenp equals the basic term 
TT :—  a by (13). Ifp = p\ +$ P2, then by induction hypothesis there are basic 
terms s 

PiPi = J^i ^ : _*  Pi a nd P'l = X ! ; ^i :^P}> 

withh p\ — p\ and p2 = p'2- By (8), we find that p equals 

<f><f>  : -  p\ + --0 :-  p'2 

Usingg (15) and (9) we get that this term equals the basic term 

£ ] .. <f>  A ft : -  pi+^.->4> A fj :-*  Pj. 
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Finally,, letp = p\p2. By induction hypothesis, p2 is derivably equal to a basic 
term,, so we can finish this case by application of Lemma 3.1. D 

Next,, we define the height of basic terms, that shall be used as the basis for 
thee induction in the completeness proof. 

h(a)h(a) = 1, 

h(S)h(S) = 0, 

h(<j>:^p)h(<j>:^p)  = h(p), 

h(ph(p + q)= max(/i(p), h(q)), 

h(ap)h(ap) = l+h(p). 

Lemmaa 3.3. Every basic term p is derivably equal to a basic term 

qq = ^<f>i  : -»4,, 

i € / / 

withwith the following properties: 

(00 h(q) < h(p), 
(ii )) for all distinct i,j e I with qt, qj e A, q{  ̂ qjt 

(iii )) for all i € ƒ, f- 0, = <pj A C, 
(iv)) for all i e I,\f fa = F. 

Proof.Proof. Starting from p written 

P=P= 5^ . fi  '>^>Pi, 

wee first join summands fi :->  p{ and V) :-  Pj with p, — pj = a € A to a 
singlee summand fa v ^ : ^ a using (14). Observe that this does not change 
thee height of the term, so the first property is preserved. The resulting term 
satisfiess property (ii) . Then, we add a conjunct C to all conditions \fr:  we derive 
usingg (13) and (15) that 

ff : -  Pi = f : -  (c :-  /?,-) = f A C : -  Pi, 

Thee resulting term satisfies property (iii) . Observe that this does not change the 
heightt of the term, so the first property is preserved. Also, the second property 
iss preserved. Finally, if the condition of one of the summands in the resulting 
termm is derivably equal to F, then that summand can be omitted. The resulting 
termm satisfies property (iv). Also, the other properties are preserved. D 

Theoremm 3.4. All bisimilar process-closed terms are derivably equal 

Proof.Proof. Take bisimilar process-closed terms p \ and p2, and assume, without 
losss of generality (Lemma 3.2), that they are basic terms. We apply induction 
onn h = h(p\ +pi). First, observe that if h = 0, then it must be that p\ and 
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pp22 are both syntactically equal to 6. Next, let h > 0. By Lemma 3.3 we may 
assumee that for k = 1,2, the term 

PkPk = ^<Pk,i :-*Pk,i 

satisfiess the properties (i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.3. For k = 1, 2, we make the 
followingg observations. 

(a)) We may assume that pkj i£ Pkj for all distinct i, j € h- If Pkj and pkj 
inn A, then this follows from property (ii) of Lemma 3.3. Otherwise, let 
PkjPkj = aq and/?;tj = ar and q i  r. By induction hypothesis, we find 
thatt h q = r. Hence, the summands 0*,,- :-> pkj and faj :-» Pkj could 
havee been joined to the single summand <f>kj  v 4>kj :_*  PJt.i  u s i ng (I4)-
Thiss does not increase the height of p*. 

(b)) We may assume, using idempotency of +, that all summands of pk are 
unique. . 

(c)) For every w e W and i e h, we have by property (iii ) of Lemma 3.3 
thatt either w((f>kj) = C or w(0jt,,-) = F. 

(d)) For all i G /&, w(0*,i) = C for at least one w e W, as follows from 
propertyy (iv) of Lemma 3.3 and (c). 

Wee show that each summand in pk is derivably equal to a unique summand 
inp3_fc.. Take an arbitrary i € h-

 First, we consider the case pk,i = a € A. By property (ii) of Lemma 3.3 
andd (c), we find that 

PkPk a,W> V if and only if w(<f>kj)  = C, 

and,, since />*  «  p3_*, also p-$-k ~ ^> V i f a nd o n ly i f w(0Jfc,«) = c. 
Usingg (d), we find thatp3-kj = a for some unique j e h-k- It follows 
thatt io(0jfc,i) = C if and only if w{<fn-k,j) =  c> a nd so b v (c)> w e find 

(== 0^,- = 03-t,y and hence (- 0*,,- = 03-Jtj- This finishes the case with 
Pk,iPk,i eA. 
 Next, suppose that pi,,- = a?- Using (c), we find that 

PkPk a,W> q if and only if w(<f>kj)  = C. 

Thenn it follows from pk  />3-*  that p3-k - ^ r for some r with 4 1*  r 
iff  and only if tu(0jt,;) = c. By (d), we find that/^-*,; = ar for some 
uniquee (using (a)) j G h-k- It follows that w(0*,i) = C if and only 
iff  w((p3-kj) = C, and so by (c), we have (= 0*,,- = <h-k,j and hence 
I-- 0*,i = <fo-k,j- Finally, h />*,,- = P3-kj, since a i  r implies 1- o = r 
byy induction hypothesis. 

D D 
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3.4.. Correspondence. We end this section with some reflections on the cor-
respondencee between gBPAs and L4, Clearly, process algebraic conditional 
compositionn and its logical counterpart are quite similar, as becomes appar-
entent when one compares the axioms G1-G3 with the axioms L1-L3, and GT, 
GF,, and GD with LT , LF, and LD , respectively. This correspondence can be 
expressedd as follows: 

Propositionn 3.5. Let t\(x, v) = t2{x, v) be a process identity with process 
variablesvariables x and condition variables v in which the only constants are in T4 
andand the only operation is +^, written as <(f>>.  Then 

gBPA5  \=ti(x,v) = t2(x, v) 

ifif  and only if 

L 44 (= t\(x, v) = t2(x,v), 

wherewhere in the latter statement, x also represents condition variables. 

Finally,, this result implies that L4 (and thus also K4) characterizes the axiom 
xx + 8 = x of BPAs (by axiom Lc2), and thus the interplay between choice and 
deadlockk from a logical perspective. 

4.. Parallel Composition 

Wee turn to ACP— that is, the supersystem of BPA5 that includes operations for 
parallelism,, see, e.g., [15, 11, 35]—and discuss a generalization of the remain-
ingg operations as well. Following [20,21], we extend the operational semantics 
too this setting, and provide a complete set of axioms. Finally, we use the gen-
eralizedd ACP operations to provide an example on the scheduling of parallel 
components. . 

Thee composition 

x^W^y x^W^y 

denotess the parallel execution of x and y under conditions <p and TJS. Here, the 
conditionn 0 covers the choice between interleaving and synchronization, and 
\Jr\Jr determines the order of interleaving and synchronization. We shall see, for 
example,, that the parallel composition operation 11 of ACP equals c | |c. 

Thee following parametrized auxiliary operations are used in the axiomati-
zationn of the generalized parallel composition. 

 Left merge: JC^LL^ y denotes x^W^y with the restriction that the first 
actionn stems from JC. 

 Communication merge: x $\  ̂ y denotes x $\ \  ̂y with the restriction that 
thee first action is a synchronization of both x and y. 
 Left communication merge: x $ [  ^ y is used to define x ^{  ̂ y. 
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TABLEE 5. Additional axioms of gACP(A, |); a, b, c e A, H c A. 

(CI) ) 
(C2) ) 

(GDI) ) 
(GD2) ) 
(GD3) ) 
(GD4) ) 

(GM1) ) 
(GM2) ) 
(GM3) ) 
(GM4) ) 
(GM5) ) 
(GM6) ) 
(GM7) ) 
(GM8) ) 
(GM9) ) 
(GM10) ) 

a\ba\b = b\a 
(a\b)\c(a\b)\c = a\(b\c) 

ddHH(a)(a) = a 
ddHH(a)(a) = 8 

9tff  (*  +<t>  y) = BHM +0 dH(y) 
dH(xy)dH(xy) = dH(x)dH(y) 

ifif  a <£H 
iff  a e H 

**l l **  y = (x^lLir y +ir  y«lL- *  x) +<t> x<t>h  y 
aa<< p\\_p\\_xxi,x=ax i,x=ax 

axax <p\Lir  y = a(x <t>\\jr  y) 

(X(X +<t>  y) rj, \LX z = x v^ULx *  +<t>  y  ̂LL* z 

flfl **  4  ̂ y = <*  <i>Yitr(y  <t>\L^ir  x) 

a^l^ba^l^b = a\b 
a^Yyjfbxa^Yyjfbx = (a\b)x 

aa0|>(JC0|>(JC +x y) = a tlrj,  x +x a 4y, y 
(x+<py)y[(x+<py)y[ xxzz = xyi;[xz+<f>y^[ xz 

a<f,\\y(,b a<f,\\y(,b 

<p<p C 

T T 

F F 

D D 

C C 

abab + ba + c 

abab + ba 

c c 

8 8 

T T 

abab + c 

ab ab 

c c 

8 8 

F F 

baba +c 

ba ba 

c c 

8 8 

D D 

8 8 

8 8 

8 8 

8 8 

f f 

FIGUREE 1. Example; \tta\b — c. 

Furthermore,, we have encapsulation operators 9#(JC) for H c A, that rename 
atomss in H to 5 and distribute over conditional and sequential composition. 

AA commutative and associative communication function | : AxA —> AU{5} 
thatt defines which actions are allowed to be executed synchronously is given 
(andd extended to process terms). The axioms of this generalization of ACP 
aree those of gBPÂ  together with the axioms listed in Table 5. We adopt the 
conventionn that +0 binds less strongly than the operations for parallelism, and 

 binds most strongly. The resulting axiom system is denoted by gACP, or by 
gACP(A,, |) if we want to make the parameters of the theory explicit. 

Observee that the operation T | Jc restricts parallel composition to interleaving 
only,, that is, to the so-called free merge, while F| |0 for o e {C, T, F}  defines 
"synchronouss ACP" and T| |T represents sequential composition. For example, 
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TABLEE 6. Additional transition rules for gACP(A, |). 

XX - ^ » x'/J, w(<f>) € {C, T}, w(jr) € {C( T} 

XX - ^ » x'/J, W(<t>) € {C, T} , W(^) 6 {C( F} 

ytpWfX-^^y^ix'/^/) ytpWfX-^^y^ix'/^/) 

xx - ^ » x'lj, y - ^ > y / y , a | b = c, w(0)€{C, F}, w(^)e{C, T, F} 

**  » x 7V, y  yVv . a\b = c, w(f) e {C, T, F} 

**l*y-^U7*%M/A/ ) ) 

xx  j c / y, y  y 7 y . fl  I b = c 

a ' u ''  I I I o,w / , j , rw 

XX  X'/yf x  x/y/, a & H 

x<p\L*y^(xx<p\L*y^(x ff/V)<i>\\i,y/V)<i>\\i,y dHW-^dHix^jj) 

somee typical gACP identities are: 

** l l* yy = y* IU** . 
xx 4,1$ y = y^Ui/ r  x, 
&&  4,\fX = S. 

Likee in ACP, the parallel composition operations can be eliminated from 
terms.. As an example, we give the terms resulting from the elimination of the 
parametrizedd parallel composition in a $ 11̂  b in Figure 1. 

Next,, we define an operational semantics; write P for the set of process-
closedd process terms. We extend the set of transition rules defined in Table 4 
withh the rules in Table 6. For the notation of these rules, we use the convention 
thatt x'/y/ and y'/y/ range over P U {y/} (we stress that the symbol y/ is not a 
processs term). In order to keep the presentation of the rules short, we also let 

XtpWyf,XtpWyf, y/= y/<t,\\fX=x, and y/^ y/= dH(J) = V-

Wee stick to bisimulation equivalence as defined in Section 3, and as before 
itt follows that bisimilarity is a congruence for all operations involved. It is not 
difficultt (but tedious) to establish that in the bisimulation model thus obtained 
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alll  equations of Table 5 are true. Furthermore, each process-closed process 
termm over gACP is provably equal to, and thus bisimilar with, a generalized 
basicc term (see Section 3.3). Hence: 

Theoremm 4.1. The system gACP is complete with respect to bisimulation equiv-
alence. alence. 

Example::  The Minima l History Operator. In the following we provide an 
examplee in which the generalized operations are used.4 The minimal history 
operatorr HQ keeps track of the number of actions that a process has performed 
sincee initialization and increases stepwise its index. The knowledge of the 
historyy of a process is minimal in the sense that we only count the actions that 
aree performed. For example, we find that 

HH00(abc)(abc) - A Hdbc) -  ̂ H2(c) - ^ ^ . 

Inn this section, we shall use the history of processes in the condition parameters 
off  the operations of gACP; hence, we shall be able to program a scheduling 
mechanismm for parallel processes. 

Lett In be the assertion which is true of the initial state of a process and 
falsee thereafter. Furthermore, let P(0) be the assertion that $ is valid in all the 
previouss states (i.e., the states immediately before the last action); if there is no 
suchh state, then P(0) = D. 

Thoughh P is a modality, we have 

P(T)) = --In v D, 

P(-0)) = -P(0), 

P(00 A V) = P(</>) A P(l/r), 

andd one can set 

P(C)) = D<In>C, 

P(D)) = D. 

Itt then follows that P can be removed from finite expressions except for atoms 
off  the form P" (In) for n e N. 

Thee minimal history operator Hn is, for n G N, defined on processes by 

HHnn(a)(a) = a for a eAU{8}, 

H„{ax)H„{ax)  = a  Hn+\ (x) for a e A, 

HHnn(x(x +$ y) = Hn{x) +H„{<P)  Hn(y), 

andd on conditions (as occurring in the last line above), by 

HHnn(c)(c) = cforc e 74, 

T̂hiss example is based on a similar one in [18]. 
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„„  ._ . [ T i f n = 0, 
//„(In )) = {  . 

IFF otherwise, 

HQ(P(<P))HQ(P(<P)) = D, 

tfn+l(P(0))=#«(0), tfn+l(P(0))=#«(0), 

Hn(--0)) = - / / „ (0) , 

HHnn(<t>Af)=H(<t>Af)=H nn(<f>)AH(<f>)AH nn(i,). (i,). 

Ass an example, consider 

4>> = In V 

(--P(In)) A P^In)) v 

(-P(In)) A -P2(In) A -P3(In) A P^In)). 

Thee assertion <t>  is true in states where the action history length is 0, 2, or 4, 
andd false otherwise. We assume that all communications are 8, Now consider 
thee processes 

PP = (d> :  ̂ a)(<D : ^ Ö)(<J> :_*  b), 

Wee find that Ho(P \\ Q) equals acadb. The history operator in cooperation 
withh $ schedules P \\ Q as an alternation of steps, beginning with P. 

Inn process algebra, one often considers potentially nonterminating processes 
thatt can be specified with *, me binary Kleene star [61], defined by 

x*yx*y = x(x*y) + y. 

(Seee also [12].) In particular, x*8 repeatedly performs JC, as follows easily 
fromm the axioms. An obvious question is how to provide scheduling guards for 
potentiallyy nonterminating processes. This leads us to infinitary propositions, 
whichh can be defined by recursion. As an example, let 

<&even<&even = In V - .P(<JW„). 

Thuss <&even wil l be true for even step numbers, and it easily follows that 

Ho((&evenHo((&even : -  a)*8 || (-4>CTCT :-  b)*S) = (ab)*8. 

Forr another example, let 

**  = In v (-.P(In) A -P2(In) A P3(*)) . 

Soo * is true if the action history length is a multiple of 3. In order to give a 
somewhatt more real-life example on scheduling, we consider T, the "negation" 
off  * , and <J>, which is true if the action history length modulo 3 is either 0 or 2. 
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Thesee infinitely propositions can be recursively defined by 

TT = - I n A (P(In) v P^In) v P3(T)), 

OO = In v P(T). 

Noww consider the processes 

** = (£^(<*)-.S3<d))*S . 

Thee idea is that sender 5 receives a datum from some finite domain along 
channell  1 from the environment and then sends this datum via channel 2, while 
receiverr R receives data along channel 2 and propagates these along channel 3. 
Now,, using $ and * , the parallel composition of S and R can be scheduled 
inn such a way that only communications (data transmissions) can occur along 
channell  2: it is not hard to show that for k € N, 

HikiS^WyHikiS^Wy R) = (Yld
riid) 'iri(d) ' S2(d))' S3(d)) -H^+3(S 1̂1* R). 

So,, for naturals k, and in particular for k = 0, we find that H3*(S<j>ll*  R) 
describess the intended scheduling. 

5.. Completeness of the Axioms for  Conditional Composition 

Inn this section we give a full proof of the completeness of the L4 axioms, as 
explainedd in Section 2.4. We start with some useful L4 identities, and then 
wee establish a normal form representation. We suggest a general strategy for 
provingg L4 identities, which is then used to derive the translations of the K4 
axiomss in L4. Finally we argue that translating a term from L4 to K4, and 
translatingg back the result yields a provably equal term, which completes our 
proof. . 

5.1.. Preliminaries. In Table 7 we recall the axiomatization for L4 given ear-
lierr in Table 2. We shall freely use the fact that the binary operation u (the 
abbreviationn of < C >) is idempotent (17), commutative (Lcl) , and associa-
tivee (L3). 

Lemmaa 5.1. The following identities are derivable: 

xuxxux = x, (17) 

(xUx')<y>z(xUx')<y>z = x<y>zLlx><y>z, (18) 

x<(yUy')>zx<(yUy')>z = x<y>z\Jx<y'>z, (19) 

xx <y > (zuz) =x<y>zux<y>z'. (20) 
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TABLEE 7. Axioms of L4. 

(LI )) x<(x' <y>z')>z = (x<x'>z)<y>(x<z'>z) 
(L2)) (x < y > z) < y' > (x' < y y > z') z') = (x < y' y' > x') < y y > (z < y' y' > z') 
(L3)) (x <y>x') <y>z=x <y>(x' <yt>z) 

(L4)) T < JC> F = X 

(LT)) x < T > y = x 
(LF)) x < F > y = y 
(LD )) x < D > y = D 

(Lcl )) *<C>;y = ;y<iCi>;c 
(Lc2)) x < C > D = x 
(LC3)) c <C>x = c 

Proof.Proof. In the case of (17) we derive using axiom Lc2 that x<c>x equals 

(x(x < C > D) < C > (JC < C > D) 

whichh is derivably equal to JC by LI , Lc3, and Lc2. Equations (18) and (20) 
aree derived using (17) and L2. Equation (19) is an instance of axiom LI . G 

Thee identities in the following lemma are used below, when we introduce 
normall  forms for L4. 

Lemmaa 5.2. The following identities are derivable: 

D<x>DD = D, (21) 

x<y>z=x<y>DUD<y>z,x<y>z=x<y>DUD<y>z,  (22) 

x<y>zx<y>z = z<(F <y>T)>x, (23) 

(x<z>D)<y>D~(x<z>D)<y>D~  (x < V > D) < z > D, (24) 

(y<x>D)<x>D(y<x>D)<x>D  = y<x>D. (25) 

Proof.Proof. The left-hand side of (21) equals 

(vv < D > v) < x> (v <i D > y) 

byy axiom LD. Now apply L2 and LD. In the case of (22) we derive by Lcl 
andd Lc2 that x < y > z equals 

( x U D ) < y >> (DUz), 

whichh equals the right-hand side by L2. Equation (23) is derived using the 
axiomss LI , LT , and LF. The left-hand side of (24) equals 

(x(x < z > D) < y y > (D < z > D) 

byy (21); this case is finished using L2 and (21). Finally, equation (25) is derived 
usingg axiom L3 and (21).
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5.2.. Normal Forms. We define simple normal forms as follows: the truth 
valuess T and F are simple normal forms; if f is a simple normal form, then 
tt < u > D is a simple normal form for any term u. 

AA  normal form is a least upper bound 

U'. . 
iel iel 

off  simple normal forms f,, where ƒ is a finite set of indices; we define \_\t e0 U = 
D. . 

Everyy simple normal form is of the form 

((  {a < un > D) ) < «2 > D) < u\ > D, 

wheree a e {T, F}, for some n > 0. We call the wr- the guards of the simple nor-
mall  form. Using equations (24) and (25), we see that the order of the guards 
cann be changed, and that double occurrences of the same guard can be identi-
fied.fied. Hence, we shall write these simple normals forms with the set of guards 
notation n 

{u\,{u\,...,..., un}a. 

Propositionn 5.3. For all terms u\, ...,un and a e {T, F}  we have 

{« ! , . . . ,, un}a = a < («i A  A un) > D. 

AA normal form consists of a T-part and an F-part: it can be written as 

IJafTuLJa/F , , 
'' j 

wheree the a,, a, are finite sets of terms. As an example, we derive a normal 
formm for the variable JC using L4, (22), and (23): 

j t = T < J t >FF = T<!X>DUD<IJt>F= {x}T U {F < X > T}F, (26) 

wheree the right-hand side is a normal form. The following theorem is a conse-
quencee of (26): 

Theoremm 5.4. Every term of L4 is derivably equal to a normal form. 

AA simple normal form is optimal, if all its guards are either variables or 
negatedd variables: a simple normal form orT or a F is optimal if every element 
off  a is either a variable or of the form F < x > T for some variable x, where 
inn the latter case it is called the negation of x. We shall further abbreviate the 
negationn of JC by --JC. (Of course, the classical negation operation is defined 
exectlyy like this, cf. (3).) It is not difficult to prove that every term is derivably 
equall  to an optimal normal form, that is, to a least upper bound of optimal 
simplee normal forms. 
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Findingg optimal normal forms is a straightforward procedure, as is illus-
tratedd by (26) and 

xx <y > z = x <y >DUz < —>y > D 

== ({Jf }T U {-*}F ) < y > D U ({z} T U {--zjF) < - y t> D 

== [y, X}T U {y , - * } F U {-J, z}T U {->y, -*}F , (27) 

wheree we used identities (22), (23), (26), and (18). 
Wee present some useful identities concerning normal forms: 

Lemmaa 5.5. Let a and f$ be finite sets of terms. We can derive the following 
identities: identities: 

xx <aT>y — x <saT>D, (28) 

xx < a F> y = D < a F > y, (29) 

j 8 T < a T > D = ( a Ui 6 ) T ,, (30) 

j 8F< f fT>D=( f fU^ )F ,, (31) 

D<iaF>jcc = JC < a T > D. (32) 

ProofProof We prove (28) using induction on \a\. If a = 0, then aT — T and 
thee identity follows from axiom LT. If a = a' U {w} , for some u g a', then 

xx < aT > v = x < (arT < u > D) > y 

== (x < al > y) < u > D (by L1, L D ) 

== (x < a'l > D) < u > D (by IH) 

== x « a T> D. 

Wee prove (30) using induction on |a|. If a = 0, then aT = T and the identity 
followss from axiom L T . If a = a' U {«} , for some u & a', then 

@T@T < aT > D = fiT < (a'T < u > D) > D 

== (J8T < a'T > D) < «> D ( b y L l , L D ) 

== (a' U 0)T < M > D (by IH) 

== (a U £)T. 

Thee proofs of the other identities are similar. D 

Lemmaa 5.6 (Absorption). If a and fi are finite sets of terms, and a C /J, then 
wewe can derive 

aTT U JOT = aT and aF u /?F = aF. (Abs) 

Proof.Proof. We derive 

aTT u (a U j8)T = aT < c> D u aT < fii  > D (by Lc2, (30)) 

== aT « (c u JST) > D (by L I ) 

== aT (by Lc3,Lc2). 
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Thee proof of the second part of the lemma is similar using (31).

Now,, a general strategy for proving equations between open terms is to 
writee both sides as (optimal) normal forms, and then apply absorption. As an 
example,, we derive the identity x < x> x = x: 

xx <x>x = {;c}TU {*,-«*}F U {jc,-ur}T U {-uc}F (by (27)) 

== {*} T u {-JC}F (by (Abs)) 

== x (by (26)). 

5.3.. Derivation of the K4 Axioms. In this section, we show that the axioms of 
thee logic K4 are, after translation to L4, derivable from the L4 axioms. Together 
withh the proof of the translation invariance presented in the next section, this 
constitutess a completeness proof for L4. The translation from K4 to L4 is based 
onn (3), (4), and (5), presented in Section 2.3. For convenience, we repeat them 
here: : 

-.JCC = F < x > T, 

xAyxAy = y<x>FUx<y>F, 

xVyxVy = T<x>y\JT<y>x. 

Ass before, we write ->x for F < x > T in the setting of L4. 
Wee start with the axioms for negation; these cases are straightforward: first, 

axiomm NO translates to 

F<(v<JC>FU;t<V>F)>TT = T<-'.X>-<yUT<-'V> ->x. 

Wee find by application of axioms L1 and LF that the left-hand side equals 

F<(y<;c>F)i>TUF<i(jt<iy>F)>T, , 

whichh equals the right-hand side by (23). Axiom Nl translates to 

FF < (F < JC> T) > T = X, 

whichh is derived using axioms LI , LT, LF, and L4. Axiom N2 translates to 
thee identity F < T > T = F which is an instance of axiom LT . For axiom N3 we 
findd F < C > T = C which can be derived using axioms Lcl and L4. Finally, 
axiomm N4 translates toF<D>T = D which is an instance of axiom LD . 

Nextt we turn to the axioms K1-K6. In the cases of the axioms K2-K4, it is 
nott easy to find a "direct" derivation; in these cases we use rewriting to optimal 
normall  forms, after which application of absorption (Abs) yields the required 
identity.. First, axiom K1 translates to an instance of axiom Lc 1. In the case of 
axiomm K2 we find that the left-hand side translates to 

z< ( j t <y>FUy<Jc>F)>FU(x<y i>FUy<Jc>F)«z>F, , 

whilee the right-hand side translates to 

( y < z > F U z « v > F ) < J t > F U ; t < ( y « z > F U z < y > F ) > F. . 
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Straightforwardd computation yields that both sides equal the optimal normal 
form m 

{x,{x, y, z}T U {-*} F u {^y}F u {-z}F , 

whichh finishes this case. The left-hand side of axiom K3 translates to 

( T < y > z U T < Z > ; y ) < J C > F U J t < ( T < y > z U T < Z > y ) > F , , 

andd the right-hand side translates to 

T<(x<y>FUy<x>F)>(x<z>FUz<x>F) T<(x<y>FUy<x>F)>(x<z>FUz<x>F) 

\JT<(x<z>FUz<x>F)>(x<y>FUy<x>F). \JT<(x<z>FUz<x>F)>(x<y>FUy<x>F). 

Straightforwardd computation yields that both sides equal the optimal normal 
form m 

{^x}F{^x}F u {-*y, --z}F u {x, y}T U {* , z}T. 

Axiomm K4 translates to 

T<x>(y<x>FUx<y>F)in<(y<x>FUx<y>F)>x=x. T<x>(y<x>FUx<y>F)in<(y<x>FUx<y>F)>x=x. 

Itt is not difficult to derive both sides equal to the optimal normal form {JC}T u 
{->JC}F.. Axiom K5 translates to jc<T>FUT<jc>F = jc, which is derivable 
usingg axioms L4 and LT , and identity (17). Finally, axiom K6 translates to 
D < C > F U C « D >FF = F, which can be derived using axioms Lc l , Lc2, and 
LD . . 

5.4.. Translation Invariance. For a term t in the L4 signature, we write t' for 
itss translation to K4 (by (6)), and for a term t of K4, we write t*  for its trans-
lationn to L4 (by (3), (4) and (5)). We give a proof of the translation invariance: 
wee show that every term t of L4 is derivably equal to (/')*. 

Considerr the term t = u < v > w, where uy v, and w are arbitrary terms. 
Wee prove that (*')*  is derivably equal to t in L4 using induction on terms: we 
assumee that (JC')*  is derivably equal to x for x = u, v, w. 

First,, we translate t according to (6): 

t't'  = (s\ V S2) V (S3 V 54) , 

where e 

5ii  = u' A v'', 

522 = w' A ~>v', 

533 = (u' A w') A D, 

544 = (1/ A ~>v') A D. 
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Thenn we translate t' back to L4, and show that the result is derivably equal 
too t. We apply the translation to L4 bottom-up: we first translate the Sj to L4. 
Wee find 

s*s* = (u' A 1/)* 

== ( t / )*  < (« ' )*  > F U (« ' )*  < ( l / ) *  > F 

== U < « > F U « < l ) > F, 

wheree we used the induction hypothesis in the last step. Similarly, using the 
inductionn hypothesis, we find 

$22 = """V < W > F U W < ->V > F, 

5**  = D < ] ( « ; < « > F U M < « ) > F ) > F, 

S**  = D < (->V < U > F U n < I - i U > F ) > F, 

wheree ->v stands for F < v > T. Normal forms for the s* terms: 

S*S* = [u, V}T U {-"W} F U {->V}F , 

SS**  = {w, ^V}T U {^W}F U {V}¥, 

SS**  = {-n«}FU {-"lü}F , 

s%s% = M F U H F . 

Now,, we compute a normal form for (51 v S2)*. We find that 

(S\(S\ V S2)* = T < S* > ^2 U T < j j t> S*. 

Wee derive 

TT < S* > sl = T < ({« , u}T U {->«} F U {-IV}F) > S2 

==  T < {u, v}7 > $2 U T < {-"«} F > J2 * U T < {->f} F > sj 

== T<|«, l i )T>DUD< {--w} F > 5j U D < {--U} F > sj (by (28), (29)) 

== {w, u}T u j j < {--w} T > D u j j < {--u}T > D (by (30), (32)) 

== {w, u}T U ({U7, ->V]T U {-nujF U {v}F) < {->U}T>  D 

UU ({lU , ->1>}T U {~>w} F U (v}F) < {--V} T > D 

== {« , ü}T U {-iM , W, -"V} T U {--«, -i iy} F U {~>U, v}F 

uu {-v , w}J u {-v , - W } F u {-u, u}F (by (18), (30), (31)). 

Similarly,, we derive 

TT < j j » S* = {W, ->v)T U {-HÜ, W, V}T U {-«W, ->M} F 

UU {->w, - iu} F U {« , v} T U {V , - i | i } F U {u, ->v)F. 

Combiningg these results, we find by application of aborption (Abs) that 

Oii  v si)* = W, v)T u [->u, ->w)F 
UU {-"« , V}F U {-1U, ->W}F U {-«V, v} F U {w , ->u}T. (33) 
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Forr (53 v 54)* we find: 

(533 V 54)*  = T < S% > J4 U T < S4 > 53, 

Wee derive 

T<^33 >54 =T<({-.«}FU{--u;}F)t>S 4* 

== T <l {--«} F >S4*UT < {->w} F > J4 

== 54 < {--«JT > D U S% < {->w}T > D 

-- ({v}F U {--V}F ) < {--W} T > D 

UU ({v}¥ U {--U}F ) < {-.iy} T > D 

== {->U, V}F U {—M, --u}F 

UU {->«;, y}F U {-<w, ~->v}F 

AA similar derivation yields the same normal form for T<s%>s%. Hence, 

(533 v 54)*  = {-.M, V}F U {-W , ~>V}F U {^W, V}F U {--U; , ->U}F. (34) 

Wee are now ready to compute ((s\ v s2) v (s3 v 54))*, which equals r\ u r2 

with h 

HH = T < (si V s2)*  > (S3 v 54)*  and r2 = T < (53 v 54)*  > (si V s2)* . 

Wee derive 

{M ,, V }T U {->U,->W}F 

(byy L I ) 

(byy (29), (32)) 

(byy (18), (31)). 

>{s>{s33vsvs44)*)*  (by (33)) r\=T<{r\=T<{  U{->u,v}FU{->v,->w}F 

U{->V,V}FU{W,^V}T U{->V,V}FU{W,^V}T 

== T< {«, 1»}T>D 

UU (53 V 54)*  < {-in , -<w}T > D 

UU (S3 V ^4)*  < {--«, u}T > D 

UU (53 V 54)*  <a [-v, --u;}T > D 

UU (53 V 54)*  < {->u, v}T > D 

U T < { u ) ( - v J T >DD (by L 1 , (32), (28), (29)) 

== {u, V}T U {-<«, v}F U {-11;, --u;}F U {w, ->v}l 

(byy (34), (18), (30), (31), (Abs)). 

Similarly,, we find 

nn = {«, ->u, y}T u {-««, Ü} F U {W, ->V, -<M} T 

uu {u, ->w, v}T U {->v, ->u>}F U {u>, -ilü, -iu}T . 

Combiningg these results we find using absorption (Abs): 

((s\((s\ V 52) V (53 V 54))*  = {M, V}T U {--H, v}F U {-«17, ~-lü}F U {W, ~>V]T, 

wheree the right-hand side is easily shown to be equal to u < v > w. 
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6.. Conclusions 

Thiss article follows a number of papers about the combination of process al-
gebraa and non-standard propositional logics, among which [17, 18, 20, 21]. 
Motivationn for this line of research is the characterization of erroneous behav-
iorr using propositional logics with non-standard truth values. 

Inn [13], Bergstra, Bethke and Rodenburg introduced a four-valued propo-
sitionall  logic comprising the special values D and M (meaningless) and pro-
posedd the 'information ordering lattice' where M majorizes T and F, while D 
iss their greatest lower bound. Furthermore, in the spirit of McCarthy [67], 
thesee authors introduced special connectives for the sequential interpretation 
off  the usual connectives (instead of directing the evaluation of these, as is done 
inn [67]5). In particular, left sequential conjunction, notation ^ , can be moti-
vatedd as providing an interpretation of conjunction with an operational, sequen-
tiall  flavor (for instance suitable to represent lazy, left sequential evaluation of 
conditionss in imperative programming). Finally, the truth value M represents a 
catastrophicc notion of 'meaningless': typically, X A M = X V M = --M = M, 
whereass for instance F^ M = F. The truth values D and M can be motivated 
ass covering all types of "errors" that one would want to characterize in error 
modelling.. This four-valued logic, with truth values {M, T, F, D}, is combined 
withh process algebra in [18], where a strict correspondence between the truth 
valuee D and inaction S is established.6 

Inn [20], a five valued logic with truth values {M, c, T, F, D}  is introduced: 
inn that paper it is observed that Kleene's partial logic admits another interpre-
tationn of the 'undefined' value (in our setting: D), namely that of the value 
c.. The question whether this interpretation has any association with a relevant 
phenomenon,, and if so, how the associated truth value can be combined with 
thee values previously distinguished is settled in that paper. (Moreover, the truth 
valuee C is added to the information ordering lattice as the least upper bound of 
TT and F, and is majorized by M.) Finally, conditional composition is intro-
ducedd as a logical operation, making left-sequential conjunction, as well as the 
associatedd right-sequential and dual operations, definable: 

Thiss article starts from the observation that with a propositional logic over 
CC and D, the more involved primitives of ACP, i.e., choice and inaction, can 
bee characterized via conditional composition (+c and +D , respectively). This 
justifiess the introduction of a four-valued propositional logic over {c, T, F, D} 
withh conditional composition, and the idea to call this logic "the logic of ACP". 
Wee studied this logic in detail, and showed that it can either be viewed as a 

5Inn [13], left-sequential and symmetric (or parallel) conjunction both occur in a single logic. 
6Alsoo in [18], a strict correspondence is established between the truth value M and a process 

constantt fi representing chaos (which can be added to ACP). 
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sequentiall  one (L4), or as a symmetric one (K4). The main contributions of 
thiss article are: the establishment of the logic L4 and the demonstration of its 
equivalencee with K4; the provision of a complete axiomatization for L4; the 
definitionn of normal forms that allows effective equational reasoning in L4; 
andd the definition of the generalization of ACP with respect to L4. 

AA final word about the truth value C. We may include proposition letters 
inn our logic and choose to interpret these only as T, F, or D (thus excluding 
CC from interpretation). Motivation for this choice is that C typically models a 
situationn that is beyond any means of analysis or control (as, e.g., the order of 
interleavingg in a concurrent process), and hence a situation that cannot be ref-
erencedd by a user-defined proposition. Of course, all our completeness results 
aree preserved when proposition letters are added to one of the logics discussed, 
andd interpretation may follow the consideration raised here. 





Il l l 

Orthogonall  Bisimulation Equivalence 

WithWith Jan Bergstra andAlban Ponse 

Wee propose a refinement of branching bisimulation equivalence that we call 
orthogonall  bisimulation equivalence. Typically, internal activity (the perfor-
mancee of r-steps) may be compressed, but not completely discarded. Hence, 
aa process with r-steps cannot be equivalent to one without r-steps. Also, we 
presentt a modal characterization of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. This 
equivalencee is a congruence for ACP extended with abstraction and priority 
operators.. We provide a complete axiomatization, and describe some expres-
sivenesss results. Finally, we present the verification of a PAR protocol that is 
specifiedd with use of priorities. 

1.. Introductio n 

Inn concurrency theory, Milner's observation equivalence as discussed in the 
settingg of CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems [68], cf. [70, 71]) is a 
standardd example of a branching time behavioral equivalence that deals with 
abstraction.abstraction. Here 'branching time' refers to the fact mat the branching struc-
turee of processes is taken into account, and 'abstraction' refers to a mechanism 
too hide actions that are assumed not to be observable or interesting for some 
otherr reason. In the process algebraic approaches based on ACP (Algebra of 
Communicatingg Processes [15], overviewed in [11, 35]), observation equiva-
lencee is named T -bisimulation equivalence [16], and abstraction boils down to 
renamingg actions into the silent step (or action) T, the occurrences of which 
thenn may be eliminated according to certain axioms. Abstraction is a promi-
nentt feature in process algebra, serving both verification styles and expressive 
power. . 

AA popular and relatively new semantics that deals with abstraction, proposed 
byy van Glabbeek and Weijland in [43], is branching bisimulation equivalence 
(seee also [44]). Branching bisimulation equivalence is a refinement of seman-
ticss such as observation equivalence, delay bisimulation equivalence [69] and 
^-bisimulationn equivalence [8], and can be considered an improvement of these 

47 7 
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becausee it fully respects the branching structure of processes. In the words of 
[44]:: "in two [branching] bisimilar processes every computation [sequence of 
steps]]  in the one process corresponds to a computation in the other, in such a 
wayy that all intermediate states of these computations correspond as well, due 
too the [branching] bisimulation relation." We recall that in branching bisimilar-
ity,, the axiom 

XX  X = X 

(or,, a.x.x = a.x in a setting with action prefixing a._, such as CCS [68]) is 
claimedd to be at the very heart of abstraction (see [44]). This axiom expresses 
thatt the observational contents of the silent step r in a sequential context xr 
(wee usually omit the symbol  in terms) is totally void. Branching bisimulation 
equivalencee is the behavioral equivalence that characterizes this notion of 'ob-
servationall  contents' in the setting of process algebra (see [41, 44]; we return 
too this point in Section 11). 

Inn this paper we propose a refinement of branching bisimulation equiva-
lence,, called orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, which has the following 
twoo main characteristics. 

 Internal activity, that is, the performance of % -steps, may be compressed, 
butt not completely discarded. 
 Operators that act on the local structure of a process, such as the prior-
ityity operator, are compatible with this semantics and do not require any 
speciall  treatment of x. 

Ourr bisimulation equivalence is called "orthogonal" because it respects the 
dichotomyy between concrete processes [10, 42], that is, processes in which 
noo internal actions occur, and those that contain r-steps: a process without x-
stepss cannot be equivalent to one with r-steps. As a consequence, orthogonal 
bisimilarityy is less abstract than the equivalences discussed above. Below we 
elaboratee on the two characteristics mentioned. 

Lett compression stand for the reduction of finitary internal activity (char-
acterizedd by r-steps) to a single r-step. Compression is valid in orthogonal 
bisimilarity,, and after compression, the presence of a r-step is as decisive as 
thatt of any observable action and indicates the presence of some internal activ-
ity.. For example, 

a{xa{x + xx) 

iss orthogonally bisimilar to its compressed form ax, and both represent the ac-
tionn a followed by some internal activity. Furthermore, neither of these two 
iss orthogonally bisimilar to a. Hence, the axiom x = xx is not sound in or-
thogonall  bisimulation equivalence (its weakened version xxx = xx is sound). 
Typically,, in orthogonal bisimilarity one may abstract from the structure of 
finitaryfinitary internal activity, but not from its presence. This is a major difference 
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withh branching bisimulation equivalence and the coarser (larger, more identi-
fying)) semantics mentioned above. 

Thee priority operator 0 was introduced in [5]. It can for example be used to 
givee priority to interrupts or internal behavior in a process algebra specification 
off  some protocol, or to give lowest priority to the execution of time-outs or 
errorr messages. Essentially, the priority operator is based on a (fixed, partial) 
orderingg on actions, and prevents an action (and its subsequent behavior) to be 
executedd in the case that there is an alternative with a higher priority. Right at 
itss introduction, it was recognized that the priority operator 0 and abstraction 
aree difficult to combine, and a modular approach was advocated for using both 
inn a process algebra verification: first eliminate all occurrences of the priority 
operator,, and then apply abstraction to arrive at a concise characterization of the 
externall  behavior. That the priority operator is not fully compatible with any 
knownn semantics that deals with abstraction,1 is an immediate consequence of 
thee axiom xr — x. The main cause for this problem is that on the term level r 
cann hide alternatives, so that xry can be different from xy in the scope of the 
priorityy operator. For example, assume for actions a, b, c the priority ordering 
aa < {b, c}. Then the process term 0(a \\ bvc), where a \\ bxc represents a 
inn parallel with b followed by r followed by c, defines a behavior in which 
thee action a may be executed before c, a situation that cannot occur in $(a \\ 
be).be). This shows that without special measures, the priority operator is not 
compatiblee with the axiom xr = x. However, orthogonal bisimilarity is a 
congruencee for the priority operator (even in the case that r has a priority). 

Wee now consider the case of divergence, that is, the occurrence of an infinite 
r-path.. In branching bisimulation equivalence, a r-loop may be discarded in 
casee there is an alternative available, which can be explained as a feature: often 
r-loopss result from the abstraction of the occurrence and recovery of an unde-
sirablee event, for example the corruption and retransmission of a data-package 
inn a communication protocol. Discarding such a loop corresponds with the 
assumptionn that it will not be chosen infinitely often (and, following the ex-
ample,, with the assumption that the occurrence and recovery of an undesirable 
eventt may be repeated consecutively only a finite number of times). In pro-
cesss algebra, this assumption is called fairness and it often plays an important 
rolee in verifications. Whereas in branching bisimilarity r-loops can always be 
discarded,, this is not the case in orthogonal bisimilarity. According to the first 
characteristicc above, a r-loop may be discarded only if one of its exits starts 
withh an initial r-step. We also distinguish a second, more restricted variant of 
orthogonall  bisimulation equivalence that preserves divergence in all circum-
stances,, divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilarity (reminiscent of branching 
bisimulationbisimulation equivalence with explicit divergence as defined in [44]). 

Inn the literature, several solutions for this problem have been proposed, but none of these are 
totallyy satisfactory and generally accepted; we return to this issue in our conclusions in Section 11. 
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Inn the above we informally introduced orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. 
Inn the remainder of this paper we establish its definition (Section 2) and pro-
videe a modal characterization (Section 3). Furthermore, we define the system 
Acporthh m j j e c tj on 4s and w e prove some completeness results in Section 5. 
Thenn in Section 6 we consider the priority operator, and argue that it is com-
patiblee with orthogonal bisimilarity. In Section 7 we introduce some forms of 
iterationn for the description of infinite processes, and we briefly discuss fair-
nesss in the present setting. Section 8 is on expressiveness modulo orthogonal 
bisimilarity.. Section 9 contains an example on expressiveness. Finally, in Sec-
tionn 10 we describe as an example the specification and verification of a PAR 
protocoll  [80] in orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. The paper ends with 
somee remarks and conclusions in Section 11. 

Note.Note. In earlier work [83, 84], orthogonal bisimilarity was defined using a 
constantt i instead of T. We now consider this use of the symbol t obsolete. 

2.. Definition of the Equivalence 

Wee introduce transition systems and some auxiliary notions, and after that or-
thogonall  bisimulation equivalence. We designate its place in the lattice of pro-
cesss equivalences by relating it to strong bisimulation equivalence and branch-
ingg bisimulation equivalence. Finally, we define a variant that is sensitive with 
respectt to diverging silent (r) behavior. 

Wee start with the standard definition of a (labelled) transition system over 
aa set L of labels as a triple (5, L, T), where S is a nonempty set of states and 
T C S x L x S i saa transition relation. A transition ($, a, s') is usually written 
ass s _fL> s' ; state s in this transition is referred to as its source and state s' as 
itss target, or as an (a-)successor of 5. We write s -% if s has an outgoing 
«-transition. . 

AA transition system with termination is a transition system together with a 
predicatee J on its states; a state s with Js is called a termination state. A 
transitionn system with termination has pure termination, or shortly, is pure, if 
itt has a single termination state that has no outgoing transitions. In this case 
wee write «J to denote the single termination state. 

Thee special label r represents a silent action: the execution of r is not ob-
servable.. The silent action is used for the modelling of internal communica-
tions.. For a transition system with r in its set of labels, and for a state s, we 
definee the set of finite r-paths starting in s as the set x-paths{s) that consists 
off  all sequences so .  s„  of states with SQ = s, n > 0, and si —  si+ \ for all 
ii  < n. For a label set L, that may or may not contain r, we write LT for the set 
LU[r}. LU[r}. 

Wee are now ready to define orthogonal bisimulation equivalence of states. 
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Definitionn 2.1. Consider a transition system (5, LT, T) with termination. A 
binaryy relation R on S is an orthogonal bisimulation, if it is symmetric, and 
wheneverr sRr, then 

(i)) if *,/s, then v''-; 
(ii )) if J —• s' for some s' and a ^ T, then r —• r' for some r' with s'/fr'; 

and d 
(iii)) if s-^+s' for some s', then r-^>, and there is a path ro . . . rn € r~paths(r) 

withh n > 0 such that s'Rrn and sflr, for all / < n. 

Statess * and r are orthogonally bisimilar, notation s 0 r, if they are related 
byy some orthogonal bisimulation. 

Forr example, the states in the transition system below are orthogonally 
bisimilarr if, and only if, a = r. 

-OO  * O" 
Ann important observation is that when two states are orthogonally bisimilar 

andd in one a certain action is enabled, then the other can perform this action as 
well,, and this is true for all actions including r. 

Wee defined bisimilarity of states in a single transition system. This can eas
ilyy be extended to bisimilarity of states in different systems by first taking the 
disjointt union of the systems. The disjoint union of two transition systems is 
obtainedd by taking the disjoint union of the states, the union of the labels and 
thee corresponding disjoint union of the transition and termination relations. 
Finally,, if the two systems have pure termination, then we identify their termi
nationn states. 

Beloww we prove that orthogonal bisimilarity is indeed an equivalence rela
tion.. For this proof we use the following lemma, that says that if two states 
aree orthogonally bisimilar, and one has a T-path of length n, then this path is 
matchedd by a r-path in the other state that consists of n consecutive r-paths, 
wheree each of its intermediate states can be related to an appropriate state in 
thee original path: 

Lemmaa 2.1. If R is an orthogonal bisimulation with sRr, and there is a path 
soso .. .sn in r-paths(s)t for some n > 0, then there is, for every i < n, an 
mimi > 0, such that r has a z-path with r^=r  and mn = 0 and 

(i)) for all i <n,rf... /f' e z-paths(rf) and /f' = rf+v 

(ii)) for all i < n, if j < m, or j = 0, then /*ƒ Rst. 

ProofProof Straightforward by induction on n. D 

Theoremm 2.2. Orthogonal bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. 
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Proof.Proof. Consider a transition system with termination. Orthogonal bisimi-
larityy is easily shown to be reflexive and symmetric. We show that it is tran-
sitive:: assuming that sxR'sj and S2R"s3 for orthogonal bimimulations R' and 
R",R", we show that the symmetric relation 

RR = {($, r), (r, s) I exists / such that sR'tR"r] 

iss an orthogonal bisimulation, and thereby that s\ 0 53. Take any pair (s, r) 
fromm R. By definition of R, there is a state t such that either sR't and tR"r, or 
rR'trR't and t R"s. Assume the former; the latter case is symmetric. 

First,, observe that if s is a termination state then also t and thus r are termi-
nationn states. Next, if s can do an a-step with a  ̂ x then it is easy to verify 
thatt r matches this transition appropriately. So, assume that s —• s'. It is 
straightforwardd to verify that r —>• . Since sR't, the state t matches the r-step 
too s' in zero or more transitions: for some n > 0, there is a sequence tQ...tn in 
x-paths{t)x-paths{t) such that sR'ti for all i < n and s'R'tn. The proof is finished using 
Lemmaa 2.1. D 

Strongg Bisimulation. We compare orthogonal bisimulation equivalence with 
strongg bisimulation equivalence [74] that is defined as follows. Consider a 
transitionn system (5, L, T) with termination. A binary relation R on S is a 
strongstrong bisimulation, if it is symmetric, and whenever sRr, then 

(i)) if s/s, then , /r ; 
(ii)) if s -?+ sf for some a and sr, then r -% r' for some r' with s'Rr'. 

Statess s and r are strongly bisimilar, notation s  r, if they are related by some 
strongg bisimulation. 

Orthogonall bisimilarity is coarser (or larger) than strong bisimilarity; any 
strongg bisimulation is also an orthogonal bisimulation. We show that for so-
calledd compact states strong bisimilarity and orthogonal bisimilarity coincide. 
AA r-transition is inert, if its source and target are orthogonally bisimilar. A 
statee is compact, if it has no inert outgoing r-transitions, and all its successors 
aree compact. 

Lemmaa 2,3. Ifs and r are compact, then s 0 r implies s  r. 

Proof.Proof. We show that the relation 

RR = {(s, t) I s 0 r and s, r compact} 

iss a strong bisimulation. Clearly, it is symmetric. Take states s and r with 
sRr.sRr. By definition of R there exists an orthogonal bisimulation R' that relates 
ss and r. We distinguish the following cases. First, if y/s then it must be that 
y/r,y/r, because R' is an orthogonal bisimulation. Second, if s can do an a-step 
forr some action a ^ r, then this step is matched directly by an ö-step in r, 
alsoo because R' is an orthogonal bisimulation. Finally, if s has a r-step to s', 
thenn we know that there is a path r o . . . r„ in x-paths{r) such that sR'ri for 
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ii < n and s'R'rn. It suffices to show that it must be that n = 1. If n = 0, then 
s's' 0 ro. Since s 0 ro and orthogonal bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, 
wee find that s and its successor s' are orthogonally bisimilar, which contradicts 
thee assumption that s is compact. If n > 1, then r and its successor r\ are 
orthogonallyy bisimilar, which contradicts the assumption that r is compact. 
Thiss finishes the proof. • 

Branchingg Bisimulation. We now turn to branching bisimilarity [44]. This 
equivalencee is the finest (smallest, least identifying) of the process equivalences 
describedd in [39]. Orthogonal bisimilarity is finer than branching bisimilarity, 
andd hence finer than the equivalences in [39]. 

Lett =>• be the reflexive transitive closure of -H» . Consider a transition 
systemm (S, LT, T) with termination. A binary relation R on S is a branching 
bisimulation,bisimulation, if it is symmetric, and whenever sRr, then 

(i)) if *Js, then there is an r' with r =>• r' and y/r'; 

(ii)) if s - % s' for some a and s', then either a = r and s'Rr, or r =*• r" 
andd r" -^ r' for some r", r' with sRr" and s'Rr'. 

Statess s and r are branching bisimilar, notation s  r, if they are related by 
somee branching bisimulation. 

Itt is straightforward to prove that any orthogonal bisimulation is a branching 
bisimulation. . 

Rootedness.. Orthogonal bisimilarity is not a congruence with respect to the 
operationn for alternative composition in process algebra, as can be seen from 
thee following basic example (see Section 4 for the semantics of process terms): 
thee terms r and r r are orthogonally bisimilar, while the terms a + r and a + 
xxxx with a T̂  r are not. As for branching bisimilarity, this problem can be 
overcomee by imposing the root condition defined below. It turns out that rooted 
orthogonall bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to the process algebraic 
operatorss (we come back to this point in Sections 4, 6, and 12). 

Ann orthogonal (branching) bisimulation R is rooted between states s and r, 
iff sRr and, for all a e Lx, 

(i)) if s -^ s' for some s', then r - ^ r' for some r' with s'Rr'; 
(ii)) if r - % r' for some r', then s -^ s' for some s' with s'Rr'. 

Statess s and r are rooted orthogonally (branching) bisimilar, notation s I0 r 
(s(s b r), if there is an orthogonal (branching) bisimulation that is rooted 
betweenn s and r. 

Usingg Theorem 2.2 it is straightforward to verify that rooted orthogonal 
bisimilarityy is an equivalence relation. 

Propositionn 2.4. ^ C ^ C ^ Ü W / ^ C ^ C i^rt,, for any transition 
systemsystem with termination. 
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Forr example, the states SQ and 5i in the transition system below are rooted 
orthogonallyy bisimilar to eachother but not to $2, while s\ and 52 are rooted 
branchingg bisimilar. 

TT T r 
SOSO  5 j - *- 52 *- £3 

Thee following lemma is an easy corollary of Lemma 2.3: 

Lemmaa 2.5. If all successors ofs, r are compact, then s ro r implies s  r. 

Divergence.. A state s has r -divergence if there is an infinite r-path starting 
inn s, that is, if there are states 5; with s = SQ and 5,- -H> S,-+I for all i € N. 
Orthogonall  bisimilarity does not always distinguish between states that have 
r-divergencee and states that have not. For example, the states SQ and s\ in 
thee transition system below are (rooted) orthogonally bisimilar, while so has 
TT -divergence and s\ has not. 

^ -- 5o - 51 •* 52 ——*~ 53 

However,, infinite r-traces do not always collapse under (rooted) orthogonal 
bisimilarity,, an example being 

rr ( * a a r 
^-- 5o *-  53 -*  52 -« 5i 

wheree 50 &0 s\ and 5o ¥0 S2- This implies that t-divergence is a context-
dependentt phenomenon, and that from a semantic point of view, orthogonal 
bisimilarityy is not optimal. For this reason we define a non-collapsing ver-
sionn for which r-divergence is an invariant: an orthogonal bisimulation R is 
divergencedivergence sensitive, if whenever sRr and 5 has r-divergence, then r has r-
divergence.. States 5 and r are divergence sensitive orthogonally bisimilar, no-
tationn 5 o r, if they are related by a divergence sensitive orthogonal bisim-
ulation.ulation. States 5 and r are rooted divergence sensitive orthogonally bisimilar, 
notationn 5 rdso *", if they are related by a divergence sensitive orthogonal 
bisimulationn that is rooted between s and r. 

Off  course, divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilarity is strictly finer than 
orthogonall  bisimilarity as such, and the same is true for the rooted versions. 

3.. Modal Characterization 

Wee present a modal logic that characterizes orthogonal bisimulation equiva-
lence:: states in finitely branching transition systems are orthogonally bisimilar 
exactlyy if they satisfy the same formulas. The primitives of the logic may be 
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*00 T n-
v-- s2 S3 -^ 

FIGUREE 1. A transition system. 

consideredd rather standard: transition labels act as existential modal operators, 
andd it has negation, conjunction, and an until operator. Furthermore, there is a 
terminationn predicate and a r-enabledness predicate. 

Givenn a fixed set L of labels not containing T, we define the set C of formulas 
00 by the following grammar: 

00 ::= y | r | a(f> | -.0 | 0 A 0 | 0 U 0, 

wheree a ranges over L. We abbreviate the formula r A ->r as X. Furthermore, 
wee write T for ->1, a for aT, and F0 for T U 0. 

Considerr a transition system over Lz with termination. Truth of a formula 
inn a state s is defined inductively by 

•• s \= -J, if <Js, 
•• s \= r , if s —• , 
•• * \= a<j>, if s —• s' and 5' |= 0 for some s', 
•• s \= ->0, if not s =̂ 0, 
•• 5 (=0A0- , i f 5 (=0 and s |= 0-, and 
•• ^ (= 0 U 0, if, for some n > 0, there is a .so... sn e r-paths(s) such that 

.s;; |= 0 for all J < n and 5„ f= 0 . 

Statess J and r are £-equivalent, notation s ~ r, if, for all formulas 0 in £, 
55 =̂ 0 if and only if r \= 0. 

Considerr for example the transition system in Figure l. Every state in this 
picturee satisfies the formula (Fb) U a. Also, observe that states so and s\ can 
reachh the same states by r-steps, namely 52 and 53. But while s\ satisfies (->b)U 
a,a, this is not true for so. Observe that it is not possible to find a distinguishing 
formulaa for 50 and s\ using the until operator U only in its restricted form as 
thee future operator F. 

Theoremm 3.1. Consider a transition system over Lx with termination. For all 
statesstates s and r, s 0 r implies s ~ r. 

Proof.Proof. By induction on the structure of formulas (using Lemma 2.1). D 

Inn the other direction, the characterization is less general: we have to restrict 
too transition systems that are finitely branching and r-path-image-finite. A 
transitionn system is finitely branching in label a, if all states have finitely many 
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a-successors.. A transition system is r -path-image-finite if for all states s there 
aree finitely many states s' with a path s . .. s' e r-paths(s). 

Wee use the following lemma that is easy to prove: 

Lemmaa 3.2. If R is an orthogonal bisimulation with sRr and s —• s', then 
therethere is a path r0...rn € r-paths(r) with n > 0 such that sRn for all i < n 
andand s'Rrn, and r,- # rj for al1 distinct i, j < n. 

Theoremm 3.3. Consider a transition system over Lt with termination that is 
T-path-image-finiteT-path-image-finite and finitely branching in every label. For all states s and 
r,r, s ~ r implies s 0 ?• 

Proof.Proof. We show that ~ is an orthogonal bisimulation. Take any s, r with 
ss ~ r. We find directly that Js if and only if Jr. There are two cases. 

First,, consider the case where state s can do a concrete action step: let 
ss JL+ s' with a # r. Since s \= aT, also r \= aT. So, using that r is finitely 
branchingg in a, for some n > 0, r has «-successors r0,... ,rn. We have to 
showw that, for some i < n, s' ~ r,-. Suppose that, for all i < n, s' ^ r,. Then 
theree is, for every i < n, a formula 0,-, such that s' |= <pi and r,- fc£ 0/. Let 
00 = a(0o A • • • A 0n). We see that s (= 0, whereas r fc£ 0, which contradicts 
thee assumption s ~ r. So r -U r' for some r' with 5' ~ r', which was to be 
demonstrated.. t 

Second,, we consider the case where state 5 can do a silent step: let s —> s' 
forr some state s'. If s' ~ 5 then 5' ~ r since ~ is transitive, and r - A , since 
ss |= T and hence r |= T. So suppose that s' f s. We must show that r can 
matchh this r-step to s' appropriately. Suppose, to the contrary, that it cannot 
(f),, that is, that there is no r0 . . . r„ € r-paths{r) with n > 0 and s ~ r,-, for 
alll 1 < n, and s' ~ r„ and, for all i, j < n, if i ^ ; then r, ^ r/. This last 
conditionn is justified by Lemma 3.2. 

Lett C c r-paths{r) be the set of sequences ro...rn such that 

nn > 0, Vi < n(s ~ r,-), and Vi, j < n(r,- / 0" v J' = •>)• 

Thee set C is finite because r is r-path-image finite. It is nonempty because 
rr € C. By assumption (t), we see that, for all r . . . r ' e C, there is no r" such 
thatt r ' - U r " and s ' ~ r " . 

Wee define the set C' of extensions of paths in C as follows. 

C'' = { r . . . r ' r " | r . . . r ' € C , r ' - W , r ' V s} 

Thee set C' is finite because C is finite and the transition system is finitely 
branchingg in r. 

Lett x be a formula such that s' \= x and s ^ X • Such a formula x exists, 
becausee s f j ' . I t is straightforward to check that C' must be nonempty, since 
iff it were empty then r fc£ F x, whereas s (= F x • 
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Soo write C' = {po,..., pk) for some fc > 0. For all A =r... r, e C' we 
havee that r, / 5 and r, 7̂  5', and hence that there are formulas 4>i» V̂  such 
thatt 5 h 0,-, 5' f= Vo, r, ^ <fc and r, \£ fa. Let (f> = <fo A • • • A #* and 
$$ = ^0 A • • • A ^*- Then J (= 0, s' |= $ and for all i < k, n fc£ 0 and r,- fc£ ̂ -

Wee see directly that 5 (= ^ U ( ^ A X ) . Weshowthatr fc£ 0 U ( ^ A X ) , which 
contradictss the assumption that s ~ r. Suppose that r \= <f>U (ifr A / ) , that is, 
thatt there is a r-path ro . . . rn with r = ro and w > 0, such that r„ J= ^ A x 
andd r, ^ 0 for all 1 < n ($). We make the following observations: 

•• n > 0, because r fcé x • 
•• r,- ~ J for all ( < n. Suppose not, then assume that j is the smallest 

jj < n with rj -f s. Then ro . . . r, € C' and so r, fc£ 0. Contradiction ($). 
•• rn'f s, since J tf= X-

Fromm these observations, it follows that ro . . . r„ € C'. Hence r„ ^ t^, which 
yieldss the required contradiction. • 

Wee end this section with the remark that a modal logic characterizing di
vergencee sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence is obtained easily by 
extendingg the logic with a predicate that is satisfied by a state if and only if 
itt has T-divergence. The proofs for the corresponding counterparts of Theo
remm 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 are trivial extensions of the proofs of these. 

4.. Process Algebra 

Wee use process algebra because it provides an elegant notation for transition 
systems,, and allows for axiomatic reasoning. We begin by presenting the ax
iomm system without abstraction. The axiom system ACP(A, y) [15] consists of 
thee axioms in Table 1. The signature is determined by a finite set of constants 
A,A, the elements of which are called actions, and by a binary partial, commu
tativee and associative function y on A. The function y defines synchronous 
communicationn between actions. We write a,bfor arbitrary actions. 

Thee signature has a constant 8 g A (deadlock). Furthermore, the signature 
hass binary operators + (alternative composition), • (sequential composition), 11 
(parallell composition, merge), []_ (left merge), and | (communication merge). 
Itt has a unary renaming operator 9# (encapsulation) for every set H c A. We 
writee As to denote the set A U {8}. We use infix notation for all binary operators, 
andd adopt the binding convention that + binds weakest and • binds strongest. 
Wee suppress •, writing xy for x • v. 

Subsystemss of ACP(A, y) are BPA(A) (Basic Process Algebra), which con
sistss of the axioms A1-A5, and has sequential and alternative composition as 
operators,, and BPAj(A), the extension of BPA(A) with the deadlock process, 
axiomatizedd by the axioms A6 and A7. If £ is any of these axiom systems, 
thenn we write CT(£) for its set of closed terms. 
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TABLEE 1. The axioms of ACP(A, y); a, b e A& and H c A. 

(Al ) ) 
(A2) ) 
(A3) ) 
(A4) ) 
(A5) ) 
(A6) ) 
(A7) ) 

(CM1) ) 
(CM2) ) 
(CM3) ) 
(CM4) ) 
(CM5) ) 
(CM6) ) 
(CM7) ) 
(CM8) ) 
(CM9) ) 

(CF1) ) 
(CF2) ) 

(Dl ) ) 
(D2) ) 
(D3) ) 
(D4) ) 

xx + y = y + x 
xx + (y + z) = (x + y) + z 

XX + X = X 
(x(x + y)z = xz + yz 

(xy)z(xy)z =x(yz) 
xx + 8 = JC 

8x8x = 8 

x\\yx\\y = (x\\_y + y\\_x) + x\y 
aa []_ x = ax 

axax LL v =a{x || y) 
(x(x + y)\]_z=x\]_z + y\]_z 

axax | b = (a | fc)jr 
aa | bx = (a | è)x 

ax\byax\by = (a\b)(x\\y) 
(x(x + y)\z=x\z + y\z 
x\(yx\(y + z)=x\y + x\z 

aa \b = y(a,b) if y (a, b) defined 
aa \b = 8 otherwise 

ddHH(a)=a(a)=a ifagH 
ddHH(a)=8(a)=8 if a € H 

dH(xdH(x + y) = dH(x) + 8H(y) 
dH(xy)dH(xy) = dH(x)dH(y) 

TABLEE 2. Compression axioms; a e A$r and / c A, 

(02) ) 
(03) ) 

(Til ) ) 
(TI2) ) 
(TI3) ) 
(TI4) ) 

xT(yxT(y + z) = x(y + z) if 
x(r(yx(r(y + z) + z) =x(y + z) 

Tj(a)Tj(a) =a 
T{(a)T{(a) = T 

TJ(XTJ(X + y) = Tj(x) + Tf(y) 
Tl(xy)Tl(xy) = Ti(x)T](y) 

TV V == rry, TZ = XXZ 
iff  TV = Try 

ifif a $1 
ifif a e I 

Wee give an operational semantics for the presented axiom systems; we de-
finefine transition systems with pure termination where closed terms are states: let 
EE be one of the presented axioms systems, parametrized with action set A, then 
TS(£)) is the transition system 

(CJ(E)U{(CJ(E)U{yy/},A,T), /},A,T), 

wheree J is a fresh symbol and the transition relation T is generated by the tran-
sitionn rules in Table 3. The transition rules are such that the termination state 
y/y/ has no outgoing transitions; hence, the transition system is pure (has pure 
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termination).. Strong bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to all operators 
defined.. All theories presented so far are sound and complete with respect to 
strongg bisimilarity. These are standard results; see, for example, [35]. 

TABLEE 3. Transition rules. 

V V 
VV  X *• X X > y/ 

xyxy — • y xy —* x'y x+y —> y/ y+x —> J 

QQ-+x'-+x' x-^y/ a#H x-^y a&H 

xx + y-^+x' y + x-Z+x' BHW-Z+J dfi(x) _ % QHiy) 

aa i 
XX > y/ 

~~ II Q M a II O 

*\Ly*\Ly——>y>y x\\y—*y y\\x—• y 

aa / 
xx — • JC 

x\l_y-^x>\\yx\l_y-^x>\\y  y \\ x - ^ y \\ x' 

^ VV y—> y/ y(a,b) = c * - % * ' y -^ y' y(a,b) = c 
X\\y—>y/X\\y—>y/ X \ y ^ J X\\y-1+X'\\y> x \ y -U X' \\ y' 

xx——>> x' y—> *J y(a,b) = c 

j c | | y - ^ x '' x\y-^x' y\\x-L>x' y | x -U x' 

xx - ^ J agl x - ^ y/ ael 

T/(x)-^+y/T/(x)-^+y/ T!(x)-Uy/ 

xx——>> y a&I x—>• y a e l 

xixi (JC) - ^ r/ (y) xj (x) -U xi (y) 

Wee proceed now to extend these axiom systems with the constant z for 
thee silent step and with axioms characterizing orthogonal bisimulation equiv
alence.. The signature for the axiom system ACP^CA, y) is obtained by ex
tendingg the signature of ACP(A, y) with the fresh constant r and with a unary 
renamingg operator zj for every set / c A. Let AT =AU(r} and ASz = A$U{z}. 
Itss axioms are listed in Tables 1 and 2, and we now let a and b range over Asr in 
thee axioms of Table 1. The conditions in the compression axioms 0 1 - 0 3 are 
off the form zx = zrx. Such a condition is true for x if and only if the process 
xx does not equal deadlock and all initial actions of x equal r. In the operational 
semantics,, we take AT as the set of transition labels; the silent action is simply 
executedd like the other actions. 
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TABLEE 4. Branching bisimulation axioms. 

(Bl)) xx=x 
(B2)) x(r(y + z) + z) = x(y + z) 

Thee subsystems BPAf^A) and BPA^™(A) are the extensions of BPA(A) 
andd BPAsfA) with r and the compression axioms 0 1 - 0 3. It is straightforward 
too verify that the axioms in Table 2 are sound with respect to rooted orthogonal 
bisimilarity. . 

Theoremm 4.1. Rooted orthogonal bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to 
allall operators of ACPf^A, y). 

Proof.Proof. See the appendix (Section 12). Ü 

Wee end this section with two separate remarks. 
First,, observe that a closed BPA^fA) term t that is built from r's only, that 

is,, a = x for all subterms a e Ar of t, is derivably equal to exactly one of r, 
r rr and r r + x. This proposition can be proved straightforwardly by induction 
onn the structure of terms; for example, we derive using axioms A3 and 03: 

T(TTT + T) = T(T(T + r) + T) = r (r + T) = TT. 

Second,, rooted branching bisimilarity is axiomatized by the axioms B1 and 
B2,, see Table 4. In Section 2, we have seen that rooted branching bisimilarity 
iss a coarser equivalence than rooted orthogonal bisimilarity. This is reflected 
inn the strength of the axioms: it is straightforward to show that 

Bll  + B2 h 01 + 02 + 03 and Bl + 03 h B2. 

5.. Completeness 

Wee prove completeness of the axiom system BPA^(A), that is, we prove that 
anyy two rooted orthogonally bisimilar closed terms are derivably equal. The 
prooff  is based on Lemma 2.5 and the completeness of BPA,s(A) with respect 
too strong bisimulation: we show that terms are derivably equal to terms with 
onlyy compact successors, and for these terms strong bisimilarity coincides with 
rootedd orthogonal bisimilarity. The completeness of BPA^CA) (without dead-
lock)) can be proved similarly; this proof is omitted. We state that BPA^(A) 
iss a conservative extension of BPA^tA). 

Thee completeness of ACP^rth(A, y) follows as an easy corollary from the 
completenesss of BPAf^(A), since the operations for parallelism can easily be 
eliminatedd from terms: every closed ACP^tA, y) term is derivably equal to 
aa closed BPA^J^A) term. This elimination result is standard for ACP, and 
carriess over to its orthogonal variant directly, as the special status of x as an 
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actionn does not interfere with the elimination. We state that A C P ^ A, y) is a 
conservativee extension of BPA^tA). 

Inn the completeness proof we assume that terms are written as basic terms, 
thatt are defined inductively as follows. 

Definitionn 5.1. Let A be the set of action symbols. Then: 
(i)) The elements of A$T are basic terms, 

(ii )) If a e A r, and / is a basic term, then a • t is a basic term. 
(iii)) If t and u are basic terms, then t + u is a basic term. 

Wee use the notation £,- f, to describe an alternative composition of pro
cessess tj, where the parameter i ranges over some finite set of indices. (Recall 
thatt alternative composition is commutative and associative.) We use the con
ventionn that J2ie®r» = &• Every basic term can, modulo axioms Al , A2 and 
A6,, be written as 

wheree the ?,• are basic terms and a\, aj € A r . 

Lemmaa 5.1. Every closed BPA^(A) term is derivably equal to a basic term. 

Proof.Proof. Standard and thus omitted. • 

Lemmaa 5.2. Ift = J^iei th for some nonempty finite set I, then xt = xxt. 

Proof.Proof. Using induction on 11 | and axioms 01 and 02 . D 

Lemmaa 5.3. If t = £ / e /
 Tt' + l' for some nonempty finite index set I, with U 

compactcompact and t Q t{ for all i in I, then t = xt{ -f-1' for any i in I. 

ProofProof Take any i and j from I. Since orthogonal bisimilarity is an equiv
alence,, we have f, 0tj. Since t(,tj are compact, we have by Lemma 2.3 that 
titi  tj. By the completeness of BPAa with respect to strong bisimilarity we 
getget ti = tj. The required identity follows by axiom A3. D 

Lemmaa 5.4. Every closed BPA^(A) term is derivably equal to a basic term 
thatthat has only compact successors. 

ProofProof Take any closed term t. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume that t is 
aa basic term. We apply induction on the structure of t. lit = S, then it has 
noo successors. If t € AT, then its only successor is „/, which is compact. If 
tt = t' +1" , then the proof is immediate using the induction hypothesis. 

Soo assume that t = at'. We have by induction hypothesis that t' = u for 
somee basic term u with compact successors. The term u has a compact part and 
ann inert part; the term u is, modulo Al , A2 and A6 of the form £ - e / xu( +uc, 
where e 

j€Jj€J keK 
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uu o ui for all i in /; a, G AT and M <£0 «,- for all j in 7; ak e AT for all £ in 

Thee processes u, and H7*  are compact. We show that au is derivably equal 
too a term with compact successors. Take any i from I (if ƒ = 0, then w itself is 
compact).. By Lemma 5.3, we find u = TM, + uc. 

Wee know that «, is compact and that u 0 ut. From these two facts, 
itit  is straightforward to verify that u,- must be a summation consisting of the 
followingg summands. 

(i)) For every k in K, one or more summands a*. By axiom A3, we may 
assumee that there is exactly one summand ak for every k in K. 

(ii )) For every j in / , one or more summands ÜJU'J with Uj Q u'-. By 
Lemmaa 2.3 and the completeness of BPAs, we have that u'- = Uj for all 
u'-.u'-. By these identities and by axiom A3, we may assume that there is 
exactlyy one summand ÜJUJ for every j in J. 

(iii )) For every / in some finite index set L, a summand r«/, with ui ^ 0 "/• 
Wee assume that L is nonempty; if it is not, then infer from 0 m and 
thee fact that u has a r -transition (to «,-) that there must be a j in J with 
ayy = T. In this case use axiom A3 to double a summand ctjiij with such 
aa 7, thereby producing a summand rw/. 

Finally,, we get that«,- = J2ieL TUi + "c-
Combiningg « = zui+uc, Lemma 5.2 and axiom 03 , we find that au = aui, 

wheree the right-hand side has compact successors. • 

Theoremm 5.5. The system BPA^(A) is complete with respect to rooted or
thogonalthogonal bisimilarity, that is, any two closed terms that are rooted orthogonally 
bisimilar,bisimilar, are derivably equal. 

Proof.Proof. Take any two rooted orthogonally bisimilar closed terms. By sound
nesss and by Lemma 5.4 we may assume that all successors of these terms are 
compact.. By Lemma 2.5 we have that they are strongly bisimilar. Derivability 
followss from the fact that BPA3(A) is complete with respect to strong bisimi
larity.. ^ 

Corollar yy 5.6. The system ACIfrth(A, y) is complete with respect to rooted 
orthogonalorthogonal bisimilarity. 

6.. Prioritie s 

Wee extend the axiom system ACP^rth(A,y) with the priority operator 0, intro
ducedd in ACP in [5]. Parameter of this operator is a partial ordering < on the 
sett Ar of actions (we write a < b or b > a if a < b and a # b). If, for example, 
thee priority ordering is given by a > b and a > c, then action a has priority 
overr b and over c. In this case we find that 6 (a + b) = a and 0{b + c) = b + c. 
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TABLEE 5. Transition rules for the priority operator. 

9(x)9(x) -U V 0(x) - ^ G(x') 

xx —> y/ -•Bb > a. y —» x -?->• x' -•lb > a. y —+ 

xx < y —> V x < y —• x' 

Thee priority operator can be used to model interrupts in a distributed system; it 
iss used as such in the specification of a PAR protocol in Section 10. 

Thee transition rules for the priority operator are in Table 5. For the axiom-
atizationn of the priority operator, we need the auxiliary operator <. A process 
xx < y behaves as the part of JC that has initial actions that do not have an initial 
actionn with higher priority in y. The axioms are in Table 6. 

Wee give an example derivation. Suppose that a > b. Then: 

66 (ax + by) = e (ax) < by + 0(by) < ax 

== (a<b)- 0(x) + (b<a)- 0(y) 

== a • 0(x) + S 

== a-0(x). 

Forr another example, let the priority ordering by given by c < b. Consider 
termss t = a(r(b+c)+c) and u =a(b+c). These processes are rooted branch
ingg bisimilar, and hence identified by all process equivalences in [39]. Observe 
thatt none of these equivalences identifies 0(f) = a(rb+c) md0(u) = ab. We 
concludee that, in the setting with r, the priority operator is not a congruence for 
thee abstract process equivalences in [39], Also observe the following: process 
tt evolves into the process x(b + c) + c by the execution of action a. The latter 
processs has a direct option to execute c, and a blind option to execute b; the r 
iss hiding the option for b. In orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, a nondirect 
optionn can never become direct: orthogonally bisimilar processes have exactly 
thee same direct options. 

Inn Section 12 it is proved that rooted orthogonal bisimilarity is a congruence 
withh respect to the priority operator in the setting with r. We state without 
prooff that the priority axioms are sound and that A C P ^ V A , y) is a conserva
tivee extension of ACP^rth(A, y). Completeness follows from the fact that the 
priorityy operator can be eliminated from terms, which is easy to verify. 

Note.Note. Various ways for dealing with the priority operators in abstract seman
ticss have been proposed. A first, classical approach is to eliminate all priority 
operatorss before applying abstraction. Another approach was advocated by Bol 
andd Groote in [29], where the unless operator is equipped with a "look-ahead" 
facilityy for r-steps. Both these approaches are not fully general, in the sense 
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TABLEE 6. Priority axioms; a,b e A&z. 

(PI) ) 
(P2) ) 
(P3) ) 
(P4) ) 
(P5) ) 
(P6) ) 

(THl) ) 
(TH2) ) 

( T H 3) ) 

aa < b = a ifa-^b 
aa <3 b = 8 ifa<b 

xx < yz=x < y 
xx <(y + z) = (x < y) < z 

xyxy < z = (x < z)y 
(x(x + y)<z = x<z + y<z 

6(a)6(a) = a 
0(xy)=0(x)e(y) 0(xy)=0(x)e(y) 

e(xe(x + y) = 6(x) <y + 0(y)<ix 

thatt they do not admit that r (freely) enters the priority ordering. Although it 
mayy in some cases be questionable whether r should be given a priority, this 
iss not in any technical sense problematic. This last fact can be characterized 
ass follows: assume that ƒ is a set of internal actions, all of which have the 
samee priority as r. Then we have that 77 and 9 commute modulo orthogonal 
bisimilarity: : 

99 o r/(jc) = xi o9(x), 

whichh is the strongest commutation result that can be expected. 

7.. Recursion Operators and Fairness 

Inn process algebra, potentially infinite behaviors are usually characterized by 
meanss of recursive equations. As an example, the equation 

xx = ax 

characterizescharacterizes the process that can perform an infinite sequence of a-steps only, 
andd so do the equations v = ayb and z = aaz (and many more). Recently, 
aa different approach to the specification of such behaviors attracted attention, 
namelyy the use of recursion operators [12, 19]. As the most basic of these we 
considerr the binary Kleene star operator *, defined by 

x*yx*y = x(x*y) + y. 

Forr example, a*8 expresses the process mentioned above, and so does (aa)*8. 
Wee adopt the convention that • and * bind equally strong. 

Inn the setting of BPA, axioms for the * are BKS1-BKS3 from Table 7. If E 
iss any of the axiom systems discussed in the previous sections, we write E* for 
itss extension with the appropriate axioms on the binary Kleene star. In [36] it is 
shownn that BPA*(A) axiomatizes bisimilarity over that signature. The system 
ACP*(A,, y) is defined by adding the axioms BKS1-BKS4. In the setting 
withh r and the binary Kleene star, the system BPA^* is defined by extending 
BPA*(A)) with the axioms 0 1 - 0 3 (see Table 2) and the axioms 04 and 05 
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TABLEE 7. The binary Kleene star axioms. 

(BKS1) ) 
(BKS2) ) 
(BKS3) ) 
(BKS4) ) 
(BKS5) ) 

(04) ) 
(05) ) *( ( ( 

x*yx*y = x(x*y) + y 
x*(yz)x*(yz) = (x*y)z 

(x(x + y)*z = x*(y«x + y)*z) + z) 
ddHH(x*y)(x*y) = dH(x)*dH(y) 
ri(x*y)ri(x*y) = Ti(x)*xj(y) 

x((rx)*y)x((rx)*y) = x(r*y) ifry 
rr + TT)*y) = x((TT)*y) 

TABLEE 8. Transition rules for binary Kleene star and push-down. 

* — ^ ^ 
** o * 

xx y —• x*y 

aa i a t 

yy—•—• v y—>y 
**  a I ale O i 

x*yx*y——>J>J x*y—> y' aa i xx — • < / 

xx%y%y —• (x^;y)(;c*y) 

givenn in Table 7 below. Note that these last two axioms are easily proved valid 
inn orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. Finally, the system ACPfrth*(A, y) is 
dennedd by adding all axioms from Table 7 to ACE™* (A, y). 

Thee transition rules for * are as expected, and given in Table 8. Observe 
thatt each closed term over one of the systems with * has finitely many sub-
states,, where substates are those terms that can be reached by transitions. This 
revealss the limited expressiveness of the above-mentioned systems with the 
binaryy Kleene star: only finite state processes are definable. This restriction 
cann be relaxed by adding the push-down operator ($, see [19]), defined by the 
axiom m 

xx$y$y _ x((xiy)(xiy)) + v. 

Wee write Es for the inclusion of the push-down axiom in axiom system E. The 
transitionn rules are as expected, and given in Table 8. 

Withh the push-down operator also non-regular processes can de defined. A 
typicall example is the term R given by 

RR = (succ(succ* pred) + zero)* exit. 

Thiss term can be recognized as a definition of a register, modelling a memory 
locationn for a natural number with unbounded capacity and restricted access 
byy a successor action, a predecessor action, a zero test action, and an exit or 

aa t 
XX > X 

x*yx*y -^U x'(x*y) 

aa ^ i 
yy—•—• v 

XX%y%y _£* J 

XX — > X 

y-y-

xx$y $y 
^y' ^y' 

aa / 

xx$y$y ». jt'((x$)>)(jt$y)) 
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succsucc succ succ 
zerozero {  T ___̂  .—-—-*. —-—*-

RR (succ$pred)R (succ^pred) R ^ ___ 
.. I pred pred pred 

exitexit J 

FIGUREE 2. The register process. 

terminationn action. A graphical representation of the process R is given in 
Figuree 2. Observe that a register holding value n is modelled by the process 

R(n)R(n) = (succ$pred)nR. 

Inn ACP*S registers can synchronize with terms representing register ma-
chinee programs. As an example, let 

HH = {a, a' | a = succ, pred, zero, exit} 

andd Y(a, a') = i for a = succ, pred, zero, exit. Then termination of a register 
holdingg value n can be described by 

ddHH ({pred')*exit' • x \\ R(n)) = in+l • dH(x). 

Forr indexed registers Ri and R2, transfer of the value of R\ to R2 is described 
by y 

33HH {(pred[ • succ2)*zero\ • x \\ R\(n) \\ Riijri)), 

wheree the communication function and the set H are appropriately adjusted to 
thee indexing of the register actions. It is not difficult to derive that this term is 
equall to 

ii2n+l2n+l-d-dHH(x\\R(x\\R]](0)\\R(0)\\R22(n(n + m)). 

Inn the following section we return to the issue of expressivity, and we shall use 
registerr machine computation in a style as suggested above. 

Inn settings with 8, there are no finite equational axiomatizations of the binary 
Kleenee star operator. Therefore we provide the following adaptation of RSP, 
thee Recursive Specification Principle: 

(RSP*)) If JC = yx + z and 8A(y) = 8, then* = v*z. 

Heree the second condition acts as a guardedness restriction: it excludes terms 
withh an initial r action. For example, we cannot infer rra = T*<5, although 
rrarra = rrra + Sis, valid. For the push-down operator there is a similar adap
tationn of RSP [19, 22], but we shall not use it. 
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Fairness.Fairness. Due to the character and common use of T, one may want to ab-
stractt from infinite sequences or loops consisting only of r-steps. Depending 
onn the kind of process semantics one wants to use, different solutions have been 
found.. In the case of rooted branching bisimulation equivalence, a particular 
solutionn is provided by 

(FIR?)) T(r** ) = TX, 

wheree FIR abbreviates Fair Iteration Rule. In the setting of rooted orthogonal 
bisimulationn equivalence, we have the 'fairness axioms' given in Table 9. (If 
wee consider processes modulo rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimi-
larity,, then of course the axioms OFIR1 and OFIR2 are no longer valid.) In 
Sectionn 10 we provide a protocol verification in which fairness is used. 

TABLEE 9. Fairness axioms. 

(OFIR1)) x(T*(y + rz)) = x(y + Tz) 
(OFIR2)) x(x*(y + T)) = x(y + r) 

8.. Expressiveness 

Inn this section we consider some basic expressiveness questions: which sort of 
transitionn systems can be expressed in which of the axiom systems discussed 
before?? To handle these questions we restrict to transition systems that have 
puree termination, or shortly, that are pure: transitions systems with a (single) 
terminationn state */ not having outgoing transitions, and with at least one other 
statee (different from *J, see Section 4). Expressing a pure transition system 
TT up to some behavioral equivalence ~ in axiom system E comes down to 
showingg that for each state s in T different from y/ there is a term t over E 
satisfyingg s ~ t. 

InIn [6], Baeten, Bergstra and Klop proved the following basic expressiveness 
result:: each recursive pure transition system (or 'process graph') can be ex-
pressedd up to rooted T-bisimilarity in ACP with abstraction and finite, guarded 
recursiverecursive specifications. Furthermore, these authors showed that abstraction is 
necessaryy for this result. Here a recursive transition system is one that has a 
recursiverecursive set of states, a finite set of labels, and a transition relation that can be 
characterizedd by a recursive function (describing for each state its finite num-
berr of transitions in terms of an appropriate encoding). The proof of this ex-
pressivenesss result carries over to branching bisimulation equivalence, but not 
too any of the orthogonal bisimulation equivalences defined in this paper. The 
mainn reason for this mismatch is the role of the law x = xz. To study expres-
sivenesss questions in the setting of orthogonal bisimilarity, it therefore seems 
reasonablee to enrich transition systems with r 's in the following way: given a 
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transitionn system T = (S, L, T), its sequential z-saturation Tz is denned by 
(S(STT,, LT,TT) where 

•• ST = [s, sT | s e S] (and s & S implies sT g S), 
•• LT = LU{r}, 
•• Tz = [s - A tT, tT - ^ t \s -% t e T). 

Wee view binary Kleene star and push-down as a modern alternative to the 
so-calledd finite guarded recursive specifications as used in the expressiveness 
resultt in [6]. First, we prove in detail that we can express the sequential T-
saturationn of any finite pure transition system with labels in L c A up to rooted 
divergencee sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence in ACI^>rth*(A, y), 
providedd A is sufficiently large. Next, we argue that any recursive pure transi
tionn system with finite label set L c A and bounded fan-out can be expressed 
inn ACP^rth*s(A, y) up to rooted orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, for a suit
able,, finite set A of actions. 

Theoremm 8.1. For each finite pure transition system T with finite label set L 
notnot containing x, there is a finite extension A of L such that TT can be ex
pressedpressed up to rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence 
inin ACF^ (A, y), using only handshaking over A \ L, and either * or $. 

Proof.Proof. Assume that X has states {>/, X\,..., Xn] for some n > 0. Then, 
forr every j with 0 < j < n, Xj Xj can be characterized by 

n n 

k=l k=l 

withh ccj\k and fy finite sums of actions or S in the following way: for each tran
sitionn Xj —> Xk there is a summand a in otj^ and for each transition Xj —> +J 
theree is a summand b in fy, and conversely, each summand of ctj^ and fij is 
associatedd with a transition. If there are no transitions with source Xj and tar
gett Xk (V)> t nen aj,k {&}•> respectively) equals 8. As a consequence, TT can be 
characterizedd by 

n n 

XjXj =^2ctjtkTXk + PjT. 
k=l k=l 

Wee define process terms that mimiek the transitions of TT. Let A be the 
extensionn of L with the following 2« + 3 fresh actions: 

i,, and ri,si (/ = 0, 1 , . . . , n). 
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Lett y(n,si) = i be the only communications defined (handshaking). As to 
providee some intuition, these actions model the following behavior: 

5oo : order termination, 

roo : receive the order to terminate, 

stst : (/ > 0) instruct the Ith process to start, and 

/•// : (/ > 0) read instruction to start the /th process. 

Lett H = {n, si | / = 0, 1 «}, and, for j = 1 n, 
n n 

FFJJ =J2aJ>kSk+Pj-
k=\ k=\ 

Inn the case of *, consider the following process terms: 
nn n 

GG = (J>F*)%) , K = ( £ W*> -
*=ll Jt=i 

Wee derive: 

ddHH{FjG{FjG \\K) = 9H(( J2"k=l <*J*skG + PjG) || K) 

== H"k=l «M ' *H{skG \\K) + Pj- dH(G || K) 

== L L i «M ' '  *  a»(G || * * ) + /J, • Ï 

== 2ZLi"•>•* *' •' • d"^G n * ) + # • »• 
Consequently,, for ; = 1, . . . ,« , the process T{J) O 3H(FJG \\ K) satisfies the 
identitiess for state Xj up to rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilarity. 
Hence,, TT can be expressed in ACP^>rth*(A, y): for each state Xj of 7^ we have 

Xjt+TdsoTmodHiFjGUK) Xjt+TdsoTmodHiFjGUK) 

inn TSCACIf^^A, y)) U TT (with single termination state V). 
Inn the case of $, consider process terms 

«« n 

MM = (^nFk)**), N = (J2rksk)*r0. 
k=\k=\ j=\ 

Then n 

XXjj ldsoldsoxx[i)[i)ododHH{FjM\\N) {FjM\\N) 

forr each j — 1 , . . . , n. This can be shown along the same lines, using a denu-
merablee infinity of copies of the transitions of Tr: let / range over the naturals 
andd consider 

n n 

ry(/)) = £ a / . t r y j t ( / + l ) + 0 ;r . 
k=\ k=\ 
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Clearly,, Xj rdso Yj(l) for each state Xj of Tz and each value of /. So it 
sufficess to show that also 

Wee show this by first omitting the -q,^-application: 

ddHH(Fj(Fj • Mk+l || Nk+]) = ^ = i aj,k • BH(skM
k+l \\ Nk+l) 

++ Pj.dH(Mk+l\\Nk+l) 

== E I = 1 <*j* •l • d»wk+] i i S k N k + 2 ) + & •ik+l 

== £ ! i *M •f2 •a"(F* • M * + 2 1 ' " * + 2 ) + # •ik+l-
Hence,, applying T{rj and axiom 0 1, we find for each k that 

TT{i]{i]ododHH(Fj-M(Fj-Mk+lk+l\\N\\Nk+lk+l)) = 

J2lJ2l=l=l «,.** • r„-, o dH(Fk • M
k+2 || ^ + 2 ) + fa, 

whichh shows that T{/ ) O dH(Fj • M*+1 11 Nk+l) rdSo ^(*)• • 

Thee above result shows that each regular process can be defined modulo 
sequentiall r-saturation and rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilar-
ityy in ACP°rth(A, y), provided we adopt (at least) one of * and $, and A is 
sufficientlyy large (but finite). For non-regular, computable processes (that is, 
processess that can be characterized by a recursive pure transition system) we 
havee the following expressiveness result: the sequential T-saturation of a recur
sivee pure transition system with (finite) label set L c A and bounded fan-out 
cann be expressed in ACP?rth*$(A, y) and ACPT

orths(A, y) up to rooted diver
gencee sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, provided A is sufficiently 
large.. For example, one can express the sequential r-saturation of a stack over 
aa finite data type using the approach in [19]. 

Wee sketch a proof of the expressibility of pure recursive transition systems 
withh bounded fan-out. An example is given in Section 9. This proof is based 
onn a characterization of register machine computations (see, for example, [72]) 
inn process algebra (a detailed explanation can be found in [22]). Recall the 
straightforwardd representation of registers presented in the previous section. 
Furthermore,, each register machine program has a straightforward representa
tionn in BPA*(A). It easily follows that each (unary) recursive function ƒ can 
bee 'implemented' in ACP*S(A, y) in the following sense: let P represent in 
BPA*(A)) a register machine program that computes ƒ using three registers. 
Thenn there is a context Con[_](«) where n refers to a register value such that 

^^ r„ „ v. \ig(n)-Con[x](f(n)) if ƒ («) is defined, 

\i*8\i*8 otherwise. 
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Heree g is a computable function defined on the domain of ƒ, and the /-steps 
resultt from communications between the registers and the program. Further-
more,, Con[_](n) can be extended to Con[_](n i , . . ., nk) for the computation of 
kk > I computable functions in a sequential fashion: 

Con[P]]  • • • Pkx](n, 0 0)  /*'(n) • Con[jc](/i(«), - . . , ƒ*(«)) 

iff each ƒ) is defined on n, and computed by register machine program P,. 
Noww let T = (5, L, T) be a recursive pure transition system with S a set of 

naturalsnaturals containing 0 and fan-out bounded by m. The state 0 is the termination 
statee (so y/ = 0).2 With the above implementation scheme at hand, it is not 
hardd to express the sequential r-saturation of T up to rooted divergence sen
sitivee orthogonal bisimilarity in ACP?rth*$(A, y). A possible approach is the 
following.. Given some state, let its menu be a characterization of the labels of 
alll its outgoing transitions or its termination status (that is, no outgoing transi
tionss and either successful termination or deadlock). If a state has at least one 
outgoingg transition, then its menu is a list a\ ak, with 1 < k < m, of labels 
off its outgoing transitions. The ordering of these labels is arbitrary but fixed: 
forr every multiset of labels there is at most one menu. Fix an enumeration of 
thesee menus, such that menu number 0 stands for successful termination and 1 
standss for deadlock. 

Lett furthermore the transition relation T be characterized by (w + 1)-tuples 
fetchingg all outgoing transitions (at most m): a state s yields the map 

( j , 0 , . . . , 0 ) h ** (si,...,sm+i), 

wheree sj: = 0 for 1 < j < m + 1 if s = 0, and otherwise 

•• sm+\ gives the menu number of s, and 
•• Sj for 1 < j < m is the target associated with source s and the jth label 

off menu sm+] if such a transition is present, and 0 otherwise. 

Byy the recursiveness of T, the above m + 1 functions that define (-• can be 
computedd by some register program P, thus 

Con[/>*](*,, 0 , . . . , 0) -U- Con[jc]($i, . . . , sm+]), 

wheree —^ is the transitive closure of —U-. 
Furthermore,, it is straightforward to define a process term M that interprets 

thee menu 5m+i in the following way: 

Con[Mx](sCon[Mx](suu • • •, sm, sm+i) - V 

Con[8x](si,...,sCon[8x](si,...,smm,Q),Q) if sm+i = 1, 
C o n[£>=ll  ajFjx](s\,..., sm, 0) if sm+i > 1. 

22 Note: in [22] the number 0 was reserved for the deadlock state. Here the choice to let 0 stand 
forr successful termination allows a more elegant presentation. 
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(Inn case sm+\ = 0, the process M blocks.) Here the a, 's and k are prescribed by 
thee menu and F, is a process that transfers Sj to the first position, and empties 
alll  other registers. It follows that the full computation of all transitions from s 
iss captured by 

Con[PO](s,0, . . . ,0), , 

where e 

QQ = (MP)*exiSm+lE. 

Thee exit action synchronizes with the termination action exitm+i of the menu 
registerr in case it holds value 0, and E terminates all remaining processes. 
Finally,, applying TJ,J we can express Tz up to rooted divergence sensitive or-
thogonall  bisimilarity: for each s € S c 5T \ {J} it follows that if s has menu 
a\a\ ak then it has transitions 

SS - A (Sj)r - ^  Sj 

forr 1 < j < k, and 

k k 

ss rdso T{i](Con[£ajFjPQ](si, . . . , $ * , . . ., sm,0)) 
j=\ j=\ 

(wheree s/ = 0 for it < / < m) in the combined transition system. In the case 
thatt 5 has no transitions, it holds that s rdso 5. In the next section we provide 
ann example. 

Followingg the proof of Theorem 8.1 above, it is straightforward how this 
approachh should be adapted to ACPf^tA, y) (thus, without *, cf. the related 
resultss in [19, 22]). The above can be summarized as follows: 

Theoremm 8.2. For each recursive pure transition system T with finite label 
setset L not containing x and bounded fan-out, there is a finite extension A of 
LL such that % can be expressed up to rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal 
bisimulationbisimulation equivalence in A C P ^ A, y), using only handshaking over A \ L, 
andand either $, or both *  and %. 

Wee note that for each term over ACP?1***^ , y) or ACPf^iA, y), its fan-
outt and that of all its substates is bounded by its complexity. This implies that 
aa stronger expresiveness result is not possible. An essential unbounded fan-out 
(i.e.,, each bisimilar system also has an unbouded fan-out) is not expressible by 
aa (unitary) process term. 

9.. Expressiveness: Illustratio n 

Inn this section, we give an example of the expression of (the sequential r-
saturationn of) transition systems using register-machine based processes, as 
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M M 

pred^pred^ I 

pred^ pred^ 

pn>c?pn>c?3 3 

pred^ pred^ 

pred'y pred'y 

prect^ prect^ 

- *  & 

aF\ aF\ 

bFx bFx 

-*•-*• aF\ +aF2 

? 3 3 

—*-- aF\ +bF2 

 bF\ + bF2 

FIGUREE 3. The menu process M. 

presentedd in Section 8. We consider the case of recursive pure transition sys-
temss over label set [a, b), and with fan-out of at most two. The states are 
naturalss and 0 is the termination state (so J = 0). As an example we shall find 
aa process algebraic expression for the state 9 in the sequential r-saturation of 
thee transition system (1). 

n n 
6 6 

Thiss r-saturation is given below (2). 

6 r ^ZZrr 6 

V V 

Vr-^ v v 

(1) ) 

(2) ) 

Clearly,, it is not difficult to find an expression for state 9; for example, using 
thee binary Kleene star operator, we express state 9 in (1) as a(a*b), and in (2) 
ass the process term 

aT((ar)*bT). aT((ar)*bT). 

Here,, we shall give another (more complex) expression for this state following 
thee procedure outlined in Section 8. 
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Cor\[aFCor\[aFxxPPÖ](6,0,0)Ö](6,0,0) *—+ Con[Fi/»01(6, 0,0) '-~ Con[PQ](6,0,0) 

| «« , 1 ' 
Con[(aFCon[(aFll+bF+bF22PP0)1(6,0,0)0)1(6,0,0) -*- Con[g](6,0, 5) 

b b 

Con[/»» ö](0, 0,0) ^ Con[F2FÖ](6,0,0) 

I''  , 
Con[OK0,0,0)) •* Con[£] (0,0,0) ~ V 

FIGUREE 4. Transition system. 

Wee start with a menu enumeration for pure recursive transition systems over 
{a,{a, b} and with fan-out bounded by two: 

00 for successful termination, 4 for a, a, 

11 for deadlock, 5 fora,b, 

22 forö, 6 for b,b. 

33 forè, 

Forr example, state 6 in transition system (1) has one outgoing a -transition and 
onee outgoing ^-transition; hence it has menu number 5. 

Wee can characterize the transition relation of a particular transition system 
byy a mapping on 3-tuples of naturals as follows: a state s yields the map 

(5,0,0)) h* (5], 52, 53) 

wheree 53 gives the menu number of state 5, and SJ for j = 1, 2 is the target 
statee associated with source 5 and the jth label of menu 53 if such a transition 
iss present, and otherwise 0. 

Forr example, in the case of transition system (1), we find that the transitions 
aree given by 

(9,0,0)h++ (6,0,2), 

(6,0,0)) H* (6,0,5). 

(Recalll that 0 is the termination state.) 
Lett P be such that it models the computation of this mapping, that is, if 

(5,, 0, 0) i-> (51, 52,53), then 

Con[Px](s,Con[Px](s, 0, 0) - H » Con[;c](5i, 52, 53). 
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Wee define the menu interpretation process M partly in a graphical manner in 
Figuree 3. The processes Fj in the definition of M are the processes that clean 
upp the registers after the execution of an action; they write the value of the 
newlyy reached state in the first register and empty all the others. In this case 
theyy are given by 

F\F\ = pred'2* zero2, 

F2F2 = (pred[*zero\)((pred2succ[)*zero2). 

Wee see that the process Fi just empties the second register. The process Fi first 
emptiess the first register and then transfers the contents of the second register to 
thee first register. Observe that the third register, the menu number, has already 
beenn emptied. 

Wee write Q for (MP)*exi^E. Now, state 9 in (2) is expressed by 

T{l -} (Con[flfïPÖ](6,0,0)) ) 

(seee Figure 4), that is, 

99 ^rdso r{l -} (Con[aFi PÖK6, 0, 0)), 

ass the only difference is in the length of r-sequences. 

10.. Verification of a PAR Protocol 

Wee prove the correctness of a Positive Acknowledgement and Retransmission 
(PAR)) protocol [80]. The architecture of the protocol is depicted in Figure 5. 
Wee refer to [81] for an earlier verification in process algebra. 

5 5 

0 0 

3 3 

K K 

L L 

1 1 

2 2 
R R 

FIGUREE 5. Architecture of the protocol. 

Thee sender 5 reads a datum from the environment, and sends this datum, 
accompaniedd by a bit, to the receiver R via channel K. The receiver has just 
onee (thus positive) acknowledgement for the arrival of a frame. The receiver 
sendss its acknowledgements via channel L to S. The channels are unreliable; 
uponn receiving a datum the channel K can do one of three things: it can pass on 
thee datum, it can loose the information but send an error message instead, and it 
cann fail to do anything. The channel L either passes on the acknowledgement, 
orr fails to do anything. A dummy internal action i is added to make the choice 
betweenn these options non-deterministic. 
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TABLEE 10. Specification. 

SSnn = T,d£D rW ' so(dn) • Sdn 
SdnSdn = {timejout • SQ{dn))*rT, 

KK = (EfeF r0(f) • Kf)*8 

KKff = i-si(f) +  + i 

LL = (r2-(i-s3 + i))*8 

RR = (R0- Ri)*S 

RnRn =  + j:d€D n(d(l - n)) • s2)* ZdeD r\(dn) • s(d) • s2 

Thee sender and the receiver act in response to received data only. This 
posess a problem, because, when one of the channels K and L fails to act upon 
receivingg a message, the system will be waiting for nothing to happen, that is, 
itit  wil l deadlock. To avoid this, a time-out action may occur, that is supposed to 
reactivatee the system if it threatens to deadlock. In [80], this time-out is issued 
byy a timer, that is started by the sender at the moment it sends a frame to K. 
Here,, we model the time-out interruption by placing the system in the scope of 
aa priority operator and giving the time-out action lower priority than any other 
action;; it occurs if no other activity is possible. After a time-out, the sender 
retransmitss the last message. 

Specification.. We assume a finite data set D and a set of frames F = D x 
{0,, 1). The components are specified in Table 10. 

Thee Sk and A* actions, with k < 3, are the send and receive actions over the 
internall  port k. We let y(sk, n) = y(n, Sk) = Ck for k = 2, 3, and 

y(sk(m),y(sk(m), rk{m)) = y(rk(m), sk(m)) = Ck(m) 

forr all messages m and k ~ 0, 1, and y undefined otherwise. The action c2 

modelss the passing of an acknowledgement from R to L. The action C3 is the 
passingg of an acknowledgement from L to S. The time-out action is performed 
onlyy if no other actions are enabled; the partial priority ordering is defined by 

time-outtime-out < a 

forr all actions a other than the time-out action. 
Thee set H consists of all the send and receive actions over the internal ports. 

Thee set I consists of the actions timejout, i, and all the communications. The 
completee system is defined as P = xj (X), where 

XX = e(dH(S\\K\\R\\L)). 
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TABLEE 11. Abbreviations. 

X%X% = [SdOSiS\\Kd0K\\R\\L] 

XXll
dd = [SdoSlS || * | | R\\L) 

XXdd = lSdoSiS\\K\\R1R\\(i-s3 + i)L] 

X^lSjoSiSUKWRxRWL] X^lSjoSiSUKWRxRWL] 

XXdd = [S40SiS\\Kd0K\\RlR\\L] 

YY = [SlS\\K\\RiR\\L] 

77 7 

coWD D 

co(dO) co(dO) 

Y Y 

: : 
co(dl) co(dl) 

i i 

0 0 
d d 

\ . . 
N. . 

,, \ 
timejout timejout 

r(d) r(d) 

FIGUREE 6. Illustration of the process X. 

Verification .. Notation: [_] for 6(dH{-)). We use the abbreviations given in 
Tablee 11. Driving the composed operator 9 o dn inwards we leave out all 
summandss that are blocked by the encapsulation or the priority operator. In 
particularr this means that, in the presence of alternatives, summands starting 
withh a time-out action are renamed to S. The derivation of the linearization 
mayy be found in Table 12. The linearization is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Usingg RSP* we derive from the equations for X derived in Table 12: 

X°X°dd = ({i • ) + 0 • timeout • co(dO))*i • ci(rfO) • s(d) • c2 • X
2
d, 

XXdd = (i • timejout • c0(d0) • XA
d)*i • c3 • Y, 
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TABL EE 12. Linearization. 

XX = J2deDr(d) ' [S°(d0) ' Sd°SlS "  * "  * "  L ] 

X^X^ = i-[Sd0SlS\\sl(dO)-K\\R\\L] 

++ i.[Sd0SlS\\slU)-K\\R\\L] + i-Xl
d 

== i • ci(rfO) • [Sd0SiS || K \\s(d) -S2-R\R\\L] 

++ (i-ci(X) + i)-X1
d 

== i • ci(JO) • s(d) • [Sd0SiS\\ K\\s2-R]R II L] 

++ (i.Cl(L) + i)-Xd 

== i - ci(rfO) • *(«/) -C2-XÏ + (i - ci (J.) + o • xd 

XXdd = time-out • [j0WO) • SdoS\S \\ K \\ R \\ L] 

== time-out • co(dO) • Xd 

XXdd = i- [SdoSxS \\K\\RlR\\s3-L] + i-Xd 

== i-c3-Y + i-xd 

XXdd = time-out • [s0(dO) • Sd0SiS \\ K \\ RiR || L] 

== time-out • co(dO) • Xd 

xlxl = i-[Sd0SlS\\sl(dO)-K\\RlR\\L] 

++ i • [Sd0SiS || ) -K\\RiR\\L] + i- X3
d 

== i • ci(dO) • [SdoSiS || K\\s2- R[R\\ L] + (i • c i ( l ) + i) • Xd 

== i • ciido) -C2-XÏ + a • • ) + o • xd 

XXAA
dd = ((i • ci(J_) + i) • time-out • c0(dO))*i • ci(rfO) • c2 . 

Inn a similar way we can derive 

Y%Y% = ((i • ci(_L) + i) • timejout • c0(d\))*i • c\(d\) • s{d) • c2 • YJ, 

YjYj = (i • time-out • c 0 (d l ) • J j ) * i • c3 • X, 

Y$Y$ = ((j - ci(_L) + O • timejout • c0(rfl))*i • ci(rfl) • c2. 

Usingg substitution we eliminate all process abbreviations from the equation 
forr X, yielding terms X' and Y' such that X = X'Y and Y = Y'X. We derive 
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byy pressing the operator T/ inwards and compressing T 'S 

XJ{X')XJ{X') = xi(Y') = J2 r(d) • 7T(r*T)r • s(d) • T((rT(r*r)r)*r)T. 
deD deD 

Usingg axiom OFIR2 we derive that 

TTII{X')=Y,r(d).T-s(d).x. {X')=Y,r(d).T-s(d).x. 
d<=D d<=D 

Sincee P equals 77 (X') • xt {X') • Py we find by RSP* that 

/ >= ( £ r (< / ) . r . j ( < / ) . T ) *S . . 

Remarkk 10.1. In [83], a verification of the Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol 
(CABP)) with respect to orthogonal bisimulation can be found. This protocol 
hass parallel internal activity; in any state the system can do some internal step. 
Thiss is reflected in the outcome of the verification. The CABP was proved 
rootedd orthogonally bisimilar to the process 

(r**  J2 rW • T ' (**s(d)) • r)*S. 
deD deD 

11.. Conclusions 

Inn this paper we introduced orthogonal bisimulation equivalence and proved a 
numberr of elementary results. In this final section we comment on its position 
inn behavioral semantics. 

Orthogonall bisimulation equivalence admits compression of internal activ
ity,, but is not as abstract as the common behavioral equivalences that deal with 
abstraction.. In particular, it is a finer equivalence than branching bisimilar-
ityy [44]. Van Glabbeek and Weijland, the founders of branching bisimula
tionn equivalence, remark that "we know of no useful operator for which some 
abstractt equivalence in the linear time-branching time spectrum is a congru
ence,, but rooted branching bisimulation is not." [44, p. 594], and provide many 
moree arguments in favor of branching bisimulation equivalence. Furthermore, 
branchingg bisimulation equivalence is argued to be optimal in the following 
sense:: it is the coarsest behavioral equivalence that respects the branching 
structuree of processes3, and it is the finest congruence possible for a common 
repertoiree of process algebra operators (supporting the interleaving hypothesis) 
thatt is abstract in the sense that it satisfies at least axx = ax (cf. [40, 44]). 

Too the best of our knowledge, orthogonal bisimilarity is the first behavioral 
semanticss that is a congruence for the priority operator, and that takes the nature 
off abstraction into account (up to compression). In comparison with branching 

'Thiss notion is formally defined in [41]. 
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bisimulationn equivalence, a typical property of orthogonal bisimulation equiv-
alencee is that it refutes the axiom xr = x (or axx = ax in a setting with only 
actionn prefix), while it validates the weakened version xzx = xr. This prop-
ertyy simply represents another perspective on silent activity, acknowledging its 
presence,, but not its structure. An immediate consequence of xr = x not being 
soundd is that divergence is preserved more often than in branching bisimilar-
ity.. This may play a role in the area of protocol specification and verification, 
wheree r -cycles usually result from the abstraction of the occurrence and recov-
eryy of an undesirable event, and fairness is assumed. In Section 10 it is shown 
thatt such events in our modelling of the PAR protocol can indeed be discarded 
afterr abstraction, as all exits of the occurring r -cycles happen to start with a 
r-step.. However, this is not always the case in the daily practice of protocol 
specificationn in process algebra (cf. Remark 10.1). For this reason, the diver-
gencee sensitive variant of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence is distinguished 
(whichh simply never discards r -cycles while it respects the branching structure 
off  a process in the same sense). 

Inn this paper, we attempted to show that orthogonal bisimulation equiva-
lencee is a refinement of branching bisimulation equivalence that is interesting 
inn its own right. Although it is not an 'abstract equivalence' in the sense de-
scribedd above, it certainly provides another look at abstraction in process al-
gebra,, and may be of use in situations where compression or priorities play a 
role. . 

FutureFuture Work. We did not yet analyze the complexity of (divergence sensi-
tive)) orthogonal bisimilarity in finite state transition systems. Furthermore, the 
'branchingg structure of a process' as defined in [41] depends on a notion of 
observableobservable content of the traces of that process; it might well be that the "com-
pressionn content" of traces, that is, the traces of the process from which all 
secondd and consecutive r's are removed, leads to a characterization of orthog-
onall  bisimilarity along the same lines as in [41]. Finally, 'orthogonal versions' 
forr other behavioral semantics still have to be formulated, characterized and 
interrelated.. For example, how should orthogonal ready equivalence or failure 
equivalencee be defined, and is it a congruence for process algebra with pri-
orities?? We note that it does not make sense to consider orthogonal versions 
off  behavioral equivalences that identify more than ready trace or failure trace 
equivalence:: it is well-known (see, for example, [11]) that the priority operator 
iss not compatible with failure or ready semantics.4 

4Supposee A = {a, b, c, d, e, ƒ}  and ƒ < b < d and P = a{bc + d) + a(be + ƒ), Q = 
a(bea(be + d)+ a(bc + ƒ), then P =R Q (so P =F Q\ but 6{P) ^F 9(Q). 
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12.. Appendix: Congruence Proofs 

Wee prove that rooted orthogonal bisimilarity is a congruence relation with re-
spectt to all operators of ACP^*. The proof is both straightforward and elab-
orate.. Consider the transition system of closed ACP^*(A, y) terms for some 
arbitraryy A and y. We let t, u, v, w range over closed process terms and x, v, z 
rangee over states (the state set consists of the closed terms and the termination 
statee vO-

Twoo useful properties of orthogonal bisimulations: if R is an orthogonal 
bisimulationn with xRy, then x = -J if, and only if, y = </, and, for a e AT, 
xx—•—• if, and only if, v-^>. 

Considerr (for i = 1,2) process terms f, and w, such that U ro w,. We 
provee that t\ o t2 ra "l o «2 for all o <= {•, ||, []_, |}, and that t(*i) **ro t (" i ) 
forr all f € {dn, Ti, 9} with arbitrary I, H £ A and priority ordering < on AT. 
Afterr this proof, we give a separate proof for the alternative composition. 

Theree is an orthogonal bisimulation Rit that is rooted between tj and w, (for 
ii = 1, 2). Let R = Ri U R2 U R', where R' is defined as follows. 

R'R' = (t(t o v, u o w), (Ut), t(«)) 
( / ,M)€/?!\{(V,V0}, , 
(v,w)eR(v,w)eR22\{(J,J)}\{(J,J)}t t 

oo €{ - , | | , U_,|}, fe{dH,n,e} 

Wee show that R is an orthogonal bisimulation that satisfies the appropriate root 
conditions. . 

Thee Set R is Symmetric. Take any (x, y) e R. If, for i = 1,2, (x, y) e /?,, 
thenn also (y, x) € R, since /?,- is symmetric. If (x, y) e R', then we make the 
followingg case distinction. 

•• If* = tov andy = uow for some o, then t R\u and vR2w by definition 
off ƒ?'. Since Z?i and R2 are symmetric, we find that uR\t and wR2v. 
Hence,, by definition of R', it follows that (y, x) e R. 

•• If x = t ( 0 for some f, then use the definition of R' and the symmetry of 
* i . . 

Concretee Action Steps. Take any (x, y) e R' and assume that x -^ x' for 
somee a and JC' with a ^ r. We have to show that y -A- y' for some y' with 
x'Ry'.x'Ry'. We make a case distinction on the form of x. 

•• If x = t • v, then, by definition of R', y = u • w such that tR\u and t; 7?2u;. 
Wee see that either t -A- ^/ and x' — v, or / —*• t' and x' = t' • u. In the 
firstt case also u -A> y/ since f/fi«. Hence y -^> tu. Since vR2w, also 
u/?iy,, qed. In the second case, we find that u - % «' for some u' with 
t'R\u'.t'R\u'. Then y -% w' • w. We get t' • vRu' • w using the definition of R'. 
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•• If x = t || v, then, by definition of R', y = it \\ w such that tR\u and 
vRjw.vRjw. We distinguish 8 possibilities: 

(i)) t - A y/ and x' = v. In this case also u - A J, and hence y —> w, 
qed. . 

(ii )) / - A t' and x' = t' \\ v. In this case u - A u' with t'R\u'. Then 

jj  - A w' 11 w. Using the definition of R', we get JC'/?W' 11 W. 

(iii )) u —> y/ and JC' = t. Like case (i). 

(iv)) v - A t>' and JC' = f || i/. Like case (ii) . 

(v)) t —• ^/ and v - A V ^ d K^, c) = a and JC' = V- In t m s case> w e 

havee u —> y/ and w - A V- Hence v —> y/. It holds that yjRyf, 

sincee V^i V ( a n d >/^2v0-

(vi)) r —• /' and u -A- y/ and y (&, C)) = a and JC' = t'. Straightforward, 

(vii)) t —> y/ and v - A 1 / and y (&, c) = a and JC' = v'. Straightforward. 
(viii)) t —• t' and v - A 1/ and y(&, c) = a and JC' = f' || v'. Straightfor

ward. . 
•• If x = t y_ v, then, by definition of /?', y = u []_ w such that tR\u and 

VR2W.VR2W. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 
(i)) t - A ^/ and x' = v. In this case also u - A ,/ , and hence 3; —> w, 

qed. . 
(ii)) t - A t' and JC' = f' || v. In this case u - A «' with r'/?iw'. Then 

yy - A M' 11 w. Using the definition of R', we get x'Ru' \ \ w. 
•• If x = t \ v, then, by definition of R', y = u \ w such that tR\ u and VR2W. 

Wee distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) t —> y/ and v - A ^ and y (fc, c) = a and JC' = , / . In this case we 
havee u —> y/ and w - A y/. Hence y - A ,/. It holds that y/Ry/, 
sincee y/Riy/ (and y/Riyf). 

(ii)) f —• f' and u - A </ and y(b, c) = a and x' = f'. Straightforward. 

(iii)) t -—> y/ and v - A 1/ and y (/?, c) = a and x' = v'. Straightforward. 

(iv)) t —• t' and v - A 1/ and y(b, c) = a and x' = t' \\ v'. Straightfor
ward. . 

•• If x = dn(t), then, by definition of R', y = 9#(w) such that tR\u. If 
x'x' = y/, then t - A ^/ and a # H. Then also u - A ^ and y - A ^ , qed. 
Iff JC' ^ yj, then JC' = 3//(f/), for some t' with r - A f' and 0 ^ H. Then 
MM - A w' for some u' with f'tfiw7. So y - A 3H{U'). Using the definition 
of/?',wegetatf(f')tfa//("')--

•• If x = T; (0, then we proceed as in the previous case. 
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•• If x = G(t), then, by definition of R', y = 6(u) such that tRYu. If 
x'x' = ^/, then t —> J and there is no b > a with /—>. Since tR\u, also 
uu —> yf and there is no b > a with u—>. Hence y -^» ^/. 

Iff x' = j , then x' = 0(tf), for some t' with t -^ t' and t does not 
havee a fc-step with b > A. It follows from f/?i w, that u - % M' for some u' 
withh ?'/?!«' and « does not have a &-step with b > a. Hence y - % 0(«') 
andjt'tf'^M'). . 

Silentt  Steps. Take any (x, y) e R' and assume that x -^ x' for some x'. 
Wee have to show that y—z-+ and that, for some n > 0, there are y* such that 
yoo • • y« in x-paths{y) and x'/?y„ and jc/fy* for all i < n. 

Wee make a case distinction on the form of x. 

•• lfx=t-v, then, by definition of R', y = u • w such that t R\u and vR2W. 
Wee see that either / —̂ » J and x' = v, or t -—> t' and x' = t' • v. In 
thee first case, since tR\u, u-^- and hence y-^>. Furthermore, for some 
nn > 0, there are w, such that UQ- • -un in x-paths(u) and un = J and 
f/fiw,-- for all / < n. Then (uo • w) • - • (w„_i • w)w in x-paths{y). We 
havee x'Riw, and x/?'w, • u; for i < n by definition of /?'. 

Inn the second case, we find that, since tR\u, u-^ and hence y-^>. 
Furthermore,, for some n > 0, there are states w; such that «o • • • "n in 
r-paths(u)r-paths(u) and /'/?!«„ and //?i«, for all i < n. Then (iin • u>) • • • (w„ • w) 
inn x-paths(y). We have x'/?2«n • u>, and X/?'M( • w for i < w by definition 
of/?'. . 

•• If x = t || u, then, by definition of R', y = u \\ w such that tR[U and 
VR2W.VR2W. We distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) t —> *J and x' = v. In this case u—z-+ and hence y—%•. Fur
thermore,, for some « > 0, there are w, such that UQ •• • un in 
r-paths(u)r-paths(u) and M„ = y and f/?i«, for all i < n. Then also 
(«oo II w) • • • ("«-i II u;)u; in r-paths(y), and, by definition of /?', 
x/?'w,, || w for all i < /z. 

(ii)) t —> t' and x' = t' \ \ v. In this case u-^+ and hence y —T-+. Further
more,, for some n > 0, there are M, such that MO • • • un in x-paths(u) 
andd /'/?iw„ and //?i«, for all i' < n. Then also (no 11 w) •••("„ 11 w) 
inn x-paths(y), and, by definition of /?', jc/e'u/ || w, for all / < n, 
andx'R'unn \\ w. 

(iii)) v —• V and x' = t. Like case (i). 
(iv)) v -A- u' and x' = r 11 v'. Like case (ii). 

•• lfx=t\\_v, then, by definition of R', y = u []_ w such that f^iw and 
vR2W.vR2W. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 

(i)) t —> J and x' = v. In this case u-^+ and hence y - ^ . Fur
thermore,, for some n > 0, there are M( such that wo • • w« in 
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x-paths(u)x-paths(u) and un = J and tR\Ui for all i < n. Then also 
(uoW_w)(ui\\w)'"(uoW_w)(ui\\w)'" (M„- I 11 w)w in x-paths(y), and, by definition 
off  R\ xR'ui || w for all 0 < i < n. 

(ii )) t - U f' and JC' = f' || v. In this case M - U and hence y—•. 
Furthermore,, for some n > 0, there are u(- such that «o • • • "n 
inn x-paths(u) and f'/?iw„ and tR\Ui for all i < n. Then also 
(MOO U_ W)(«I II «;)•*• (M„ 11 w) in x-paths(y), and, by definition 
off R',xR'ui || w, for all 0 < i < n, and jr'/?'u„ || w. 

•• If x = t | v, then * cannot have an outgoing T-step. 
•• If x = dn(t), then, by definition of R', y = dH(u) such that tR\u. We 

seee that t —l-+ and hence u—• and y—>. 
Iff x' = *J, then f - A V- Furthermore, for some n > 0, there are u,-

suchh that wo • • •"« in x-paths(u) and un = *J and f/?iw, for all i < n. 
Thenn also 3H(UQ) • • • 3//(wn-i)V in x-paths(y) and xR'Bnim) for all 
ii  < n. 

Iff JC' ^ V, then x' = dH(t'), for some t' with f - A t'. Furthermore, 
forr some n > 0, there are u,- such that UQ • • • «„ in x-paths(u) and f'/?i un 

andd f#iu, for all i < n. Then also dH(UQ) • • • 9H(KI») in x-paths(y) and 
x'R'dx'R'dHH(u(unn)) and xR'dH(ui) for all i < n. 

•• If * = r/(f). then, by definition of R', y = T/(w) such that tR\u. We 
distinguishh 4 possibilities: 

(i)) f - ^ V a n d x' — V- W e s e e m a t " - ^ and hence y - ^ . Fur
thermore,, for some n > 0, there are w, such that UQ •• • un in 
x-paths(u)x-paths(u) and «„ = J and f/?i«i for all i < n. Then also 
T/(MO)) • • • */(ii«_i)i/ in x-paths{y) and xR'xi(ut) for all i < n. 

(ii)) f-^>f' and x' = T/ (f')• We see that u - A and hence y - ^ . Further
more,, for some n > 0, there are «,- such that UQ • • • un in x-paths(u) 
andd f'/?iw„ and f 7?IM, for all i < n. Then also t/ (UQ) • • • T/ (un) in 
x-paths(y)x-paths(y) a.ndx'R'x[(un) and xR'xi(ui) for all i < n. 

(iii)) r -A- y and a e I and JC' = «ƒ m this case, M - A ^/ and hence 

(iv)) t - A f' and a e / and x' = T/(f'). In this case, u - A u' for 
somee w' with t'R\u'. Soy-^xi (ur). By definition of R', we have 
x'R'tjiu'). x'R'tjiu'). 

•• If x = 9(t), then, by definition of R', y = 9(u) such that tR\u. 
Iff x' = sj, then t —r-+ J, and there is no a > x with r - A . Since 

r/?tw,, we have that for some n > 0, there are M, such that «o • • • un in 
x-paths(u),x-paths(u), un = V, and r/?iw,- for / < n. Since, for i < n, tR\Ui, it 
followss that there is no a > x with H , - ^> . Hence 6(UQ) ... B(un-\)un in 
x-paths(y).x-paths(y). We have that XR6(UJ) by definition of R'. 
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Iff  x' ^ y/, then t -^> t' for some t' with x' = 0(f'), and there is no 
aa > T with r-^>. Since //?i«, we have that for some « > 0, there are w, 
suchh that wo • • • u„ in x-paths{u), t'R\un, and f /?IM, for * < «. So M - U 
andd hence y-^>. Since, for i < n, f/?IM,, we find that there is no a > r 
withh M,-^>. Hence ö (« 0 ) . . . 0(M„) in T-paths(y). We have that xRBim) 
andd x'R9(un) by definition of /?'. 

Rootedness.. We have to show that R is rooted between t\ o t2 and u i o u2, and 
betweenn t(*i) and t (" i ) , for all o € {•, ||, []_, |} and f € {dH, n,B}. 

•• Sequential composition. Assume that t\ • t2 - A x. We distinguish two 
possibilities: : 

(i)) t\ —• *J and x = t2. Since R\ is rooted between fi and u\, it 
followss that «i -^» ^ and hence wi • «2 -^> «2, qed. 

(ii)) fi —> f J and * = t J • f2 • Since R\ is rooted between t\ and «i, 
theree must be some u\ with «i -^ u[ and r{/?iMj. We see that 
u\u\ • u2 —• Mj • «2 and xRu\ • u2, qed. 

Silentt steps of «1 • «2 are treated symmetrically. 
•• Merge. Assume that t\ || t2 - ^ x. We distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) 'i —• \ / and x = t2. Since R\ is rooted between fi and u\, it 
followss that wi —• ^/ and hence u\ || «2 —̂> «2» qed. 

(ii)) t\ —> t[ and x = t[ || t2. Since /?i is rooted between t\ and u\, 

theree must be some u\ with «i - U M̂  and t[R\u'v We see that 

«11 II "2 —• "1 II "2 andx/?«j || «2» qed. 

(iii)) t2 -^> V and x = t\. Like case (i). 

(iv)) r2 ~^> fj a n d * = ' 1 I' f 2 - L i k : e c a s e (")• 
Silentt steps of u\ || «2 are treated symmetrically. 

•• Left merge. Assume that t\ \\_ t2 - ^ x. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 
(i)) t\ —> y/ and x = t2. Since R\ is rooted between t\ and MI, it 

followss that MI —• yj and hence MI []_ M2 - ^ M2, qed. 
(ii)) fj —• f J and JC = 'J I11- Since R\ is rooted between t\ and ui, 

theree must be some u\ with MI -^ U\ and fJ/ïiMj. We see that 

«ii LL "2 - ^ "i II «2 andoc/fM'j || M2, qed. 
Silentt steps of MI \\_ u2 are treated symmetrically. 

•• Communication merge. No r-steps. 
•• Encapsulation. Assume that BH (h) -A- x. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 

(i)) f 1 —• V and x = J. Since 7?i is rooted between f 1 and u \, it 
followss that M 1 - ^ y/ and hence 3// (M 1) - A j , qed. 
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(ii )) t\ -U- t[ and JC = 3//(rJ). Since Ri is rooted between t\ and «1, 
theree must be some u\ with u\ -A- u\ and t[R\u\. We see that 
ddHH((UlUl)) - U dH(u[) mdxRdH(u\),qed. 

Silentt steps of 9//(wi) are treated symmetrically. 
•• Hiding. Assume that xiit\) - U x. We distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) t\ —> *J and x = y/. Since /?i is rooted between t\ and u\, we 

havee that wi - ^ y and hence T/ (M I ) —• V' qed-
(ii)) fi - ^ f J and JC = r/(rj). Since 7?i is rooted between t\ and «i, 

theree must be some u\ with u\ —> u\ and fJ/ïiMj. We see that 

T/(MI)) -^* r/(Wj) andjf/?r/(M]),qed. 

(iii)) fi -A- V and a € / and JC = J. From fi/?i«i it follows that 

uu i - % -J and hence T/ (W I ) —> ->/, <&&• 
(iv)) /i -% f J and a € / and x = r/(f[). Since ri /?i«i, there must be 

somee II J with « ] -%» ' , and f J R[u\. We see that T/ (U I ) - ^ r/ (U\ ) 
andd jci?T/(i/',), qed. 

Silentt steps of r/(wj) are treated symmetrically. 
•• Priority. Assume that 6(t\) - A JC. If x = *J, then it must be that t\ -A- V 

andd there is no a > r with ri -% . Since fi Kj«i, we find that there is no 
aa > T with K I - ^ * . Since 7?i is rooted between t\ and «i, it holds that 

«ll - ^ V-
Iff JC # y , then it must be that t\ - U f J for some t[ with * = 0(fj), 

andd there is no a > r with fi-^». Since t\R\u\, there is no a > T with 
M!-^>.. Since R\ is rooted between t\ and «i, it must be that u\ —> u\ 
forr some u\ with fJ/fiMp By definition of R', we find that xR9(u\). 

Silentt steps of 9(u \) are treated symmetrically. 

Alternativ ee Composition. We prove that ro is a congruence with respect to 
alternativee composition. We give a separate proof for this operator, because, 
contraryy to the other operators, we have to use the root condition explicitly. 

Wee show that the relation 

RR = Ri U/e2U{(fi +f2.wi +"2) , ("i +"2,*l +'2)} 

iss an orthogonal bisimulation that is rooted between t\ +t2 and u \ +W2- Clearly, 
RR is symmetric. 

•• If t\ + tj - ^ t for some a and r with a ^ T, it must be that f, —• / for 
somee i € {1,2}. It follows from f,-/?,•»,• that w, -^> « for some u with 
f/?,-II.. Then also MI + «2 -^> " and f/?w. 
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•• If t\ +12 - A t for some t, then it must be that /,- - A f for some i € {1, 2}. 
Sincee /?, is rooted between r, and «,, we have «, - ^ w for some u with 
r/?jM.. Then also u\ + «2 ~ * " and f #«. 

Stepss of u\ + «2 are treated symmetrically. The second case shows that R is 
rootedd between t\ + ^ and «1 + uj. 





IV V 

Thee Tree Identify Protocol of IEEE 1394 

WithWith Carron Shankland 

Wee specify the tree identify protocol of the IEEE 1394 high performance serial 
multimediaa bus at three different levels of detail using /ACRL. We use the cones 
andd foci verification technique of Groote and Springintveld to show that the de-
scriptionss are equivalent under branching bisimulation, thereby demonstrating 
thatt the protocol behaves as expected. 

1.. Introductio n 

Muchh time and effort is expended in the development of new techniques for 
descriptionn and analysis of (computer) systems; however, many of these tech-
niquess remain the preserve only of their inventors, and are never widely used. 
Thiss is often due to the sharp learning curve required to adopt them; many 
verificationn techniques have complex theoretical underpinnings, and require 
sophisticatedd mathematical skills to apply them. Case studies therefore have 
aa valuable role to play both in promoting and demonstrating particular verifi-
cationn techniques, and providing practical examples of their application. This 
paperr presents one such case study. We apply the cones and foci technique 
off  Groote and Springintveld [53] to a fragment of the software for a high per-
formancee serial multimedia bus, the IEEE standard 1394 [58], also known as 
"Firewire". . 

Briefly,, IEEE 1394 connects together a collection of systems and devices 
inn order to carry all forms of digitized video and audio quickly, reliably, and 
inexpensively.. Its architecture is scalable, and it is hot-pluggable: a designer or 
userr can add or remove systems and peripherals easily at any time. The only re-
quirementt is that the form of the network should be a tree (other configurations 
leadd to errors). 

Thee protocol is subdivided into layers, in the manner of OSI, and further into 
phases,, corresponding to particular tasks, e.g.,, data transmission or bus master 
identification.. Much effort has been expended on the description and verifi-
cationn of various parts of the standard, using several different formalisms and 
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prooff  techniques. For example, the operation of sending packets of informa-
tionn across the network is described using /xCRL in [65] and using E-LOTOS 
inn [79]. The former is essentially a description only, with five correctness prop-
ertiess stated informally, but not formalized or proved. The exercise of [79] is 
basedd on the /xCRL description, adding another layer of the protocol and car-
ryingg out the verification suggested, using the tool CADP [33]. 

Inn this paper we concentrate on the tree identify phase of the physical layer 
whichh occurs after a bus reset in the system, e.g., when a node is added to 
orr removed from the network. The purpose of the tree identify protocol is to 
assignn a (new) root, or leader, to the network. Essentially, the protocol consists 
off  a set of negotiations between nodes to establish the direction of the parent-
childd relationship. Another way to look at this is that from a general graph a 
spanningg tree is created (where possible). Potentially, a node can be a parent to 
manyy nodes, but a child of at most one node. A node with no parent (after the 
negotiationss are complete) is the leader. The tree identify protocol must ensure 
thatt a leader is chosen, and that it is the only leader chosen. 

Thiss part of the 1394 is described using I/O automata in [31]. Verification 
iss by (manual) manipulation of a number of invariants, phrased in predicate 
calculus.. Also discussed is the mechanization of this verification in the theorem 
proverr PVS. 

Theree are three descriptions of the protocol, written using /xCRL [52], in 
thiss paper. 

•• Specification. The external behavior of the protocol is specified as the 
meree announcement that a single leader has been chosen. 

•• Implementation A. In implementation A nodes are specified individually 
andd negotiate with their neighbours to determine the parent-child rela
tionship.. Communication is by handshaking. 

•• Implementation B. In thiss implementation communication between nodes 
occurss via unidirectional channels (so that messages may pass each other, 
causingg conflicts in assigning the leader). 

Thesee descriptionss may be found in Sections 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 respectively. They 
weree derived with reference to the transition diagram in Section 4.4.2.2 of the 
standardd [58]. Section 3 gives an informal overview of the cones and foci 
techniquee of [53], together with some common definitions. The formal details 
off this technique are repeated in the appendix for convenience. 

Wee prove, using the cones and foci technique, that the implementations A 
andd B have the same behavior with respect to branching bisimulation as the 
simplee specification, therefore showing that these descriptions behave as re
quired,, that is, that a single leader is chosen. The proofs may be found in 
Sectionn 4 and Section 5, respectively. 

Wee conclude with some remarks about the success of this case study and 
aboutt verification using the technique of [53] in general. 
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2.. Description of the Protocol 

Thee descriptions are given in /iCRL, which is roughly the process algebra 
ACPP [11] extended with a formal treatment of data. Familiarity is assumed 
withh this formalism; an introduction may be found in [52]. 

Briefly,, the main features of the formalism are as follows: the constant S 
representss deadlock, p • q is the sequential composition of processes p and q, 
andd p + q is the alternative composition of p and q. The process £ u D p 
behavess as the possibly infinite choice between processes p[t/v] where t is 
anyy data term of sort D. The parallel composition of processes p and q is 
writtenn p \\q. We have booleans with two elements T (true) and _L (false) 
andd the usual boolean operators. Conditionals are written p <b>q, meaning 
iff  boolean condition b is true, then behave as p, otherwise behave as q. For 
booleanss we assume the following binding conventions: -> binds stronger than 
A,, v, which bind stronger than ->. 

Thee abstraction operator r/ hides all those actions in the set I, by converting 
themm to silent actions T, and the encapsulation operator 9# restricts enabled 
actions,, by renaming actions in the set H to 8. We choose H such that the d# 
operatorr forces enclosed parallel processes to communicate with each other. 

Thee /xCRL data definitions used, such as Nat, NatList, and NatSetList, are 
assumedd and not presented here; these are straightforward and examples of the 
appropriatee types or similar may be found in [52, 65]. 

2.1.. Specification. The most abstract specification of the tree identify proto-
coll  is the one which merely reports that a leader has been found. The network 
iss viewed as a whole, and no communications between nodes are specified. We 
define e 

SpecSpec = leader • 8. 

2.2.. Implementation A. A more fine grained model is given by representing 
eachh node in the network by a separate process. Individual nodes are specified 
beloww as processes NodeA; their data states are described by the following three 
parameters. . 

•• An identification number i for the node. This number is used to param
etrizee communications between nodes, and is not changed during the 
protocol. . 

•• A set p of node identifiers of potential parents of the node. The initial 
valuee is the set of all neighbours, decreasing to either a singleton (con
tainingg the parent node) or the empty set (indicating that the node is the 
electedd leader). 

•• The current state s of the node. We use two state values: 0 corresponds 
too "still working" and 1 to "finished". The initial value is 0. 
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Thee identification number of nodes has been introduced to aid specification and 
doess not appear in [58]. In reality a device has a number of ports and knows 
whetherr or not a port is connected to another node; there is no need for node 
identifiers. . 

AA node can send and receive messages: an action s( i , ;, rq) is the send-
ingg of the parent request rq by node i to node j , and an action r(i', ;, rq) is the 
receivingg of a parent request from node i by node j . When the nodes of the net-
workk are composed in parallel, these two actions synchronize with each other 
too produce communication actions: an action c(i', j , rq) is the establishment of 
aa child-parent relation between node i and node j , where (' is the child and j is 
thee parent. In this case, the type Mssg of messages has only one element: the 
parentt request message rq. 

Wee define the set of actions 

ActAct = {s, r, c : Nat x Nat x Mssg, leader} 

andd the communication s | r = c. There are no other communications defined. 
Iff  a node is still active and its set of potential parents is empty, it declares 

itselff  leader by the execution of the leader action. By definition, nodes in state 1 
aree equivalent to deadlock. Individual nodes are defined by 

NodeA(iNodeA(i : Nat, p : NatSet, s : Nat) = 

leaderr • NodeA(i, p, 1) < s = 0 A empty(p) \> 8 

++ Y.j:Natr0"' *. r<7) • NodeAd, p \ {;}, s) <3 s = 0 A j e p o 8 

++ Hj:Nat s0'> h rq) • NodeA(i, p, 1) < s = 0 A p = {j} > 8. 

Thee process ImpA(n, PQ) is the parallel composition of n + 1 nodes, with 

PQPQ describing the configuration of the network: 

ImpA(nImpA(n : Nat, PQ : NatSetList) = dH(NodesA(n, PQ)), 

wheree H = {s, r} and 

NodesAin,NodesAin, PQ) = NodeA(0, P0[0], 0) < n = 0 o 

{NodeA{n,{NodeA{n, P0[n], 0) || NodesA{n - 1, PQ)). 

Here,, PQ is a list of sets of connections for all nodes, indexed by node number; 
thesee are the initial values for the sets of potential parents. Initially all nodes 
aree in state 0. 

2.3.. Implementation B. Implementation A assumed handshaking communi
cationn between nodes; in reality messages are sent by variations in voltage 
alongg wires of various lengths and are therefore not received instantaneously, 
thatt is, they are asynchronous communications. This means a node may ask to 
bee a child of its neighbour, while that neighbour has already sent out a message 
askingg to be its child (but the messages have crossed in transmission). That 
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contentionn has to be resolved, and one node assigned to be the parent and the 
otherr the child. 

Inn implementation B, unidirectional one-element buffers are introduced to 
modell  communication between nodes; there are two buffers for each pair of 
nodes.. The communication actions also become more complex: in addition 
too the parent requests, nodes must also send acknowledgments (since a node 
cannott assume its parent request is successful until an acknowledgment is re-
ceived).. Therefore we introduce the acknowledgment message ok. Let Mssg 
bee the sort of messages with the two elements rq and ok. A buffer transmitting 
fromm node i to node j is defined by 

Buffer(i,Buffer(i, j : Nat) = £m:M,Jjf »0\ h m) • r(i\ j , m) • Buffer(i, j). 

Thee names of actions in this definition may be confusing; for a buffer an s 
actionn is a read action and a r action is a send action. This is a consequence of 
thee names used in the specification of nodes (defined below). 

Thee process Buffers(n) is the parallel composition of all buffers between 
nodess i, j < n: 

Buffers(nBuffers(n : Nat) =X(n,n)\\ (Buffers(n -\)<n>0>8), 

X(k,X(k, I : Nat) = Buffer(Jc, I) || Buffer(l, k) \\ (X(k, / - 1) « ƒ > 0 [> 5). 

Againn individual nodes of the network are specified by separate processes. 
Thee parameters are similar to those for implementation A, except that there are 
noww three more state values, and there is an extra parameter: a set c of naturals 
thatt is used to keep track of children that have to be acknowledged. 

InIn state 0, a node receives parent requests setting up the parent-child rela
tionship.. When it has received requests from all or all but one of its neighbours, 
itt moves into state 1. In state 1, a node acknowledges its children. A node can 
leavee state 1 by sending a parent request to its only remaining potential parent 
(iff any). Leaf nodes can skip state 1, and go to state 2 immediately. In state 2, if 
aa node has an empty potential parent set, then it is the leader and can do a leader 
action.. If not, a node waits for an acknowledgment from its parent. In state 2, 
aa node may receive a parent request instead of an acknowledgment from its 
requestedd parent; it then moves into state 3, attempting to resolve contention. 

Inn the standard, contention is resolved by waiting a randomly chosen time 
beforee checking for a offer to be a child from the other node, and, if there is 
none,, resending its own parent request. Since the timing of actions cannot be 
specifiedd in /xCRL, we just have a choice between sending the parent request 
againn and waiting to receive a child request. Note that there is the possibility 
off an internal loop if the nodes in contention keep sending each other parent 
requests.. Contention is resolved if in the state where both nodes are in state 3, 
onee of the nodes sends a parent request and the other node does not retransmit 
itss own request, but waits to receive the request from the other node. After the 
contentionn has been resolved one of the nodes returns to state 1; this node has 
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TABLEE 1. Definition of NodeB. 

NodeB(iNodeB(i : Nat, p : NatSet, c : NatSet, s : Nat) = 

leaderr • NodeB(i, p, c, 4) < (s = 0 v s = 2) A empty(p) > 8 

++ Ej-.Nat rO'.'". r<i) • NodeBU, p\{j},cU {j}, if(singleton(p), 1, 0)) 
<\s<\s = 0 A j e pt> 8 

++ Hj-.Nat «O'- 7'. °*> ' ̂ Je5(/ , p, c \ {.ƒ}, 1) 
< J = 0 AA singleton(p) A j €c> 8 

++ Hj-.Nat s('. ./< r4) • NodeBii, p,c,2)< s =0 A p = {j) A empty(c) > 8 

++ T,j:Nat§('< •/' °*) " NodeB(i, p,c\ {j}, if(emptyip) A singleton(c), 2, 1)) 

<l55 = l A y ' € c [ > 5 

++ £/:Ato s(i, j , rq) • NodeB(i, p, c, 2) < s = 1 A p = {j} A empty(c) > 5 

++ Y,j:Nat r0' . ' - o*) • NodeBU, p, c, 4) O s = 2 A p = {j} > 8 

++ Ej:Nat rO".»- "?) " NodeB(i, p, c, 3) < s = 2 A p = {j} > 8 

++ Ej:Nat r0'<', ^ ) • NodeBiu p \ {.ƒ}, c U {;}, 1)< s = 3 A p = {j} > 8 

++ Hj-.Nat 50'.'> r9) • NodeB(i, p,c,2) <] s = 3 A p = {j} > 8 

receivedd a parent request from the other node and it has to acknowledge this 
neww child. The other node moves into state 2 and waits to be acknowledged. 
Statee 4 corresponds to finished. 

Ass for implementation A, there is the special case where n = 0, that is, 
whenn there is only one node in the network. In this case this one node can do 
thee leader action immediately. 

Ann action s(i, j , rq) is the sending of a parent request from node / to node j . 
Throughh the buffer, the s action is transformed into a r action, synchronizing 
withh r actions in other nodes. An action r(y, i, rq) is therefore the receiving 
off a parent request from j by i. Acknowledgments s(i, j , ok) from i to j 
acknowledgee that i will be j's parent. 

Wee define the set of actions 

ActAct = {r, r, f, s, s, s : Nat x Nat x Mssg, leader) 

andd the communications r | r = r and s | s = s. There are no other communica
tionss defined. 

Individuall nodes NodeB are specified in Table 1. The complete process 
ImpBImpB is the parallel composition of all nodes and buffers. Note that buffers not 
requiredd for communication will simply not be used because of the requirement 
forr synchronization between NodesB and Buffers. We define 

ImpBinImpBin : Nat, PQ : NatSetList) = dH(NodesB(n, P0) \\ Buffers(n)), 
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wheree H = {r, r, s, s}  and 

NodesB(n,NodesB(n, P0) = NodeB(0, P0[0], 0, 0) < n = 0 > 

(NodeB(n,(NodeB(n, P0[n], 0, 0) \\NodesB(n - 1, P0))-

3.. Cones and Foci 

Inn process algebra it is common to verify the correctness of a description (the 
implementation)) by proving it equivalent in some sense, e.g., with respect to 
strongg bisimulation, to a more abstract specification. When data is introduced 
too the descriptions proving equivalence is more complex since data can con-
siderablyy alter the flow of control in the process. The cones and foci technique 
off  [53] addresses this problem. The main idea of this technique is that there 
aree usually many internal events in the implementation, but they are only sig-
nificantt in that they must progress somehow towards producing a visible event 
whichh can be matched with a visible event in the specification. A state of the 
implementationn where no internal actions are enabled is called a focus point, 
andd there may be several such points in the implementation. In implementa-
tionn A a focus comes when the implementation can perform a leader action, 
becausee the leader action is always the last action to be performed. In imple-
mentationn B there may be internal actions enabled in states where the leader 
actionn is enabled, and a focus comes when the leader action is the only enabled 
action.. Focus points are characterized by a boolean condition on the data of the 
processs called the focus condition. The focus condition is the negation of the 
conditionn which allows r actions to occur. The cone belonging to a focus point 
iss the part of the state space from which the focus can be reached by internal 
actions;; imagine the transition system forming a cone or funnel pointing to-
wardss the focus. There may also be unreachable states in the implementation; 
thesee can be excluded by use of a data invariant. 

Thee final element in the technique is a mapping between the data states of 
thee implementation and the data states of the specification. This mapping is 
surjective,, but almost certainly not injective, since the data of the specification 
iss likely to be simpler than that of the implementation. So in this respect we 
havee a refinement, but in terms of actions we have an equivalence. 

Equivalencee between the two systems can then be shown by proving six 
matchingmatching criteria to hold. Informally, these can be phrased as follows. 

(i)) The implementation must be convergent. 
(ii )) Internal actions in the implementation preserve the mapping. 

(iii )) If the implementation can do a visible action then so can the specification. 
(iv)) If the specification can do a visible action and the focus condition holds, 

thenn so can the implementation. 
(v)) The implementation and the specification have the same data on visible 

actions. . 
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(vi)) If the implementation does a visible action then the mapping is preserved 
afterwards. . 

Iff  these six criteria are satisfied then the specification and the implementation 
cann be said to be branching bisimilar under the so-called general equality the-
oremm of [53] (repeated in the appendix here as Theorem 7.1). The general 
formss of the matching criteria are given in Definition 7.3. Given the particular 
actions,, conditions and state mapping for a system, the matching criteria can 
bee mechanically derived. Of course, the choice of the state mapping requires 
somee thought, as does the subsequent proof of the criteria. 

Inn Section 5 we will see that for implementation B the procedure is more 
complicated.. In this case contention results in internal loops within the cone 
(thereforee the implementation is not convergent). Fortunately, [53] has, in ad-
ditionn to the general equality theorem, a version which is extended by notions 
off  progression and fairness to counteract the problem of implementations with 
internall  loops (this is Theorem 7.2). Fairness allows that we define conver-
gencee with respect to progressing internal actions only, that is, to those which 
aree somehow moving towards a focus point. A measure of progression is de-
finedd which allows us to formalize this notion of distance from a focus point. 
Thee abstraction from progressing internal actions is obtained by the applica-
tionn of a pre-abstraction function. We will use a focus condition and matching 
criteriaa relative to this pre-abstraction (Definitions 7.4 and 7.6). 

AA requirement of the cones and foci proof method is that the process must 
bee defined by a linear equation (Definition 7.1). The linearization of process 
termss is a common transformation in process algebra. Informally, all operators 
otherr than •, + and the conditional are eliminated. The linearization technique 
off [46] provides rules for the transformation in the special case that the process 
iss the parallel composition of similar processes (as in NodesA and NodesB). 

Preliminar yy Definitions. We introduce some preliminary notions for the cor
rectnesss proofs. 

•• Good Topology. As mentioned earlier, the protocol operates correctly 
onlyy on tree networks, that is, assuming the network has a good topol
ogy.. Networks with loops will cause a time-out in the real protocol, 
andd unconnected nodes will simply be regarded as another network. We 
shalll describe a network by the number of nodes (n + 1) and by a list 
Poo : NatSetList describing the configuration of the network. For ex
ample,, there is an edge between nodes i and j if j € PQU]. We shall 
assumee that Po describes a network with a good topology, that is, that 
edgess are symmetric (i € Po[j] implies j G Pot']» for all i, j < n), and 
thee network is a connected graph with no loops. We shall refer to this 
assumptionn by GoodTopology(n, Po). 
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•• Linearization of the Specification. As a preliminary step to applying the 
coness and foci proof method, the specification process (defined in Sec
tionn 2.1) must be translated into linear form. Additionally, a data pa
rameterr must be added on which to base a mapping from the data of the 
implementations.. We define 

LSpec(bLSpec(b : Bool) = leader • LSpec{X.) <\b>8. 

Clearlyy LSpec(J) = Spec. 
•• Notation. We may abbreviate a term of the form 

Hi-MatHi-Matxx <bAi <n>& as J2i<nx<b>8. 

4.. Correctness of Implementation A 

Inn this section we prove that implementation A is correct using the method
ologyy outlined in the previous section. We start with the linearization of the 
implementationn that we defined in Section 2.2; the linearization is given here 
ass the process UmpA: 

LImpA(nLImpA(n : Nat, P : NatSetList, S : NatList) = 

J2i<J2i<nn
 l e a d e r • LImpA(l/S[i]) < S[i] = 0 A empty(P[i]) > 8 

++ Eij<n c(j. Ï. rq) • UmpA((P[i] \ [j})/P[i], l/S[j]) 

<< S[j] = 0 A P[j] = {i}A S[i] - 0 A j € P[i) Ai^j[>8. 

Forr recursive calls of the process only those parameters which are updated 
aree given, for example, UmpA(l/S[i]) means replace the ith element of S 
byy 1, leaving all other elements as they are. This linearization can be derived 
straightforwardlyy from the definition of individual nodes using the linearization 
techniquee of [46]. We assert 

ImpA(n,ImpA(n, P0) = LImpA(n, P0, So), 

wheree 50 is the list of initial state values for the nodes (so So[i] = 0 for all 
ii < ")• 

4.1.. Invariants. The proof of correctness also requires an invariant on the data 
statess of the implementation. The invariant / is defined as1 

I(n,I(n, P, S) - Vi, j < n (/i A • • • A 76), 

wheree the conjuncts on the right are listed below. 

hh •• S[i] = 0 v S[i] = 1 

Thee value of an invariant should be a boolean term. Since the booleans do not have univer
sall quantification in /xCRL, this definition is not strictly legal. However, in this case the use of 
quantificationn can be avoided at the cost of a much more complicated definition using recursively 
definedd auxiliary functions. 
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h-h- j ^P0[i]^j € P [ i ] v i eP[j] 
h:h: jeP0[i]AJ^P[i]^S[j]^l 
UU : S[i] = 1 -> singfeton(P[i]) v e/npO'CIi]) 
/55 : j e P[i] A 5[i] = O - • 5[;] = O A i e P[>] 
/66 : empfyC^t']) A / # .ƒ - • 5[y] = 1 

Thee invariants are satisfied in every state that can be reached from the initial 
statee (n, Po, So) (we assume that GoodTopology(n, P0)). The proofs of the first 
fivefive invariants are straightforward, and omitted here. We give a proof for the 
lastt invariant: 

Wee assume distinct nodes i, j <n such that 

empty(P[i])AS[j]=0, empty(P[i])AS[j]=0, 

andd derive a contradiction. By GoodTopology there is a path in • • - *m of dis
tinctt nodes with / = i"o and im = j , such that i*+i e Pot**] for all A: < m. 
Byy I2 and empry(P[i'o]) we see that i0 e P[/i]. Then 5[i'i] = 1 by 73, and 
smgteto«(PD'i])) by /4. In a similar way we derive for all 0 < k < m that 
P[«jfc]] = Uk-i} and 5[ïfc] = 1. So in particular 5[;] = 1, which yields the 
requiredd contradiction. 

Thee invariant h says that if a node can do the leader action (if it has an 
emptyy set of potential parents), then all other nodes are in state 1. So if a node 
declaress itself leader then it is the first one to do so, and because after this 
actionn all nodes will be in state 1, there will be no leader action, or any other 
action,, after it. 

4.2.. An Auxiliar y Function. A prerequisite for applying the cones and foci 
techniquee is that the indices of the sums preceding any visible actions must be 
thee same in both the specification and the implementation; clearly this is not 
thee case. 

Wee introduce a function 

prpr : Nat x NatSetList x NatList -*> Nat 

(forr "possible root") on data states of the implementation. This function will 
alloww us to omit the summation over de node identifiers from the summand for 
thee leader action in the definition of Limp A. We define the function pr so, that 
iff a node i can perform the leader action, that is, if it satisfies 

S[i]S[i] = OAempty(P[i]), 

thenn it will be the value of pr applied on the current data state. Observe that it 
followss from empty(P[i]) and invariant I6 that all other nodes are in state 1. So, 
wee let the value of pr be one (the largest) of the identifiers of nodes in state 0: 

pr{n,pr{n, P, 5") = if(n = 0, 0, if(S[n] = 0, n,pr(n - 1, P, S))). 
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Notee that if all nodes are in state 1, then the value of pr is 0. Now it is safe 
too eliminate the summation over i in the first summand of the linearization, by 
instantiatingg it with pr(n, P, S). This elimination yields the following redefi-
nitionn of the linearized process: 

UmpA(nUmpA(n : Nat, P : NatSetList, S : NatList) = 

leaderr • UmpA{\/S[pr]) < S\pr] = 0 A empty(P\pr]) > 8 

++ Eij<n c 0 * *. rq) • LImpA((P[i] \ [j})/P[i], l/S[j]) 
<< S[j] = 0 A P[j] = {i)A S[i] = 0 A j € P[i] Ai^j>8. 

Wee often simply write pr to denote the value of pr in the current state. 

4.3.. Verification . The theorem to be demonstrated can now be stated as fol
lows. . 

Theoremm 4.1. If GoodTopology(n, PQ) and I(n, Po, So), then 

xx • LSpec(T) = x • X{C}LImpA(nf PQ, SO). 

InIn the special case where n = 0 (there is only one node in the network) we 
have have 

LSpec(T)LSpec(T) = X[c)LImpA(n, PQ, SO). 

Thiss is a direct instantiation of Theorem 7.1 with the initial state, because in 
thee initial state the focus condition (defined below) is true if and only if n = 0. 
InIn order to prove Theorem 4.1 the matching criteria must be satisfied. To show 
thatt the matching criteria hold we first define the focus condition and the state 
mappingg for X{c)UmpA. The focus condition is the condition under which no 
moree x-steps can be made. So, it is defined as the negation of the condition for 
makingg a T-step: 

FC(n,FC(n, P, S) = 

Vi,, j < n(S[i] = 1 v P[i] ^{j}v S[j] = 1 v i• $ P[j] v / = y). 

Thee state mapping h is a function mapping data states of the implementation 
intoo data states of the simple specification. In this case the state mapping is 
definedd so that it is T before the visible leader action occurs and X afterwards: 

h(n,h(n, P, S) = (S[pr] < 1). 

Intuitivelyy h says that as long as the possible root, pr, introduced in the last 
section,, has not moved to state 1, then the leader action has not yet occurred. 

Wee shall now show that the state mapping indeed satisfies the matching 
criteriaa (see Definition 7.3). The instantiated matching criteria are stated below, 
togetherr with the proofs that they are satiesfied. 
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(i)) The implementation is convergent. 
Usingg the number of nodes that are in state 0 as a measure, each r-step 

decreasess that measure by one. 
(ii )) In any data state (n, P, S) of the implementation, the execution of an 

internall  step leads to a state with the same /i-image. 
Supposee an internal action is possible, that is, that there are nodes 

i,i, j <n such that 

S[i]S[i] = 0 A />[/] = {j} A S[j] = 0 A i € P[j] A i # j . 

Wee see that S[pr] = 0. We have to show that if a state (n, P', S') is 
reachedd by the communication between nodes i and j , then S'lpr'] = 0, 
wheree pr1 is the value of pr in the new state. Observe that S = S' except 
thatt S'[i] = 1. By definition of pr, pr' / i because there is at least one 
node,, i.e., j , with a state value equal to 0. 

(iii )) If the implementation can do the leader action, then so can the specifica-
tion: : 

S[pr]S[pr] = 0 A empty(P[pr]) -» S\pr] < 1. 

Trivial. . 
(iv)) If the specification can do the leader action and the implementation can-

nott do an internal action, then the implementation must be able to do the 
leaderr action: 

S{pr]S{pr] < 1 A FC - • S[pr] = 0 A empty(P[pr]). 

Assumee S[pr] < 1 A FC. Then trivially S\pr] = 0. We prove 
emptyempty {P[pr\) by assuming -<empty(P[pr]) and deriving a contradiction. 
Lett z'i e P\pr\. By ƒ5 we have S[i\] — 0 and pr € P[i\]. By FC we see 
thatt ->singleton(P[ii]), so there is a ij / pr in P[i\] such that Sfo] = 0 
andd i\ e P[ii\. We see that proceeding in this way we can construct an 
infinitee path 10M2 ••••> where pr — i*o, such that S[ik\ = 0,1* € P[ik+\] 
andd I* ^ i')t4-2i for all k. By ƒ2 we see that this infinite path is also a path 
inn Po- This contradicts GoodTopology. 

(v)) The implementation and the specification perform external actions with 
thee same parameter. 

Trivial;; the action leader involves no data, 
(vi)) After the implementation and the specification perform the leader action, 

thee mapping h still holds: if the implementation can reach a data state by 
thee execution of the leader action, then h maps this state to _L 

Assumee S\pr\ = 0Aempty(P[pr]) (the leader action can be executed). 
Byy I^ we see that all nodes other than pr are in state 1. We also see that 
byy the execution of the leader action the state of the node that is the value 
ofof pr becomes 1. So after the action all nodes are in state 1, and then the 
valuee of h will be X. 
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Noww Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 7.1. 

5.. Correctness of Implementation B 

Inn Table 2 we give a new definition for individual nodes of the second im-
plementation.. The definition in Table 1 is easier to read, but we will use the 
neww definition because it is more compact and therefore easier to reason about. 
Usingg s = 3 -> empty{c) and s > 0 -*  empty(p) v singleton(p), that are 
satisfiedd in every state reachable from the initial state, it is easy to check that 
thesee definitions are equivalent (cf. the invariants U and 1% of Section 5.2). 

TABLEE 2. New definition of process NodeB. 

NodeB(iNodeB(i : Nat, p : NatSet, c : NatSet, s : Nat) -

leaderr • NodeB(i, p, c, 4) < (s = 0 v s = 2) A empty(p) O 8 

++ T,j;Nat r0> i, rq) • NodeB(i, if(s = 2,p,p\ {j}), 
if(sif(s = 2,c,cU{j}), 
if(sif(s = 2, 3, if(singleton(p), 1,0))) 

<(s=0vs<(s=0vs = 2vs = 3)Ajep>8 

++ 12j:Nat r 0 - ' . ok) • NodeBii, p, c, 4) < s = 2 A p = {j} > & 

++ £,j;Nat s('. h rq) • NodeBii, p, c, 2) 
<< (s = 0 v s = 1 v s - 3) A p = {j} A empty(c) > 8 

++ Hj:NatUi, j , ok) • NodeB(i, p,c\{j], if(empty(p) A singleton(c), 2, 1)) 
< ( ( Ï = 0 AA singleton(p)) vs = \)Ajec>8 

5.1.. Linearization. The linearization of the process Buffers is defined in Ta
blee 3 as the process LBuffers. We left out the linearization of the process Buffer. 
Individuall buffers are modelled by the identifiers of their source and target 
nodes,, a natural 0 or 1 giving the state of the buffer, where 0 means the buffer 
iss empty and 1 means the buffer is full, and a message value of type Mssg. 
Thee parameters BS and BM in the definition of LBuffers are tables containing 
entriess for pairs of naturals: for all naturals i and ;', the natural BS[i, j] is the 
statee value of the buffer from node i to node j and the message BM[i, j] is the 
messagee value of the buffer from node i to node j . 

Thee linearization of the process NodesB is defined in Table 3 as process 
LNodesB. LNodesB. 

Lett the initial values of the parameters be such that GoodTopology(n, P0) 
and d 

CC00[i)[i) = 0 A S0[i] = 0 A BSoii, J] = 0A BM0[i, j] = ok, 
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TABL EE 3. The linearizations of Buffers and NodesB. 

LBuffers{nLBuffers{n : Nat, BS : NatTable, BM : MssgTable) = 

EiJ<nEiJ<n Em-Mssg &> J>m) " LBujfers(m/BM[i, j], l/BS[i, j]) 

<< BS[i, j] = 0>8 

++ Ei,j<n r('. h BM[i, ;']) ' LBuffers(0/BS[i, j]) < BS[i, j] = I > 8 

LNodesB(nLNodesB(n : Nat, P : NatSetList, C : NatSetList, S : NatList) = 

J2i<„J2i<„ leader • LNodesB(4/S[i]) < (S[i] = 0 v S[i] = 2) A empty(P[i]) > 8 

++ Ei j<n r0>«, rq) • LNodesB(if(S[i] = 2, P[i], P[i] \ {j))/P[i], 
if(S[i]if(S[i] = 2,C[i],C[i]U{j})/C[i], 
if(S[i]if(S[i] = 2, 3, if(singleton(P[i]), 1, 0))/S[i]) 

<< (5[i] = 0 v S[i] = 2 v 5[i] = 3) A j e P[i] Ai^j>8 

++ Eij<n r 0 \ i, ok) • LNodesB(4/S[i]) 
<< S[i] = 2 A P[i] = {j} Ai ^j>8 

++ E i y'<« s('. •/> r<?) • LNodesB(2/S[i]) 
<< (S[i] = 0 v 5[i] = 1 v S[i] = 3) A />[i] = {;} A 

empty(C[i])) Ai ^ j > 8 

++ E«,;<« §(i, i . °*> • iJVorf«B((C[i] \ {;})/C[i], 
i /^mp^Ct*])) A singleton(C[i]), 2, 1)/S[i]) 

<< ((S[i] = 0 A singleton(P[i])) V S[i] = 1) A j € C[i] A i ^ 7' > 5 

forr all i, j < n. We took the initial message values to be acknowledgments for 
convenience;; this is not essential. The implementation ImpB is given by 

ImpB(nImpB(n : Nat, PQ : NatSetList) = 

ddHH(LNodesB(n,(LNodesB(n, P0, C0, So) \\ LBuffers(n, BS0, BM0)). 

Thee linearization of ImpB is the process LImpB defined in Table 4. 

5.2.. Invariants. The invariant / on data states is given by2 

/(n,, P, C, S, BS, BM) = Vi, j < n (h A • • • A /2 0) , 

wheree the first 16 conjuncts on the right are listed below. The correctness of 
thiss part of the invariant is easy to check. The last four conjuncts are presented 
inn Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5. 

hh : S[i] < 4 
h:h: j e Pot* W 7' eP[i]vieP[j] 
hh : S[i] = 0 A empty(P[i]) -* empty(P0[i]) 
hh : S[i] > 0 -* empty(P[i]) v singleton(P[i}) 

2Cf.. footnote 1. 
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TABL EE 4. The linearization of ImpB. 

LlmpB(nLlmpB(n : Nat, P : NatSetList, C : NatSetList, S : NatList, 

BSBS : NatTable, BM : MssgTable) = 

Hi<nHi<n i e a d er • UmpB(4/S[i]) < (S[i] = 0 v S[i] = 2) A empty(P[i]) o 8 

++ Hij<n f 0 ' ' i, rq) • LImpB(if(S[i] = 2, P[i], P[i] \ {j})/P[i], 

if(s[i]if(s[i] = 2, cm, cm u u)yc[i], 
if(S[i]if(S[i] = 2, 3, if(singleton(Pm), 1, 0))/5[i], 
0/BS[j,i]) 0/BS[j,i]) 

<< (5[i] = 0 v S[i] = 2 v S[i] = 3) A y e P[i] A 

II # y' A &S[y, i] = 1 A fiM[y\ i] = rq>8 

++ J2ij<n Hj, i, ok) • LImpB(4/S[i], 0/BS[j, i]) 
<< S[i] = 2 A ƒ»[/] = {y} A / ^ J A 

SS[y',, /] = 1 A flM[y\ i] = ok > 5 

++ E,\y<„ s(i, y, ry) • UmpB(2/S[i], l/BS[i, j], rq/BM[i, j]) 
<< (S[i] = 0 v 5[i] = 1 V S[i] = 3) A P[l] = {y} A 

empfy(C[i])) Ai ^ j A BS[i, j] = 0>8 

++ Eij<n «O". 7. ofc) • LImpB((C[i] \ {j))/C[il 
if(empty(P[i])if(empty(P[i]) A «ngfeton(C[i]), 2, 1)/S[i], 
l/B5[i,y],oJt/BM[i,y]) ) 

<< ((5[i] = 0 A singleton{P[i])) V S[i] = 1 )A ; ' € C[i] A 
// # y A JM[i, y] = 0 > 8 

755 : S[i] = 0 A J G 7»[i] - • (B5[j, i] = 0 «» BM[y, /] = ok) 

hh • S[i] < 1 A (y e p [ i ] v j e C[/]) -> 
AS[i\\ ; ' ] = 0 A fiM[i', y] = ok 

hh : 5[i] = 1 - • -*(empty(P[i]) A em/?fy(C[/])) 
hh • S[i] = 3 - • empry(C[i']) A ^ng/^ö/i(P[i ']) 
/ 99 : S[i] = 3 A ƒ>[/] = {;} - * flM[y, i] = rq 

IIww : S[i] = 3 A ƒ>[ƒ] = {j} - * P[j] = {i} A (S[j] = 2v S[j] = 3) 
InIn : S[i] > 0 A y € P0[i] -> P[ i ] = {_/} v (S[y] > 0 A P[y] = {/}) 
hi:hi: S[i] = 4 A P[i] = {j}-+i $ P[j] 
7 B :: S [ I ] = 0 A J € ƒ > [ / ] - • 

// € P[y] A (S[j] = 0 V 5[y] = 1 v (S[ j ] = 2 A 55[y, /] = 1)) 
/ ] 44 : S[i] = 3 A P[i] = {y} A 5[y] = 3  BS[i, j] = 0 
7l55 : 5[/] = 2 A 5[y] = 2 A /»[i] = {y} A P[y] = {i} - • 55[i, y] = 1 
7i66 : 5[i] = 2 A S[j] = 3 A P[i] = {j} A P[y] = {/} ^ 

(S5[y,, /] = 0 - • fi5[i, y] = 1) 

Thee last three conjuncts relate to contention in the system; they are illustrated 
byy the picture in Figure 1. The picture shows nodes i and j , and the buffers 
betweenn them. 
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FIGUREE 1. Contention illustrated. 

5.3.. An Auxiliar y Function and Contention. Linearization of implemen
tationn B yields an expression where the summand starting with the external 
leaderr action is preceded by a summation over the node identifiers. We elimi
natee this summation in the same way as in Section 4 using an auxiliary function 
onn data states of the implementation, the value of which will be the identifier 
off the leader at the moment it performs the leader action: it is defined by3 

pr(n,P,C,pr(n,P,C, S,BS,BM) = 

inffi'' < n | empty(P[i])} if 3i < n(empty(P[i])), 

M{iM{i < n | - . 3 ; < n (S[j] < S[i])} otherwise. 

Lemmaa 5.1 says that if a node i can declare itself leader or has declared itself 
leader,, then there cannot be another node that can do the leader action. We see 
thatt this i will then be the value of the function pr. Given the function pr, the 
neww linearization of implementation B is as presented in Table 5. 

Lemmaa 5.1. The formula 

Vi,, j <n (empty(P[i]) A / ^ ;' -> ^empty(P[j])) (hi) 

isis an invariant. 
3Thee use of quantifiers in this definition can be avoided at the cost of introducing recursively 

definedd auxiliary functions. The case distinction can easily be written using the function if : 
BoolBool x Nat x Nat -* Nat. 

file:///r7T/l
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TABLEE 5. The process llmpB (redefined). 

UmpBinUmpBin : Nat, P : NatSetList, C : NatSetList, S : NatList, 

BSBS : NatTable, BM : MssgTable) = 

leaderr • UmpB(4/S[pr]) < (S[pr] = 0 v S\pr] = 2) A empty(P\pr]) > S 

++ T.i,j<n ?0'-». rq) • UmpB(if(S[i] = 2, P[i], P[i] \ [j})/P[i], 
if(S[i]if(S[i] = 2, C[i], C[i] U [j})/C[i], 
if(S[i]if(S[i] = 2, 3, if(singleton(P[i]), 1,0))/5[i], 
0/BS[j,i}) 0/BS[j,i}) 

<< (S[i] = 0 v S[i] = 2 v S[i] = 3) A j e P[i] A 

ii ? j A BS[j, /] = 1 A fiA/[y, i] = r? > 5 

++ £«,/<* ?0'. *. «*) • UmpB{A/S[i\, 0/BS[j, i]) 
<< 5[l] = 2 A />[/] = [j] Ai^JA 

BS[j,BS[j, i] = 1 A 5M[y, i] =ok>8 

++ T,ij<n «O'. 7- r?) • LImpB(2/S[i], \/BS[i, j], rq/BM[i, j]) 
<< (5[i] = 0 v S[i] = 1 v S[i] = 3) A P[i] = {j} A 

empty{C[i})empty{C[i}) A / ^ ' A f i 5 [ z ' , 7] = 0 > S 

++ £,-,.ƒ<« §0',;'. <>*) • UmpB({C[i] \ [j})/C[i], 
if(empty(P[i])if(empty(P[i]) Asingleton(C[i]), 2, l)/5[i] , 
l/B5[i,7],o/r/fiM[/,y]) ) 

<< ((S[i] = 0 A jiRgto<m(/>[;])) v S[i] = l)Aj€ C[i] A 
ii # j A BS[i, j]=0c>8 

Proof.Proof. Take distinct i, j <n with empty(P[i]). By / i we find that S[i] < 
4.. If S[i] = 0, then empty(P0[i]) by 73, and by GoodTopology there is only one 
nodee in the network, so the lemma trivially holds. 

Iff S[i] > 0, then by GoodTopology there is a path of distinct nodes 101*1... im 

withh i = io, j = im and ik+\ e P0[ik] for all k < m. By / n we see that it 
followss from P[iQ] ^ {*i} that 5[/i] > 0 and P[*i] = {i0}. Also by Iu, 
P[ik]P[ik] = {'jfc—1} for all 0 < k < m. So ^empty(P[j]). D 

Lett contention abbreviate the existence of i, j <n such that 

(S[i](S[i] = 2 v 5[i] = 3) A (5[y] = 2 v 5[y] = 3) A ƒ>[/] = {j} A ƒ>[.ƒ] = {/}. 

Thee following lemma says that if all nodes are in state 2 or higher and none has 
ann empty parent set, then there must be a case of contention. 

Lemmaa 5.2. The formula 

S{pr]S{pr] > 1 A ->empty(P[pr]) -> contention (7]8) 

isis an invariant. 

ProofProof Suppose S[pr] > 1 and ^empty(P\pr]). Since -*empty(P\pr\), 
theree are at least two nodes. By definition of pr all nodes i have S[i] > 1 and 
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-^empty(P[i]).-^empty(P[i]). Then by h we find that singleton(P[i}) for all i < n. Now 
supposingg there is no pair of nodes that have each other as potential parent 
leadss to a contradiction: Take any node Ï'O- Construct a path Ml . .. such that 
P[iP[ikk]] = {ik+l} for all k. By assumption there is no k such that P[/*+i ] = {k}-
Noww GoodTopology and I2 tell us ik $ {i 0, • • •, h-\\ for all k. So this path 
mustt visit infinitely many nodes. Contradiction. 

Soo there are nodes i, j such that S[i] > 1 and S[j] > 1 and P[i) = {j} and 
P[j]P[j] = {i}. By /i2 we know that 5[i] # 4 and 5[;] / 4. The lemma follows 
byy invariant / ] . '-' 

Corollar yy 5.3. The formula 

S[pr]S[pr] =4^> empty(P[pr]) Vw) 

isis an invariant. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that S[pr] = 4 and -^empty{P\pr]). By definition of the 
functionn pr, all nodes are in state 4. Hence, we see that -^contention, and this 
contradictss Lemma 5.2. ^ 

5.4.. Verification . The correctness of implementation B is stated by the fol
lowingg theorem. 

Theoremm 5.4. GoodTopology(n, P0) and /(n, ^o, Co, 5b, BS0, BMQ) imply 

TT • LSpec(T) = x • x^LImpBin, P0, Co, 5b, BS0, BMQ). 

Wee prove this theorem by application of Theorem 7.2 (taking Int = {r, s} 
andd Ext = {leader}); first, we present a pre-abstraction function, the focus 
conditionn and a state mapping. Then, we prove that the matching criteria hold 

forr these. 
Ass we have seen, implementation B is not convergent due to the possibil

ityy of contention. Application of Theorem 7.2 requires that we distinguish 
betweenn progressing and non-progressing internal actions. We define a pre-
abstractionn function on actions and their data, that yields T on progressing 
internall actions only. In this case, non-progressing actions occur when two 
nodess that are in contention send each other a parent request. More precisely: 
iff one of the nodes has sent a parent request, and has moved into state 2, then 
thee sending of a parent request by the other node is non-progressing. The pre-
abstractionn function £ is defined by 

__ J-i(5[i] = 3 A S[j] = 2) ifa= 5(i, ;', rq), 

** I T otherwise. 
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Thee focus condition of LImpB relative to £ is the conjunction of the nega-
tionss of the conditions for performing a progressing internal action (see Defi-
nitionn 7.4). Using invariants 4-9 we can simplify this formula to 

FC$(n,FC$(n, P, C, S, BS, BM) = Vi, j <n.i^ j -+ 

AA  S[i] = 0 -*  (j € P[i] - • BS[j, i] = 0) A -*ingteton(P[i]) 

AA S[i) ^ 1 

AA S[i] = 2 A P[i] = {j} -* BS[j, i] = 0 

AA S[i] = 3 A P[i] = {j} -* BS[j, /] = 0 A (fi5[i, ; ] = 1 v 5[y] = 2). 

(Recalll that we let A bind more strongly than —•.) 
Wee define a state mapping h from data states of the implementation to data 

statess of the specification. As before, this mapping is only concerned with state 
values: : 

h{n,h{n, P, C, S, BS, BM) = (S[pr] < 4). 

Beforee we prove the matching criteria, we add the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 5.5. The formula 

contentioncontention —• —>FC% (ƒ20) 

isis an invariant. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that in a state both contention and F Q are true. So there 
aree nodes i, j < n such that 

(S[i](S[i] = 2 v S[i] = 3) A (S[j] = 2 v S[j] = 3) A ƒ>[/] = {j} A F [ J ] = {/}. 

Assumee that one of these nodes, say i, is in state 2. The value of BS[j, i] can 
bee 0 or 1. If it is 1 then we find a contradiction with the third conjunct of F Q . 
Iff it is 0, then by ƒ 15 it must be the case that S[j] = 3. By I^ we find that 
alsoo BS[i, j] = 1, which contradicts the last conjunct of F Q . We conclude 
thatt both nodes are in state 3. Then BS[i, j] = BS[j, i] = 0 by Iu. This 
contradictss the last conjunct of F Q . D 

Wee shall now prove that the matching criteria (see Definition 7.6) hold for 
thee processes LImpB and LSpec, the state mapping h and the pre-abstraction 
functionn £: 

(i)) The process LImpB is convergent with respect to £. 
Forr any data state 

(«,F,C,, S,BS,BM), 

lett Pr be £,<„ \P[i]\; let Ac be £ ,<„ |C[i]|; let Sk be the number of 
nodess in state k\ and let B be the number of requests sent to nodes in 
statee 2, but not received yet. In other words: the number of buffers in 
statee 1 with the receiving node in state 2. 
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Wee define the following measure on data states: 

(Pr(Pr<<Ac,So,Si,B,SAc,So,Si,B,S33,S,S22). ). 

Thee lexicographical ordering on 7-tupels of naturals is a well-founded 
orderingg on the data states of LImpB such that the measure decreases at 
everyy execution of a progressing internal step. 

(ii )) In any data state d of the implementation, the execution of an internal 
stepp leads to a state with the same fc-image. 

First,, suppose that S[pr] < 4. The only internal action that can 
changee the state of a node i to 4, is the receiving of an acknowledg-
mentt by i, where S[i] = 2 and singleton(P[i]). Suppose in the state 
d'd' reached by this action, i becomes the value of pr, then S'lp/] = 
4Asingleton(P'\pr4Asingleton(P'\prJJ]).]). This contradicts h9- So in every state J'reachable 
byy an internal action S'lpr1] < 4. 

Second,, suppose that S[pr] <£ 4. Then empty(P\pr]) by h and I19. 
Wee see by hi that pr wil l keep the same value. 

(iii )) If the implementation can do the leader action, then so can the specifica-
tion: : 

{S[pr\{S[pr\ = 0 v S[pr] = 2) A empty(P[pr]) -+ S[pr] < 4. 

Trivial, , 
(iv)) If the specification can do the leader action and the implementation can-

nott do a progressing internal action, then the implementation must be 
ableable to do the leader action: 

FC?? A S\pr] < 4 -*  (S\pr] = 0 V S\pr] = 2) A empty (P[pr\). 

Supposee FC| and S\pr] < 4. S\pr] # 1 by F Q. If S[pr] = 3, then 
wee have by /8 and ho that contention, contradicting the assumption FQ 
byy ho- So S\pr] = 0 V S\pr] = 2. We have to show empty{P\pr]). We 
distinguishh cases S\pr] = 0 and S[pr] = 2 and show that the assumption 
->empty(P\pr])->empty(P\pr]) leads to a contradiction. 

•• S[pr] = 0. Assume ^empty(P[pr]). Let pr = io and «1 € P[io]. 
Byy ƒ 13 we can make the following case distinction, where S[ii] =£ I 
b y F Q : : 

S[h]S[h] = 0 or S[h] = 2 ABS[i\, 10] = 1. 

Inn the second case ->FQ because ->(z'i € P[io] -*• BS[ii,io\ = °) 
andd S[i0] = 0. Contradiction. In the first case we see by F Q that 
-*singleton(P[ii]),-*singleton(P[ii]), so there is a i2 ^ io in P[i\l We can repeat the 
argumentt above for i'i and 1*2. But we cannot construct an infinite 
pathh ioz'11'2 • • • where S[ik] = 0 and ik+i e PUk] and ik ^ ik+i 
forr all k, as this would violate GoodTopology by /2- So for some 
kk we get 5[»jfc] = 0 and -»(»jfc+i G F[i')k] -> &S[ijt+i, Ü1 = °). 
contradictingg F Q as above. 
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•• S\pr] — 2. Suppose ^empty(P[pr]). Then we find --FQ by /is 
andd /2o- Contradiction. 

(v)) The implementation and the specification perform external actions with 
thee same parameter. Trivial; the leader action involves no data, 

(vi)) If from a data state d, the implementation reaches state d' by the execu
tionn of the leader action, then hid') = _L 

Wee see by In that the value of pr will be the same for d and d'. Note 
thatt S = S' except that S'\pr\ = 4. So h(d') = (4 < 4) = _L 

Noww Theorem 5.4 follows from Theorem 7.2. 

6.. Conclusions 

Wee have described the tree identify protocol of the 1394 multimedia serial bus. 
Thiss was an exercise in specification using /xCRL and in verification using the 
coness and foci technique. While no errors were identified in this view of the 
system,, the exercise has been worthwhile for a number of reasons. 

Onee of our original goals was to test the verification technique. We men
tionedd at the beginning that uptake of verification techniques is often slow due 
too their complexity. The cones and foci technique has a simple and appealing 
principlee at its heart, and provides a useful structure for the verification, but, as 
hass been seen here, is complex to apply. In particular it relies on expertise in 
thee domain, experience in applying the technique to other examples, and some 
creativity.. This is true of many formal methods. 

Too aid the verification process it is essential to have good tool support. It 
shouldd be straightforward to automate parts of the technique of [53] used here. 
Inn particular, the initial linearization can be generated automatically, and some 
developmentt in this area is underway. In fact, computer checked proofs using 
thiss technique are described in [64]. Note, however, that in the study described 
heree the proof process fed back into the description, in that it was impossible 
too prove the matching criteria held with the original linearization of implemen
tationn A. At that point experience and creativity stepped in and the function pr 
wass introduced, altering the description of the system and therefore the match
ingg criteria and making the proof possible. 

Thee matching criteria can be automatically generated given the linear spec
ificationn and implementation, and the state mapping. Automation of this and 
linearizationn would leave the verifier free to consider the more tricky questions 
off the definition of the state mapping and the proofs of the matching crite
ria.ria. Several proof assistants exist which could be used to computer check such 
proofs,, eliminating the possibility of manually introduced errors. If a more 
powerfull tool such as HOL [45] were used then it may also be possible to use 
higherr level tactics to aid the proof process. An interesting problem might be 
too examine a number of case studies using this verification technique to try 
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too extract some general principles which could be coded in some specialized 
tactics.. In order for this to be possible, a number of studies must be carried out. 

Ourr second achievement is that our study is one example, and adds to the 
bodyy of experience in applying formal methods; however, at present there are 
tooo few examples of the application of [531 to allow us to draw any useful 
conclusions.. From the limited set of examples available, we note that the veri-
ficationn of a distributed summation algorithm presented in [54] does have sim-
ilarr features (the use of similar processes to describe the system, state-based 
descriptions,, the use of the state parameter to define the mapping function, 
aa simple boolean in the specification and an invariant on the topology of the 
network).. With more case studies it may turn out that these are all common 
featuress of specification and verification of distributed systems in /zCRL. 

Thiss proof technique compares favourably with earlier proofs in /xCRL, e.g., 
[48,, 37], which relied on much lower level proof rules (the usual rules for ma-
nipulatingg process algebra expressions), although we note that the proof given 
inn [37] contains some similar features to the specifications here and in [54] 
(statee based specification, n similar processes). The cones and foci technique 
allowss the verifier to concentrate on features of the data, and the structure of 
thee proof technique takes care of the process algebra part. 

Thiss proof technique also contrasts with the approaches of [38] in which 
automatedd proofs of branching bisimulation are carried out using the CADP 
toolbox,, and [79] which again uses the CADP toolbox, but this time to check 
thee validity of modal formulas with respect to labelled transition systems gen-
eratedd from the descriptions. In both cases the size of the system must be 
restrictedd in order to allow automated checking. These may then be useful as a 
prototypee stage; automated verification on a small number of nodes, followed 
byy assisted verification on a bounded but undetermined number of nodes using 
techniquess such as cones and foci. 
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visit. . 

7.. Appendix: Theorems and Definitions 

Wee repeat here the most important definitions and theorems from [53]. 
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Definitionn 7.1. Let A c Act U {r }  be a finite set of action names; assume that 
thee action names a € A are parametrized with data of type £>a.

4 Also, assume 
forr every a € A an additional data type £a. A linear process equation (LPE) 
overr A and a data type D is an equation of the form 

X(dX(d : D) = J2 £ a(/•<* e))' X(^a(rf' e ) ) « *a(^ e ) > *• 
a€/44 e:Et 

forr some functions 

DD -*  £a -» Da, 

DD - • £ a - • D, 

DD ->• £ a - • 5oo/. 

Thee data type £> represents the state space of the process defined by the 
equationn for X in the definition above: if, for some d of type D, some a e A, 
andd some e of type Ea, the condition &a(d, e) is satisfied, then from state d 
theree is a transition to state ga(d, e), and this transition is labelled with action 
a(( ƒ,(<*,*)). 

Ann important feature of linear process equations is that for each element 
off A there is at most one summand in the alternative composition. Note that 
thereforee the definition of process LlmpB in Table 5 does not directly fit into 
thiss format. We made sure that theorems were applied correctly. 

Definitionn 7.2. An LPE X written as in Definition 7.1 is called convergent if it 
doess not admit infinite r-paths, that is, if there is a well-founded ordering < on 
DD such that for all e : Ex and d : D we have that bT (d, e) implies gT (d, e) < d. 

Ann invariant of an LPE X written as in Definition 7.1 is a function / : D —> 
BoolBool such that for all a € A, e : Ea, and d : D we have 

*,(<*.*)) A ƒ(</)-• I(g,(d,e)). 

Definitionn 7.3. Let X and X' be LPEs given as follows: 

X(dX(d : D) = ^ £ a ( M d ' e)) • xte*V> e » < *aW, e) > 8, 
aeAaeA e.Ez 

X\d:D')=X\d:D')= J2 X>(/aW))-X'(ga(rf,e))«fca(^)[><5. 
aeA\{r}} e:Ea 

Lett FC be a formula over d : D describing exactly the states of X from which 
noo r-action is enabled (i.e., equivalent to -<3e : ET (br(d, e)). 

AA state mapping 

hh : D -* D' 

44 In fact, silent actions T do not have a parameter, but it is convenient to have a uniform treat
mentt of the elements of A. Of course this can be made precise easily. 

ga a 
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iss said to satisfy the matching criteria for state d : D, if for all eT : Er, a € 
AA \ {T} , and ea : £a the following conditions hold: 

(i)) X is convergent; 
(ii )) bz(d, ex) -> fc(rf)  = A(f r(rf , eT)); 
(iii )) &.(</, ea)-»* a(A(</),e.); 
(iv)) FCx( )̂ A *;(/i(d) , ea) - • èa(d, <?a); 
(v)) fc,(d, ea) -* /a(d, *a) = ƒ,'(*(<*), ea); 
(Vi)) h(d, é?a) "* fc(ga(</, «a)) = * a ( W ) , «a). 

Theoremm 7.1 (General Equality Theorem). Let X and X'', the focus condition, 
andand the state mapping h be written as above. Let I be an invariant of X such 
thatthat h satisfies the matching criteria for all d : D with I (d). Assume that p 
andand p' are solutions of X and X', respectively, then it holds for all d : D with 
1(d)1(d) that 

z.p(d)z.p(d) = T-p'(h(d)). 

IfFC(d)IfFC(d) then we also have the stronger result p(d) = p'(h(d)). 

7.1.. Abstraction and Idle Loops. Let Ext and Int be disjoint finite sets of 
actionn names; let IntT = Int U {r}. Let X and X' be LPEs given as follows: 

X(d:D)=X(d:D)= £ J2 a(^ a(J'  e)) "  x^(4, e)) < h(d, e) > 8, 
aeExfUlntxaeExfUlntx e:E& 

X\dX\d : D ' ) = ^ J ] a( fi(d, e)) • X'(g a(* e)) < b'a(d, e) > S. 
a&Exta&Ext e:E& 

Definitionn 7.4. Let £ be a pre-abstraction function. The focus condition of X 
relativee to f is denned by: 

FQ(<*)== f\ We:Ea(^(bAd,e)A^(a)(d,e))). 
aelntj aelntj 

Definitionn 7.5. The LPE X is convergent with respect to £ if there is a well-
foundedd ordering < on D such that for all a e lntx, d : D and all e : £a

 w e 
havee that &a(d, «) and £(a)(</,«) imply ga(d, e) < d. 

Definitionn 7.6. Let X, X' be as above. Let h : D -+ D' be a state mapping and 
lett £ be a pre-abstraction function. The state mapping satisfies the matching 
criteriacriteria for idle loops with respect to state d : D, if for all i e Intz, e\ : £j, 
aa G £xf, and e : Ea 

(i)) X is convergent with respect to f; 
(ii)) bi(d,el)-*h(d)=h(g1(d,el)y, 

(iii)) ba(d,e)^K(h(d),ey, 
(iv)) FQ(</) A * a(*(d) , c) -*  ba(d, e)); 
(v)) *a(d, *) -* Md, e) = fl(h(d), e); 
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(vi)) b^d, e) -> h(gi(d, e)) = g'a(h(d), e). 

Theoremm 7.2. Let X and X', the pre-abstraction function and the state map
pingping h be written be as above. Let p and p' be solutions ofX and X', respec
tively.tively. If I is an invariant ofX such that h satisfies the matching criteria for 
idleidle loops for alld :D with 1(d), then for alld : D with I (d) it holds that 

TT • TInt(P(d)) = X • p'(h(d)). 





V V 

Timedd Cones and Foci 

Wee propose an extension of the cones and foci proof technique that can be used 
too prove timed branching bisimilarity of states in timed transition systems. We 
provee the correctness of this technique and we give an example verification. 

1.. Introductio n 

Timee often plays a crucial role in process behavior. For this reason, process 
algebrass such as CCS [71], CSP [57] and ACP [15, 35] have been extended 
withh some notion of time [73, 76, 3, 4]. In general, these approaches tend to 
bee restricted to the syntax and semantics of these formalisms. Disappointingly, 
protocoll  verification in timed process algebras has proved to be a complex task. 

Inn this paper, we propose a method that wil l make larger timed verifications 
feasible.. The method is designed for the extension of the specification language 
jLtCRLL [52] with time [47, 77]. This formalism is based on ACP; it combines 
axiomaticc process-algebraic reasoning and equational abstract data types. Time 
iss treated as a data type with some total ordering, which provides a powerful 
butt relatively simple way of expressing timing properties. 

Grootee and Springintveld [53] introduced a method to prove that the transi-
tionn systems generated by two fiCRL process equations—one called the imple-
mentation,, the other the specification—are (untimed) branching bisimilar [44]. 
Thesee process equations, brought in a linear format, provide pre-condition, ac-
tionn and effect functions for the transitions in the transition systems associated 
withh them. The proof technique is completely in terms of these functions. 
Thiss way, one can prove branching bisimilarity without generating the asso-
ciatedd transition systems. This technique, referred to as the cones and foci 
proofproof technique, has been applied successfully in numerous case studies; see 
forr example [37, 50, 54, 78]. 

Wee give the adaptation of the cones and foci technique for timed branching 
bisimilarity.. The definition of timed branching bisimilarity can differ substan-
tiallyy depending on the assumptions made in modelling timed behavior. In 
timedd jiCRL, one of the most prominent assumptions is left open: the time 
domainn can be any nonempty totally ordered set. We propose a definition of 
timedd branching bisimilarity that coincides with the definition in discrete time 
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ACPP [7] in case a discrete time domain is chosen. In case of a continuous time 
domain,, our definition corresponds to the notion of timed branching bisimilar-
ityy in the setting of real time ACP with urgent actions [63]. The intuition is 
alwayss that r actions are silent/inert if they do not lose possible behaviors. 

Inn timed juCRL, actions may be executed at the same time consecutively. 
Ass a consequence, the notion of timed branching bisimilarity is quite different 
fromm the one in real time ACP [62, 34], where this is not allowed. 

Inn this paper, we have avoided the use of /iCRL syntax, as we regard the 
prooff  technique primarily as semantical. We note, however, that in fact the un-
tunedd cones and foci technique of [53] is even stronger than indicated above; 
usingg a recursive specification principle, the implementation and the specifi-
cationn are proved derivably equal. Work in progress is an axiomatization of 
timedd branching bisimilarity in timed juCRL, that allows the same result for 
thee timed technique. 

Inn Section 2, we introduce timed transition systems and timed branching 
bisimilarity.. In Section 3, we introduce so-called process structures, that are 
thee objects represented by timed fiCRL linear process equations. We define 
thee timed transition system associated with a process structure. In Section 4, 
wee give the proof technique, and prove its correctness. In Section 5, we give 
ann example of a verification using this technique. Although this verification is 
evidentlyy quite simple, it shows that larger timed verifications are feasible. 

2.. Timed Transition Systems 

Lett A be a set of actions and let r £ A be a special action that models the 
executionn of an unobservable action. Let Ar = A U {r} . Let T be a nonempty, 
totallyy ordered set of time elements. These sets are fixed throughout this paper. 
Wee shall write a to denote an arbitrary element of AT, and u, v, ... to denote 
arbitraryy elements of T. 

AA timed transition system is a triple (5, Tr,U), where 

(i)) 5 is a nonempty set of states, 
(ii )) Tr c S x A r x T x S is a set of transitions, and 
(iii )) U c S x T is a delay relation, such that always 

•• if u < v and U(s, v), then U(s, u), and 
•• if Tr(st a, u, r), then U(s, u). 

Transitionss (5, a, u, r) express that state s evolves into state r by the execution 
off action a at time u. If U(s, u), then we say that state s can let time pass, or 
"idle",, until time u. We write s —*u f for transitions (5, a, u, r); a transition 
relationn consists of binary relations -%„ on the state set. For any u e T, we 
definee the generalized r-step relation =>u as the reflexive transitive closure of 
thee relation —>u . 
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Wee define timed branching bisimilarity of states in timed transition systems. 
AA timed bisimulation R relates states at some times; for a state set S, it is a 
subsett of S x T x 5. We may write sRur for R(s, u, r). 

Definitionn 2.1. A relation /f C 5 x r x 5 i sa timed branching bisimulation 
overr the timed transition system (S, Tr, U), if whenever sRur, then also rRus, 
andd the following conditions hold: 

(i)) If s —>u s' for some a and sf, then either 
•• a = T and s'Rur, or 
•• there are r' and r" such that r =$•„ r" -A-u r' and sRur" and 

*'*„/ • ' . . 

(ii)) If u < u and £/(>, v) for some u, then, for some n > 0, there are r,, «, 
suchh that u = uo, v = un, r = ro, £/(rn, v), .s/?„/•,,, and, for all i < n, 
nn =>U l r,-+i, «/ < « I + i , $/?„,.#•,-, and5/?M.ri+1. 

Thee states s and r are rtmeJ branching bisimilar at u, if there exists a timed 
branchingg bisimulation R with sRur. States 5 and r are timed branching bisim
ilar,ilar, if they are timed branching bisimilar at every u in T. 

Byy the first clause in the definition of a branching bisimulation, we treat 
thee behavior of a state at some point in time like untimed behavior (see for 
examplee [35, 44] for an introduction to untimed branching bisimulation). By 
thee second clause, we demand that time passing in a state s is matched by a 
relatedd state r with a "r-idle-path" where all intermediate states are related at 
thee appropriate times with s. 

Itt is straightforward to verify that branching bisimilarity is an equivalence 
relation.. We defined bisimilarity of states in the same transition system. States 
off different transition systems are said to be branching bisimilar at u, if they 
aree branching bisimilar at u in the disjoint union of the transition systems, that 
iss defined straightforwardly. 

AA state s is convergent at time u in a transition system, if that system has no 
infinitee sequence souosiu\S2U2 . . . such that s = so, u < UQ, and, for all i > 0, 
sisi —>Ui *i+i and ut < «,-+1. 

3.. Process Structures 

Wee introduce (timed) process structures, that are represented by timed JXCRL 

linearr process equations. We first fix the action names used, and auxiliary sets 
Da,, for die parameters of actions. Let 8 & At model a case of inaction, and 
lett Act be a collection of functions a : Da —> A, where the D& are nonempty 
sets.. We require that r, S f Act and that range(a) and rangeQo) are disjoint 
forr all distinct a, b € Act. We write Actx for the set Act U {r}, and Actgz for 
ActAct U{r, 8}. 
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Processs structures consist of a state space D, of a set of environments E, 
off  pre-conditions b of actions, of functions ƒ that give the parameters of ac-
tions,, and of functions g that give the effect of the execution of actions, that 
is,, the state that the system evolves into by the execution of the action. The 
environmentss are used to provide fresh inputs to a process. Also, the environ-
mentss allow the description of nondeterministic processes. We define a process 
structurestructure V over Act as a tuple (D, E, f, b, g), where 

•• D is a nonempty set called the state space of V, 
•• E is a nonempty set of environments, 
•• ƒ is a collection of functions / a : D x E x T - • Da, one for every 

aa e Act, 
•• b is a collection of relations fca c D x E x T, one for every a e Act$T, 
•• g is a collection of functions g^ : D x E x T —> D, one for every 

aa e Actx. 
Thee functions / a , ga may be partial, but must be defined on the elements of &a-
Beloww we give an example of a process structure. 

Processs structures are the objects that are represented by timed /xCRL lin
earr process equations; we have abstracted from the /xCRL syntax in order to 
smoothenn the presentation. We feel that this is justified, because, in the end, 
wee want a semantic result: we prove two processes bisimilar. We postpone 
thee task of proving derivable equality in the /xCRL proof system until the es
tablishmentt of an axiomatization of timed branching bisimilarity, which is in 
progress.. The recursive specification principle underlying the derivability re
sultt can be adapted to the timed case straightforwardly. 

Forr the remainder of this section, we fix an arbitrary process structure V 
writtenn as above. With V we associate a transition system as follows. 

Definitionn 3.1. The timed transition system tts(V) is given by 

tts(V)tts(V) = (D, Tr,U), 

wheree Tr and U are the smallest sets such that, for all d e D, a e Act&T, e e E 
andd u,v € T, the following hold: 

(i)) If ba(d, e, u) and a # 5, then Tr(d, a, u, ga(d, e, «)), where a = T, if 
aa = T, and a = a(fa(d, e, u)) otherwise, 

(ii)) If ba(d, e, u) and v < u, then U(d, v). 

Observee that the environments may be used to describe nondeterminism: 
itt may be that ba(d, e\, u) and b^d, ej, u) for environments e\ and ei, while 
ffaa(d,(d, e\, u) = /a(öf, e2, u) and ga(d, e\,u)^ ga(d, e2, u). 

Thee relation b$ may be used to specify the presence of so-called time dead
locks.. In the untimed case, it is not necessary to specify deadlocks explicitly. 
Here,, time deadlocks determine the process behavior as follows: if bs(d, e, u), 
thenn U(d, u), that is,, in state d time may pass at least until time u. Such a state 
dd cannot be related to a state that cannot let time pass until u. 
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Definitionn 3.2. The delay condition DCV c D x T of process structure V is 
definedd as follows: DCv(d, u) if and only if b&(d, e, v) and u < v for some 
aa € Actsr, e e E and v € T. 

Observee that DCv(d, u) if and only if U(d, u) in tts(V). So, \fDCv{d, u), 
thenn in state d time may pass at least until time u. 

Definitionn 3.3. The focus condition FCV c D x T x T of process structure 
VV is defined as follows: FCp(d, u,v)if and only if there are no u' e T and 
ee € E such that u < u' < v and fcr(d, e, «'). 

Iff  FC-p(d, u, v), then the state J is called z, focus point between times u and 
v;v; it has no outgoing r-steps between u and v in « J ( P ). An untimed focus 
pointt is simply a state without outgoing r-steps. We tried some alternatives for 
thee adaptation to the timed case, including the obvious notion of "focus point at 
timee M", but eventually we found the above definition of a focus point relative 
too two points in time the most convenient. 

Definitionn 3.4. A relation / c D x T is an invariant of V, if whenever 
I(d,I(d, u) and ba(d, e, v) and u < u' < v, then l(d, u') and, if a ^ S, also 
Hgzid,Hgzid, e, v),v). 

Iff  / is an invariant of V with / (d, u), then / will remain true in all states that 
cann be reached by action steps or by the passage of time: we find by definition 
off  tts{V) that, whenever d -^u d', then also I(d', u), and whenever U(d, v) 
andd u < v, then also I(d, v). 

Example::  Buffers. We give a process structure that models the behavior of a 
bufferr with capacity one. Between the reading and the sending of a message, 
theree is a fixed time delay A. Let M be a nonempty set of messages. 

Lett Act = {r, s}  and Dr = Ds = M. An action s(m) models the sending of 
messagee m, and r(m) models the receiving of message m, 

AA buffer V is the process structure (D, E, f, b, g) over Act with state space 

DD = {A}  U (M x T), 

EE = M, and ƒ, b, g defined as follows: 

fs((m,v),e,u)fs((m,v),e,u) =m, 

ffTT(k,e,u)(k,e,u) = e, 

bbss(d,(d, e,u) Od = (m,u- A), 

bbTT(d,e,u)(d,e,u) <& d = X, 

bbaa = 0 i fa€{5 , r} , 

ggss(d,e,u)(d,e,u) =k, 

ggrr(d,(d, e, u) = (e, u). 
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AA buffer in state X is empty and ready to read any message at any time; this is 
truee because bT(X, m, u) for all m € M and u <E T. This case also illustrates 
thee use of the set E = M for the provision of inputs. By making no restrictions 
onn m, we enable the input of any message. 

AA buffer in a state (m, v) has read message m at time v, and will send the 
messagee at time v + A. Observe that, for all « and m, tts(V) has transitions 

-- r(m) , . s(m) . 
XX >u (m, «) >U+A X. 

Alsoo observe that DCV(X, u) for all H, and DCv{(m, v), u) for all w < v + A. 

4.. Cones and Foci 

Inn the untimed technique, a focus point is a state that has no outgoing r-
transitions.. The idea is that, in convergent transition systems,1 every state of 
thee implementation must, after a number of r-steps, reach a focus point. The 
partt of the state space from which a focus point can be reached is referred to 
ass its cone. A mapping from states of the implementation to states of the spec-
ificationn must be given, where the specification does not have r-transitions. A 
focuss point is given the same image as the elements of its cone. If this map-
pingg satisfies certain criteria, that are referred to as die matching criteria, then 
itit  induces a branching bisimulation. 

Inn the timed case, this visualization of cones and focus points is obscured 
byy the timing of transitions, but still the guiding intuition. Here, we express the 
matchingg criteria relative to a state at some time. 

Lett Act be a set of action declarations that are written as before, and let 

VV = (D, E, ƒ, b, g) and Q = (£>', E, ƒ', b', g') 

bee process structures over Act with b'T = 0; so the transition system tts(Q) 
doess not have x-transitions. Let h be a mapping from D to D'. We say that 
hh satisfies the matching criteria for an element d of D and a time element 
w,, notation Ch(d, «), if, for all a e Act, e e E and v € T, the following 
conditionss hold. 

(1)) The state d is convergent at u in tts(V). 
(2)) If br(d, e, u), then h(d) = h(gz(d, e, u)) andDCQ(h(d), u). 

Iff  a state can do a r-step at time u, then the resulting state has the 
samee image. Also, this image should be able to let time pass until u. 

(3)) If ba(d, e, u), then b'd(h(d), e, w). 
Iff  a state has an a-step at time u, then its image also has some a-step 

att time u. 

11 In [53] also an extended technique is presented that deals with r-divergence using the fairness 

principlee CFAR. 
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(4)) If b'^h(d), e, v) and « < v and FCv{d, u, v), then b^d, e, v). 
Iff  the image of d has an a-step at some time v later dan u, and d is a 

focuss point between u and v, then d also has some a-step at time v. 
(5)) If bA(dt e, u\ then fA(d, ey u) = ƒ,'(*(«/), <?, «). 

Iff  a state can do some a-action at time u for some e, then its image can 
doo the same action at time u. 

(6)) If ba(d, et u), then h(ga(d, e,«)) = g'a(h(d), e, «)). 
Iff  a state has an a-step at time u for some e, then the resulting state 

shouldd be mapped to the result of executing the same action in its image. 
(7)) Ubs(d,e, u), thenDCQ(h(d),u). 

Iff  a state has a time deadlock at time w, then its image should be able 
too let time pass until u. 

(8)) If b's(h(d), e, v) and u < v and FC-p(d, u, v), then DCp(d, v). 
Iff  h(d) has a time deadlock at some time v strictly after u, and d is a 

focuss point between u and u, then d can let time pass until v. 
Thee first 6 criteria are the adaptations of the criteria for the untimed case. The 
lastt two had to be added in order to deal with explicit time deadlocks, that do 
nott exist in the setting without time. 

Inn general, it wil l not be possible to find a state mapping that satisfies the 
matchingg criteria for all states and all times. Using an invariant, we can limit 
ourselvess to the part of D x T that satisfies the invariant. This is stated in the 
nextt theorem. This theorem is the timed counterpart of the so-called general 
equalityy theorem of [53]. 

Theoremm 4.1. Let V and Q be written as above. If I is an invariant ofV and 
h:D-+D'isah:D-+D'isa mapping such that I(d, u) implies Ch(d, u) for all d and u, 
then,then, do andh(do) are timed branching bisimilar at u^for any do and uo with 
I(do,uI(do,u00). ). 

Proof.Proof. Let ƒ be an invariant of V, and let h be a state mapping that satisfies 
thee matching criteria for all d and u with I (d, u). 

Assume,, without loss of generality, that D and D' are disjoint. So the union 
off  tts(V) and tts(Q) is (£>", Tr, U), where D" is the union of D and D', Tr is 
thee union of the transitions of tts{V) and tts(Q), and U is the union of the delay 
relationss of tts{V) and tts(Q). It is easily seen that if a state is convergent at 
timee u in tts(V), then it is also convergent at u in this union. 

Lett R c D" x T x D" be the smallest set such that whenever I(d, u), 
thenn R(d, u, h(d)) and R(h(d), u, d). We show that R is a timed branching 
bisimulationn over (D", Tr, U). Take any x, y and u with xRu v; by definition 
off  R either JC = h(y) or y = h{x), and in both cases also yRux. 

Actionn step: Suppose that JC -%H JC'. This step must be matched in the right 
wayy by y. First, consider the case where y = h(x). By definition of R 
wee know I(x, u), so by assumption also Cf,(x, u). 
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•• If a = x, then bT(x, e, u) and x' - gT(x, e, u), for some e, by 
Definitionn 3.1. By criterion (2) we have h(x) = h(x'), so x'Ruy, 
byy definition of R, as required. 

•• If a # T, then we find, by Definition 3.1, that ba(x, e, w), that 
x'x' = ga(x, e, u), and that a = a(/a(x, e, «)), for some a in Act 
andd e in E. It follows from criterion (3) that b'a(h(x), e, u), from 
criterionn (5) that a(f^(h(x), e, u)) = a, and from criterion (6) 
thatt h{x') = g^(h(x),e,u). So we know by Definition 3.1 that 
/ j^)) _%H h{x') and by definition of R we have x'Ruh(x'), which 
wass to be shown. 

Second,, consider the case where x = h(y). By the assumption that 
b'b' = 0, we see that a ^ x. So, for some a in Act and e in E, we 
havee that b'a(x, e, u) and JC' = g'A(x, e, u) and a = a(/a'(x, <?, «))• Now 
considerr y. By definition of R, we know I(y,u); so also C/,(v, M). By 
criterionn (1) there is a y' such that y =!•„ y' and there is no r-step 
fromm y' at M; so FCj>(yf, u,u). As the invariant and hence the match
ingg criteria hold for all states on this r-path, we can repeatedly apply 
criterionn (2) and Definition 3.1 to get h(y') = h(y) = x. We have 
fcfcaa(/,(/, e, u) by criterion (4), a = a(My', e, u)) by criterion (5), and 
byy criterion (6) that h(ga(y', e,«)) = x'. By Definition 3.1, we have 
yy =^u y' -^>u ga(y', e, M), and by definition of R we find the required 
y'Ry'Ruuxx and g a(y ' . e , u)RHx'. 

Delayy behavior: Suppose that u < u and U(x, v) for some u. This delay 
behaviorr must be matched in the right way by y. 

First,, consider the case where y = h{x). By definition of R, we know 
I(x,I(x, u); so by assumption also Ch(x,u). From Definition 3.1, we know 
thatt h(x, e, v') for some a, e and v' > v. So I(x, v) and ƒ (*, u'), and 
thereforee CH(X, V'). Case distinction: if a = T, then DCQ(y, v') by cri
terionn (2); if a = 8, then DCQ(y, v') by criterion (7); else DCQ(y, v') by 
criterionn (3). So DCqiy, v'). By Definition 3.1, we know that U(y, v), 
andd by definition of R we find that xRvy, as was to be shown. 

Second,, consider the case with x = h(y). By Definition 3.1, we find 
b'b'aa(x,(x, e, v') and v < v' for some a, e and v'. Now consider y. It holds 
thatt ƒ (y, u), and hence Ch(y, u), by definition of R. By criterion (1) 
theree are, for some n > 0, y,-, «,- with u = uo, y = yo> yi =>«,- yi+i f° r 

alll J' < n, and, «,- < M,-+I for all /' < n, such that FCp(yn+i,un, v') and 
uunn < v'. We see that the invariant holds for all intermediate states on this 
T-idle-path.. Therefore we can by repeatedly applying criterion (2) and 
Definitionn 3.1 derive that fc(yr) = h(y) = x for all i < n + 1. Also it 
follows,, by definition of /?, that y, RUix and y,+i RUtx for all i <n. 

•• If w„ > v, then there is an i < n with U(yi+\, u), which was to be 
demonstrated. . 
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•• If u„ < v, then, if a ^ <5, we find that bA(yn+\,e, v') using cri
terionn (3), and hence U(y„+\, v') by Definition 3.1. If a = 5, 
thenn it follows from criterion (8) that DCj>(yn+\, v') and hence 
U(yU(ynn+\,+\, v'). We see that also U(yn+\,v), which was to be demon
strated. . 

Wee conclude that R is a timed branching bisimulation over the transition sys
temm (D", Tr, U). From the definition of R and the assumption I (do, «o), it 
followss that doRUQh(do). Therefore do andh(do) are timed branching bisimilar 
att HO- D 

5.. Example: Two Serial Buffers 

Considerr the buffers introduced in the example in Section 3. We now look at 
thee parallel operation of two serial buffers; one buffer reads a message from 
thee environment at time u. It sends the message to the other buffer at time 
uu + A. The communication between the buffers occurs along an internal port 
andd is modelled by a x action. After the communication of the message, the 
firstfirst buffer returns to the empty state. The second buffer outputs the message 
att time u + 2A. 

Thee Implementation. The action declarations are as in Section 3. To simplify 
thee example, we assume that the set M of messages is a singleton; we abstract 
fromm the identity of messages. Consequently, we can represent the set {X} U 
(MM x T) (the state space of single buffers) by the set 7\ = T U {A.}. 

Thee implementation is the process structure given by 

VV = (D,M,f,b,g), 

withh state space D = Tk x 7\, and ƒ, b, g defined below. Now that there is 
onlyy one message, we do not write the second function argument ' V . Also 
notee that ƒ is defined trivially. The b relations are defined by 

bbss((d\((d\,, di), «) O d2 = u - A and fi\ (w), 

br((d\br((d\,, d2), u) <& d\ = X and #>("), 

bbxx({d\,d2),u)({d\,d2),u) & d\ = « - A and^2 = A., 

andd the g functions by 

ggss((di,d((di,d22),u)),u) = (duX), 

gA(di,dgA(di,d22),u)),u) = (u,d2), 

gr«dudgr«dud22),u)),u) = (k,u). 

Thee conditions #(w), with i e {1,2}, abbreviate (d,- = X or u < di + A). 
Thesee conditions have to be added in order to avoid timing inconsistencies. 
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Thee Specification. The specification is the process structure given by 

QQ = (D,M,f',b',g'), 

withh b' defined by, 

b'b'ss«df,d«df,dss),u)&d),u)&dff = u-2A, 

b'b'TT((d((dff,, ds), u)Odf ^k implies (ds = X and df + A < u < df + 2A), 

andd b'T = b's = 0, and g' defined by 

g'g'ss((d((dff,d,dss),u)),u) = (ds>k), 

gr((d/,, </,),«) = | ( ^ u ) o t h e r w i s e. 

Thee specification has the same state space as the implementation, but the 
roless of the constituents of states are different. In a state {df, ds), the df is the 
timee the first contained message was received, and d5 is the time of the second. 
Iff  the system is empty, then df = ds = X. An invariant of Q is that df = k 
impliess ds = k. 

Thee Verification . We define the state mapping h : D -> D by 

uiAuiA J \ - \ (*•*> ifd2 = k, 
nn (a{, a2) - | ( ^ _ A ^ } o t h e r w i s e 

Thee invariant I of the implementation is defined as follows: 

I((di,dI((di,d22),u)),u) = h Al2Ah, 

where e 

I\I\ : ifdi^ k, then u < d\ + A, 

II22 : ifd2^ k, then ^2 < w, 

ƒ33 : if d\ ^ X and ^2 / X, then d2<d\. 

Itt is straightforward to check that / is indeed an invariant of V. 

Lemmaa 5.1. lid, u) implies Chid, u) for all d e D and u e 7\ 

Proof.Proof. Take any d and u such that I(d,u). We show that Ch(d,u) by 
checkingg the matching criteria for any a € AC/ and v e T. Let d = (d\,d2) 
andd fc(d) = (df,ds). The criteria (7) and (8) hold trivially, since bs = 0. The 
firstfirst six criteria are shown as follows. 

(1)) Clearly the implementation is convergent: every r-step leads to a state 
wheree no further r-step is enabled. 
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(2)) Suppose that bT(d, u). We show that h(d) equals h(gT(d, u)) and that 
DCDCQQ(h(d),u). (h(d),u). 

Byy definition of bz, we see that d\ = u - A and d2 = A, and hence 
&(«00 = d by definition of h. Also h(gT(d, u)) = h(k, u) = ( «- A, A) = 
rf.rf. From ft£(A(<0, ̂  -|- 2A), it follows that DCQ(h(d), u). 

(3)) Suppose that bz{d, u). We show that b'^hid), u). 
First,, if a = s, then d2 = u - A by definition of bs. We must show that 

ddff = u- 2 A. From d2 # A, we see by definition of /i that df =d2- A. 
Withh f/2 = " - A, we get the required df = u — 2A. 

Second,, consider the case with a = r. Observe that d\ = A and fh(u) 
byy definition of 2>r. If d2 = A, then df = d\ = A by definition of A, and 
hencee br

r((df, ds), u). Else, if d2 ^ A, then <// = d2 - A and ds = d\ - A 
byy definition of h. We see that b'x{h{d), w), if d2 < u < rf2 + A. The first 
inequalityy follows from I2(d, t), and the second from ^(w). 

(4)) Suppose that b'a(h(d), v) and u < v and FCv{d, u,v). We must show 
thatt ba(d, v). 

First,, we look at the case with a = s. We find df = v - 2A by 
definitionn of b's. 

Iff  ds = A, then by definition of h we see that one of the following 
casess applies. 

•• d2 = ds = A and dv = df = v - 2A. Since bT(d, d\ + A) and 
h(d,h(d, u), we see that this case violates assumption FC-pid, u,v). 

•• d\ = ds = A and df = v - 2A = d2 - A. Then v = d2 + A, so 
indeedd bs(d, v). 

lfdlfdss ^ A, then ds = d\ and df = d2 - A by definition of h. Since 
alsoo df = v~ 2A, we have u = d2 + A. The required bs(dt v) follows 
fromm /?i (u) which holds if v < rfi + A. Since v = d2 + A, we must show 
thatt d2<d\. This holds by 73(</, w). 

Thiss finishes the case with a = s. 
Noww assume that a = r. We must show that bT(d, v). 
Iff df = A then d\ =d2 — kby definition of h, and hence bT(d, v). 
Next,, if df ^ A, then ds = A and df + A < Ü < df +2A, by definition 

off b'T. By definition of h, we know that one of the following two cases 
applies. . 

•• d\ = A and d2 ^ A and df = d2 - A. Observe that it follows from 
dfdf - d2 - A and v < df + 2A, that v < d2 + A, and hence &(i>), 
whichh implies the required bT(d, v). 

•• d2 = A and df = d\. From df + A < v, it follows that ^i + 
AA < v. This case contradicts the assumption FC-p(d, u, v), since 
bbTT(d,(d, d\ + A) and, by I\(d, u), u < d\ + A. 

(5)) Trivial, since M is a singleton set. 
(6)) Suppose that b^(d, «). We show that h{gA{d, u)) = g'A(h(d), u). 
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Iff  a = s, then d2 ^ k, and 

h(gh(gss(d,u))(d,u)) = h(duk) = (d{,k) 

== g's((d2-A,dl),u) = g's(h(d),u). 

Iff  a = r, then d\ = k. If d2 = k, then 

h(gh(gTT((k,k),u))((k,k),u)) = h(utk) = (u,k) 

== g'r((k, k), u) = g'r(h(k, k), u) = g'r(h(d), u). 

lfdlfd22 ^ k, then 

h(gh(grr(d,(d, u)) = h(u,d2) = (d2-A, u) 

== g'r((d2 - A, k), u) = g'T(h(k, d2), u) = g'T(h(d), u). 

G G 

Takee any d and u such that I(d, u). By Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 we 
findd that d and h(d) are timed branching bisimilar at u. Consider for example 
thee start state d = (k,k). Then also h(d) = (k, k). It is easily seen that / (d, u) 
forr all time elements w, so d and h(d) are timed branching bisimilar at any u. 
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Time-Stampedd Actions in pCRL 

Wee present extensions of pCRL with time-stamped actions for absolute time 
andd for relative time. We define timed bisimulation equivalence for both ver-
sionss and prove that the given axiom systems are complete, provided that the 
dataa types have equality and Skolem functions. We base the completeness 
proofss on the completeness results for untimed pCRL by Groote and Luttik. 

1.. Introductio n 

Timedd ju,CRL was introduced by Groote in [47] as an extension of the specifi-
cationn language fiCRL with operators for the expression of timing-dependent 
processes.. Untimed /xCRL (micro Common Representation Language, [52]) 
iss a combination of the process algebra ACP [15] and equationally specified 
abstractt data types. It has a subsystem called pCRL (the letter p stands for 
pico),pico), which is roughly the language without the operators for parallelism. 

InIn pCRL, data terms occur in process terms in three ways: first, actions and 
recursionn variables may be parametrized with data; second, there is a binding 
constructionn allowing summation over possibly infinite data types; and finally 
theree is conditional composition, where the condition is a boolean term. These 
primitivess allow a relatively straightforward timing extension of the signature, 
sincee time can easily be specified as a data type. Actions can be parametrized 
withh data, so we can naturally incorporate time-stamps. Furthermore, the sum-
mationn over data can be used to bind time variables, and the conditional com-
positionn can be used to restrict possible timings. In timed /xCRL, the princi-
pall  feature for the expression of timing is a time-stamping operation for pro
cesses.cesses. In our experience this yields a very direct and effecitive means to spec-
ifyy timing-dependent processes. 

Inn timed fiCRL, the timing of processes is absolute. Furthermore, any to-
tallyy ordered nonempty set is allowed as time domain (so time can be chosen 
too be continuous or discrete); and actions can be executed urgently, that is, in 
successionn but at the same time. 

Thiss article is based on [85], where an extension of pCRL along the lines 
off  real time ACP [3] is studied, meaning in particular that actions rather than 
processes,, as in timed p,CKL, are time-stamped. Also, actions are not allowed 
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too be executed urgently. The article [85] presents axiomatizations for absolute 
timee and for relative time, and completeness proofs for both. It served as a 
preliminaryy study for the completeness proof of timed /xCRL [77]. 

Here,, we present extensions of pCRL with time-stamped actions, but this 
timee allowing the urgent execution of actions. Hence we stay close to timed 
/xCRLL (see also the remark on page 134). For the completeness proof we 
showw that process terms can be written in a form where they can be interpreted 
ass untimed processes. We then use the completeness of the untimed axiom 
system. . 

Wee rely on the completeness proof for untimed /?CRL by Groote and Lut-
tikk [49]. They proved completeness of the axiom system with respect to strong 
bisimulationn equivalence, under the condition that the data types have so-called 
equalityy and Skolem functions. Their treatment of the summation over data 
typess differs from [52]. Also, they use a generalization of equational logic as 
prooff  theory. We follow them in both respects. 

Sectionn 2 presents untimed pCRL in the style of [49]. Section 3 introduces 
thee syntax, axioms, and semantics of the extension for absolute time. We define 
timedd bisimulation equivalence for absolute time. In Section 4 we prove com-
pleteness:: we show that process terms can be written as so-called well-timed 
deadlock-saturatedd basic terms, and for these it holds that timed bisimilarity 
andd strong bisimilarity coincide. Hence we can use the completeness results of 
thee untimed theory. We follow a similar strategy in the completeness proof for 
thee relative time variant that is presented in Section 5. 

2.. The Untimed Axiom System 

Wee present the untimed axiom system pCRL in the style of [49]. The timed 
theoriess in later sections are extensions of the untimed theory. 

Thee Data Signature. A data signature is determined by a set S of sort symbols 
andd a set F of function declarations. For the sorts s, we have disjoint infinite 
setss of variables V,. Also for each s, we assume a data algebra with universe 
DDss.. The data signature contains at least the sort Bool of the booleans, and the 
usuall  function declarations for T, , -•, A, and v. The universe of the booleans 
hass as only two elements the interpretations of T (true) and _L (false). 

Ann assignment a is a function that maps variables to domain elements of 
thee appropriate sort: a variable v of sort s is mapped to an element a(v) of D5. 
Wee write W for the set of assignments. Let ta denote the interpretation of a 
termm t under assignment a. 

Forr the rest of this paper, we assume that the data types have complete 
equationall axiomatizations. A data signature, with equational theory E, has 
equalityequality if, for every sort s, it has a function declaration eq : s x s —• Bool, 
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andd for all terms t\, t2 of sort s, it holds that E h t\ = t2 if and only if 
EE h eqit\, t2) = T. 

Processs Terms. A />CRL signature is determined by a data signature and a 
sett of action declarations. It has a sort Proc for processes, and a set of pro-
cesss variables that is disjoint from the set of data variables. A process term is 
process-closed,process-closed, if it has no occurrences of process variables. 

Thee action declarations are of the form 

aa : s\ x • • • x sn ->• Proc, 

wheree the Sj are data sort symbols and n > 0. For an action declaration written 
ass above and data terms di of sort st, we call the expression a(<2i,..., dn) an 
actionaction term. Let AT be the set of action terms; we use the letters a,b,... for 
actionn terms. 

AA pCRL signature has a function declaration 8 of sort Proc for the deadlock 
process,, declarations 

•,, + : Proc x Proc ->• Proc 

forr sequential and alternative composition respectively, and a declaration 

<< > : Proc x Bool x Proc -> Proc 

forr conditional composition. Finally, it has a binder for summation over data 
types:: if v is a data variable and p is a process term, then *T,V p is a process 
term,, where J2 binds all free occurrences of v in p. We consider process terms 
moduloo a-conversion. So we may implicitly assume that in an arbitrary pro
cesss term p, no variables occur both bound and free, and, if J2V P is a process 
termm with a subterm £ H q, then v ^ u. A process term £ w /? represents the 
alternativealternative quantification of /? over u, that is, the choice between the processes 
pp for any value of v. We abbreviate a process term J^Vl ''' X^„ P» w i t n n ^ °» 
b vv £ g P- w e adopt the binding convention that sequential composition binds 
strongest;; conditional composition binds stronger than alternative quantifica
tion,, which binds stronger than alternative composition. The symbol • is often 
omittedd from terms. 

Thee Axioms. The pCRL axioms are listed in Table 1. In these axioms, the 
letterss x, y, z are process variables, the letters b, b\t b2 are boolean variables, 
andd p, q range over process-closed process terms. As proof theory we use 
equationall logic with a congruence rule for binders: from p ~ q we may infer 
m a tt £ u P = Hv a- Also, substitutions are adjusted to the use of binders. For 
example,, one may, in axiom SUMl, substitute for the process variable x any 
processs term without free occurrences of the data variable v. We refer to [49] 
forr a precise exposition of the proof theory. 
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TABLEE 1. The pCRL axioms 

(Al )) X + y = y+X 

(A2)) x + (y + z) = (x+y) + z 
(A3)) x+x = x 
(A4)) (x + y)z = xz + yz 
(A5)) (xy)z = x (yz) 
(A6)) x + 8=x 
(Al)(Al) Sx = S 

(SUMl)) E vx = x 

(SUM3)) LvP = T,vP + P 
(SUM4)) £w(P + 9) = £ vP + £w ? 
(SUM5)) (£„/>)*  = £u/>* 
(SUM12)) CEvP)<b>S = T,vP<b>S 

(CNDI)) X <T > y =X 
(CND2))
(CND3)) x<b>y = x<b>8 + y<~>b>8 
(CND4)) (JC < b\ O 6) < bi O 5 = jr < b\ Ab2>8 
(CND5)) (JC <1 ^I > 8) + (x < b2 > S) = x < b\ v b2 > 8 
(CND6)) (Jt < b > 8)y = xy < b > 8 
(CND7)) (x+y)<b>S = x<bt>8 + y<b>8 

Semantics.. We interpret process-closed terms as elements of a pCRL algebra. 
AA  pCRL algebra has a universe P of processes. Furthermore, it has a set A 
off  constants that are called actions, a constant 8 g A, a binary operator • 
P22 - • P and a partial unary operator E : 2 ? "* p- A process E ö ? with 
QQ c P, stands for the choice between the processes in £>; this operation allows 
thee interpretation of alternative quantification as a generalization of alternative 
compositionn (like, e.g., existential quantification can be seen as generalizing 
disjunctionn in logic). 

Forr a given signature, we find such an algebra using the concept of poly
nomialsnomials (see Luttik [66]). We start with the definition of data polynomials. 
Recalll that we assumed the existence of a data algebra with universe Ds for 
thee sorts s e S. Then data polynomials are denned simultaneously for the data 
sortss by the following induction: 

•• A variable of sort s is a polynomial of sort s. 
•• An element d 6 Ds is a polynomial of sort s. 
•• For a function declaration ƒ of type s\ x • • • x s„ - • s, and polynomials 

d\d\ dn of the corresponding sorts, ƒ (d\,..., dn) is a polynomial of 
sortt 5. 

Next,, we define the process polynomials for a signature simply as process 
termss with data polynomials occurring as subterms: they are generated by the 
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grammar r 

pp ::= a (d i , . . ., d„) \p-p\p + p\ £ „  ƒ> I P<b> p, 

wheree a is an action declaration of type s\ x • • • x sn ->• Proc, the d{ are data 
polynomialss of the corrresponding sorts, v is a data variable, and b is a boolean 
polynomial.. An action polynomial is a polynomial of the form a(d\,..., d„) 
wheree a is an action declaration. 

Beloww we define the interpretation of a process polynomial p under assign
mentt or as the process pa, so that we interpret process-closed process terms in 
thee pCRL algebra with set 

AA = [aa | a an action polynomial, a e W} 

off actions, and with the universe defined by 

PP = {pa I P a process polynomial, a e W}. 

Thiss interpretation, with respect to an assignment a, is defined as follows. First, 
itt is clear how an assigment is extended to an interpretation mapping for data 
polynomials.. Then, it is further extended to an interpretation for process poly
nomialss by 

(a(rfi,...,dB)) t tt = a ( d f , . . . , 0 . 
88aa = 5, 

(P(P + q)a = E{Pa-<Iah 

(p-qf(p-qf = p°-q*, 

,«« \pa i f2> a=T a , 
(p(p < b > q)a = \ y 

\q\qaa ifba = a, 

and,, finally, 

( E „ P ) aa = £{(/>[» := d])a | d e Ds}, 

wheree v is a variable of sort s. 
Notation:: we use the letters a,b,... (that we also used for action terms) 

forr actions, and p,q,... (that we also used for process terms) for processes. 
Itt will always be clear from the context whether these letters denote terms or 
elementss of a process algebra. We may write pq for the process p q. 

Havingg established the interpretation of process-closed terms, we define 
strongg bisimulation equivalence for processes. The transition relations _^> _ c 
(PP x A x P) and _^+ y c (P x A) are defined by the transition rules in Table 2. 

Definitionn 2.1. A binary relation R on P is a (strong) bisimulation if it is sym
metricc and whenever pRq, then 

(i)) p -A- yj implies q -A- *J\ and 
(ii)) p -2+ p' implies q -A- q' for some q' with p'Rq'. 
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TABL EE 2. Transition rules for pCRL; a e A; p, q e P; Q c P. 

aa , a i 
aa , P • V P • / > 

a ^ VV  a a — 
p.qp.q — > q p . q — • p' . q 

P~^+P~^+ J P~^> P' 

Z({P)Z({P) U Q) - ^ V zap) U Ö ) A y 

Processess /? and <? are (strongly) bisimilar, notation  if there is a bisim-
ulationn that relates p and q. 

Itt is proved in [49] that bisimilarity is a congruence. If process-closed pro-
cesss terms p and q are interpreted in some pCRL algebra, then we write  q 
iff  pa «  qa for all assignments a € W. 

Completeness.. For completeness we need some extra axioms. First, for every 
actionn declaration 

aa : si x - " X j „ - > Proc 

withh n > 0 an axiom 

a(jci,, . ..,*„ ) <é?9(*i,yi) A ••• Aeq(xn,yn) > 8 = 

a(yi,.. . . , >« )< *?(*i. >i) A • • • A e?(*n, y„) > 8. (AEa) 

Second,, we need the following axiom that is called the static condition axiom: 

(x<b>8)(y(x<b>8)(y <b>8) = xy <b\>8. (SCA) 

Thee completeness of the axiom system pCKL is relative in the sense that 
itt depends on the data types: the axiom system, extended with the axioms 
mentionedd above, is complete provided that the data types have equality and 
Skolemm functions (see [49]). This means that the first-order theory of the data 
iss decidable. The proof of this completeness theorem below may be found 
inn [49]. 

Theoremm 2.1 (Completeness). If the data types have equality and Skolem func
tions,tions, and E is the equational theory of the data types, then we have, for all 
process-closedprocess-closed process terms p and q, that p and q are bisimilar if, and only 
if,if, pCRL + E + AE + SCA \- p = q. 

3.. Absolute Time 

Wee extend pCKL to a formalism for the expression of timing-dependent pro
cesses.. We parametrize actions with a time-stamp that indicates its moment of 
execution.. In this section we give an absolute interpretation of these execution 
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times.. For example, writing a(t) for an action a with time-stamp t and taking 
thee naturals as time elements, the process 

a(2).*(3) ) 

firstt executes action a at time 2. The execution of an action has no duration, so 
thee execution of a also finishes at time 2. After that, action b is executed at time 
3.. As an other example, the process a(3) • b(2) would be called ill-timed: it 
cannott execute the action b because after the execution of a the time is already 
pastt time 2. In Section 5 we give an alternative theory for relative time. 

Twoo important design decisions are the following: first, as time domain 
wee allow any totally ordered nonempty set (in particular, the choice between 
continuouss and discrete time is left open); and second, actions can be executed 
att the same time in succession. 

Wee present the signature of this extension of pCRL that we call pCRLat. 
Assumee that a data sort Time for time is provided that has a binary function 
symboll < for the time ordering. As mentioned above, the only requirement on 
thee time domain is that it must be totally ordered. 

Forr the time-stamping of actions, we require for every action declaration 

aa : s\ x • • • x sn -> Proc 

inn the signature that n > 0 and s„ = Time. The last parameter of an action term 
iss its time-stamp. If/ is the time-stamp of action term a, then we usually write 
a(t)a(t) to refer to a. 

Wee interpret the term S as an immediate deadlock: this process does not 
existt at any time (see the remark below). This existence of a process in time 
iss an important semantic notion (especially in the modelling of parallelism). 
Forr example, a process a(t) exist at any before t and at f, we also say that it 
cann let time pass until t. It cannot let time pass until moments after t. For the 
expressionn of deadlock processes that can let time pass we have a declaration 
SS : Time - • Proc. The time-stamped deadlock process S(t) can let time pass 
untill time t. 

Finally,, we have the initialization operation ;» : Time x Proc -*• Proc. The 
processs term t » p describes the process p initialized at time t, meaning that 
initiall actions before time t are blocked and that time can pass at least until t. 

Hence,, a pCRLat signature is a pCRL signature extended with the dec
larationss for the time-stamped deadlocks and the initialization operation, and 
withh the restriction that the the action declarations allow time-stamping, as de
scribedd above. The axioms are those of untimed /?CRL (presented in Table 1) 
pluss the axioms in Table 3. 

Notation:: let AT be the set of action terms and let 

AT'AT'ss =ATU{S(t) | t of sort Time). 

Wee make to separate remarks. 
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TABLEE 3. Axioms for absolute time; a e AT§. 

(ATI ) ) 
(AT2) ) 

(AT3) ) 

(AT4) ) 

(AT5) ) 

(AT6) ) 

(AT7) ) 

(AT8) ) 

a(t)=a(t)a(t)=a(t) + ^2uS(u)<u <t>8 
a(t)xa(t)x =a(t)(t » x) 
8(t)x8(t)x = S(t) 

tt » a(u) = a(u) <t < « t> 8(t) 
ff  » (x + v) = r » * + ? » y 

tt » xy = (t » x)y 

tt»» Ev P = T,v' » P 
t^(x<b>S)t^(x<b>S) = t^>x<b> S(t) 

•• In the literature, various notations have been used for immediate and 
timedd deadlock processes. In real time BPA [3], the process 8 is imme
diatee (there, 8 = 8(0), where 0 is the smallest time element at which 
noo activity is allowed), and satisfies axioms A6 and A7. Often (in par
ticularr in timed ^CRL and in [9]) the notation <5 is reserved for the de-
layablelayable deadlock process, that exists at any time. The reason to do so is 
thatt the untimed deadlock process allows parallel behavior (it holds that 
xx 11 8 = x8), while in timed theories we have x \ \ 8 = 8 if 8 is immediate. 
Inn this paper, we have chosen to write 8 for the process that is defined 
inn the untimed setting by axioms A6 and A7, and to keep using this no
tationn when extending the theory with timing. Thus, all the axioms of 
untimedd pCRL remain valid in the timed extensions of the theory (the 
delayablee deadlock does not satisfy axiom A6). 

•• Timed jxCRL has a time-stamping operation for processes, notation pH, 
thatt can be pushed inwards to the level of initial actions. Moreover, an 
actionn without time-stamp can be performed at any time, and thus be 
time-stampedd by 

Inn timed /zCRL, all process-closed terms can be written such that: all ac
tionss and 8 are time-stamped; the time-stamping is pushed inwards to the 
levell of actions; and all operations for parallelism have been eliminated. 
Then,, timed /zCRL processes may be regarded as /?CRLat processes. 
Vicee versa, if there is a smallest time element, then pCRLat processes 
mayy be regarded as timed /xCRL processes, with the exception of the 
immediatee deadlock. Timed /iCRL does not have immediate deadlock. 
(Itt has a zero for alternative composition: this is the process <5<0, where 
00 is the smallest time element. But this process exists at time 0, and thus 
allowss parallel activity at 0.) 

Semantics.. Let T be a totally ordered time domain. We introduce /?CRLat 

algebrass that model the behavior of timed processes. Like a pCRL algebra, a 
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/?CRLatt algebra has a universe P of processes, and a set A of actions that are 
time-stampedd in a way that is explained below. Furthermore, it has a constant 
88 # A and, for every t € T, a constant 5(0 £ A. Moreover, it has a binary 
operatorr • : P2 -» P, a partial unary operator £ : 2P -» P, and an operator 
» : T x P ^ P . . 

Forr a given signature, such an algebra is obtained using polynomials, like 
wee did for untimed processes in Section 2. This time, process polynomials are 
generatedd by the grammar 

pp ::=a(ü?i ,, . . ,</„) \p-p\p + p\ J2vPlP<b>P\t^P 

wheree a is an action declaration of type s\ x ••• xs„ -> Proc, the dt are data 
polynomialss of the corrresponding sorts, t; is a data variable, b is a boolean 
polynomial,, and Ms a time polynomial. We extend the interpretation function 
thatt we gave for untimed process terms as follows: 

(S(t))(S(t))aa = S(ta) and (t » p)a = ta » pa. 

Thus,, we interpret process-closed terms as processes in a /?CRLat algebra with 
actionss in 

AA = [aa | a an action polynomial, a e W}, 

andd with the universe defined by 

PP = {pa I P a process polynomial, a € W}. 

Thee actions are of the form a(du ...,dn) with dn € Dnme = T its time-
stamp.. We may write a(t) for an action a with time-stamp t. 

Thee transition relations _ -^» a t _ c (P x A x P) and _ -^» a t J c (P x A), 
andd the delay predicates Ut, for f € T, are defined by the transition rules in 
Tablee 4. In these rules we let a(t) range over A, and Q is a set of processes. 

Thee delay predicates define the existence of a process in time: if Ut(p), 
thenn p can let time pass at least until time t. For example, let p be the process 
a(t)a(t) • b{u) with t < u. Then 

PP >at t » &(M) »at V 

andd £/,(/?), but not Uu(p) if r < M. 

Definitionn 3.1. A binary relation R on P is an at-bisimulation, if it is symmet
ric,ric, and whenever pRq, then 

(i)) i f ^ ^ ^ t h e n ^ ^ a t V ; 

(ii)) if p -?—^ p', then <? -^-> a t q', for some 4' with p'Rq'; and 
(iii)) if £/,(» for some f, then £/,(<?). 

Processess p and # are at-bisimilar, notation atq, if they are related by an 
at-bisimulation. . 
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TABL EE 4. Transition rules for absolute time. 

,, , a(t) , P >& V P *"at P 
a(t)a(t) >at V ~ o(00 a(t) . 

pqpq • a t f » ? p-q >atp'-q 

a(t)a(t) , a(t) , 
pp >at J p >.at p 

£({/>}} U Ö) - ^ a t V £({/>} U Ö) " ^ a t P' 

pp —Ljl»at y/ t < U p >at P t <u 
a(u)a(u) , , ^ a(u) , 

tt » p ^ a t V ' » P •at P 

Uu(p)Uu(p) t < u Ut(p) Ut(p) 
Ut(p)Ut(p) Ut(p-q) £/*(£{ƒ>} U<2) 

Uu(p) Uu(p) 
UUtt(a(t))(a(t)) U,(8(t)) Ut(f»p) 

UUuu(t(t » p) 

Process-closedd process terms are at-bisimilar if they are equivalent for every 
assigment:: for process-closed process terms p and q we may write p at q, if 
ppaa

a t q
a for every assignment a. 

Theoremm 3.1. At-bisimilarity is a congruence on pCRLat algebras. 

Proof.Proof. It is straightforward to prove that at-bisimilarity is an equivalence. 
Wee show that the substitution property holds for •, £ and » • W e u s e implicitly 
thatt the union of at-bisimulations is itself an at-bisimulation. 

Supposee that R is an at-bisimulation with pRq. It is straightforward to 
provee that the relation 

{(t{(t » p, t » q), (t » q, t » p)} U R 

iss an at-bisimulation that relates t » p and t » q for any t e T. 
Supposee that R is an at-bisimulation with p\Rq\ and piRqi- It is straight

forwardd to prove that the relation 

{(/?,, q), (t » p , f » q), (p p',q- q') I pRq, p'Rq', t € T) 

iss an at-bisimulation that relates p\ • pi and q\ • qi. 
Lett Ö, Q' be nonempty sets of processes and let /? be an at-bisimulation 

suchh that for all q in Q there exists a ?' in Q' with #/?<?', and for all q' in Ö' 
theree exists a q in Q with #'/?#. It is straightforward to prove that the relation 

iss an at-bisimulation that relates £ Q and £ 0 ' . • 
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Basicc Terms. We use basic terms as a convenient format for terms in defini-
tionss and proofs. They are defined inductively as follows: 

(1)) Every term £ ö a(t) <b>8 with a(t) e ATS is a basic term. 
(2)) If p is a basic term, then £ 5 a(t)p < b > <5 with a(r) e A r is a basic 

term. . 
(3)) If p and # are basic terms, then p + # is a basic term. 

Iff  a basic term is of the first form, then we say that it is of type 1, Similarly for 
formss (2) and (3). 

Lemmaa 3.2. Every process-closed process term is derivably equal to a basic 
term. term. 

Proof.Proof. Let p be a process-closed process term. We apply induction on the 
structuree of p. If p = 8, then p equals the basic term a{t) < _L > S by CND2, 

forr any a(t) g ATS. If p e ATS, then p equals the basic term p < T > 5 by 
axiomm C N D I . If p = px + p2, then p is derivably equal to a basic term by 
inductionn hypothesis. 

I ff P = £ „  />'. men p = £ w p", for some basic term p" with p' = p" by 
induction.. We apply induction on p". If p" is of type 1 or 2, then £ p" is a 
basicc term. If p" is of type 3, then we use axiom SUM4 and induction. 

Iff  P = Pi < b > p2, then p = p[ < ft > p^, for some basic terms p j, p'2 

withh pi = p[ and p2 = P2
 b v induction. By CND3, we find that p equals 

p[p[ < b > S + p'2 < ^b > 8. 

Wee show that the first summand is derivably equal to a basic term by induction 
onn p[; the case of the second summand is similar. If p[ is of type 1 or 2, then 
wee use axioms CND4 and SUM 12. If p\ is of type 3, then we use CND7 and 
induction. . 

Iff  p = p\p2, then p = p\p'2, for some basic terms p[, p2 with p\ = p\ 
andd p2 = p'2 by induction. We apply induction on p[. If p[ is of type 1, then 
wee use axioms SUM5, CND6 and, occasionally, AT3. If p\ is of type 2, then 
wee use SUM5, CND6, A5, AT 3 and induction. If p[ is of type 3, then we use 
A44 and induction. 

Iff  p = t > p', then p = ty$> p", for some basic term p" with p' = p" by 
induction.. We apply induction on p". If p" is of type 1, then write 

p"p" = Eva(u)<b>8 

andd derive by axioms A T 4 , 7 ,8 that p equals 

]r ö(a(«)) <t <u> 8(t)) <b> 5(f), 

andd by axioms C N D 3 , 4 , 5 ,7 and SUM4, that this term equals 

Z ss a(M) <t <uAb>8 + J2- HO < (--(r < «) A b) v -ft > 8, 
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whichh is a basic term. If p" is of type 2, then we use a similar argument. If p" 
iss of type 3, then we use AT5 and induction. D 

4.. Completeness 

Ann important observation that we shall exploit in the completeness proof be-
loww is that terms that do not have occurrences of the initialization operation 
mayy be considered as untimed pCRL terms if we consider the time-stamped 
deadlockss as actions terms. For example, if process p has no occurrences of 
thee initialization operation, then we find that 

a(t)pa(t)p - ^ » p and a(t)p - ^ > a t t » p. 

Forr completeness we argue as follows. Consider terms p, q with p at <?• 
Wee write p and q as so-called well-timed <5-sat basic terms (defined below). 
Wee prove that for well-timed 5-sat basic terms at-bisimilarity implies strong 
bisimilarity.. The derivability follows by the completeness of the axiom system 
withh respect to strong bisimilarity (Theorem 2.1). 

Definitionn 4.1. We define well-timed basic terms: 

(1)) A basic term of type 1 is always well-timed. 
(2)) A basic term J^v a(0p <b>8 of type 2 is well-timed, if p is well-timed 

andd derivably equal to t y>> p. 
(3)) A basic term p + q is well-timed if both p and q are well-timed. 

Forr example, the basic term 

a(3)(a(2)<a(3)(a(2)< b > 8)< b'> 8 

iss not well-timed. We prove that terms are derivably equal to well-timed basic 
termss (Lemma 4.2). First we prove: 

Lemmaa 4.1. For every well-timed basic term p and time term t there is a 
well-timedwell-timed basic term q such that t » p = q is derivable. 

Proof.Proof. We apply structural induction on p. First, if p is of type 1, then 

write e 

PP = X!üa(M) <3b> 8 

andd derive by axioms AT4 ,7 ,8 that p equals 

£5(a(iOO < t < u > 8(t)) <b> 8(t), 

andd by axioms CND3 ,4 , 5 , 7 and SUM4, that this term equals 

£ 55 a(u) <t <uAb>8 + J2v &(0 < ( - ( ' < «) A b) v ^b > 8, 

whichh is a well-timed basic term. 
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Second,, if p is of type 2, then we find by a similar derivation that p equals 
aa term of the form 

J2vJ2v a(u)P' <t <uAb>8 + Y,-8(t)< (-(f < w) A b) v -.fc > 8, 

wheree the last term is easily checked to be a well-timed basic term. Third, if p 
iss of type 3, then use axiom AT5 and the induction hypothesis. D 

Lemmaa 4.2. Every bask term is derivably equal to a well-timed basic term. 

Proof.Proof. Take a basic term p. We apply induction on the structure of p. If 
pp is of type 1 then it is well-timed by definition. If p is of type 2, then write 
PP = J2v a^)p' <b> 8. By induction, we may assume that p' is well-timed. 
Noww use axiom AT2 and Lemma 4.1. Finally, if p is of type 3, then use the 
inductionn hyposthesis. • 

Definitionn 4.2. We define deadlock-saturated (abbr. 5-sat) basic terms induc
tivelyy as follows: 

(1)) Every basic term £ s a(t) <b>8 + £ - u 8(u) <bAu <t>8is 8-sat. 
(2)) Every basic term £ 5 a(t)p < b > 8 + £ - u 8(u) <bAu <t>8is 5-sat 

iff p is 5-sat. 
(3)) A basic term p + q is 8 -sat if both p and q are 8 -sat. 

Lemmaa 4.3. Every (well-timed) basic term p is derivably equal to a 8-sat 
(well-timed)(well-timed) bask term q. 

Proof.Proof. First assume that p is of type 1. Write 

PP = Eaa(t)<b\>8, 

andd derive by axiom ATI that p equals 

£ Ü ( Ö ( 00 + £ M S(u) <u<t>8)<\b>8. 

Byy axioms CND7 ,4 and SUM 12,4 we derive that this term equals 

E ss a{t) < b > 8 + £ - H 8(u) <\bAu<t>8, 

whichh is 5-sat. Moreover, it is well-timed. 
Next,, let p be of type 2. We write 

Byy a similar derivation as above (using also axiom AT3) we find that p equals 

£ 55 a(t)p' <b>8 + £ - H 8(u) <bAu<t>8 

andd this last term is 5-sat, since p' is 5-sat by induction hypothesis. Moreover, 
iff p is well-timed, then this term is well-timed as well. 

Finally,, the case with p of type 3 is straightforward. D 

Thee main lemma for completeness is Lemma 4.5. We start with an easy 
auxiliaryy lemma: 
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Lemmaa 4.4. For all 8-sat basic terms p: if Ut(p
a) for some time t and as

signmentsignment a, then 

PP — • V-

Proof.Proof. Straightforward. • 

Lemmaa 4.5. For all well-timed 8-sat basic terms p and q it holds that atq 
impliesimplies p  q. 

Proof.Proof. Recall that we defined for process-closed terms p and q, and for 
~~ e , , that p ~ q if and only if pa ~ qa for all assignments a e W. 

Wee show that the relation 

RR = {(pa, qa) | p, q well-timed 5-sat basic terms, a eW, pa
at qa) 

iss a strong bisimulation. Clearly R is symmetric. We show that R is a strong 
bisimulation.. Take a pair (pa, qa) from R. 

First,, suppose that pa -^-U- </. We must show that qa -^—• V- I f fl(f) # 
5(f),, then observe that 

/ rr > y/ implies p >at V • 

Sincee p a
at <tf.i4 h o l d s t n a t <f " ^ ^ a t V» f r o m w h i c h i l i s e a s i ly s e e n t h a t 

<f<f——>> V-

Iff a(r) = 8(t), then it is easily seen that Ut(p
a). Since pa

at tfa, it holds 
thatt Ut{q

a). Application of Lemma 4.4 finishes this case. 

Now,, suppose that pa - ^ > p. We must show that qa -?—> q for some q 
withh pRq. Observe that a(t) / <5(0 since after a deadlock step of a basic term 
theree is no subsequent behavior. 

Wee see that p must have a summand 

^a{u)p'<b>8 ^a{u)p'<b>8 

suchh that, for some vector d of data elements, it holds that {b[v := d])a = Ta 

andd (a(u)[v := d})a = a(t) and (p'[v := d])a = p. 
Butt then it also holds that 

ppaa ^ > a t (u[v := d])« » (/>'[ü := <*])«. 

Byy the well-timedness of p we know that h p ' = « » / / . Hence the interpre
tationss of p' and u )§> p ' are at-bisimilar for every assignment. In particular, 
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takee assigment /J equal to a except that it maps v to d. Then: 

(p(pff[v:=d])[v:=d])aa = (p'f 

tt (H » p'f 

== «u^p')[v:=d])a. 

So,, we have that p at ((« » p')[5 := ^3)a-
Sincee pa «*at <7a> we know that q must have a summand 

suchh that, for some vector ë of data elements it holds that (b[v := ë\f = T" 
andd (a(u')[v := ê])a = a(t) and 

qq "at (w » ? )[v :~ e]a, 

with h 
aa.. (1) 

Itt follows that 

aa °( ' ) / / r - —i\Cr 

<?? • (tf [v := e ] r . 
Byy the well-timedness of q we know that I- q' = u' 3> q'. Hence the interpre
tationss of q' and w' » <?' are at-bisimilar for every assignment. In particular, 
takee assigment y equal to a except that it maps v to ë. Then: 

«« = (q'[v := ë])a = iq'y 

Oatt («' » * V 

== ((«' » q')[v := e])a 

Combiningg this last result and (1), we find that p at q-
Finally,, let x, y be fresh data variables and let v be an assignment that that 

agreess with or, £ and y except, possibly, on ü, JC, y. Morever assume that v 
mapss x to d and y to ë. Then p[v := x] and q'[v := y] are well-timed <5-sat 
basicc terms with 

pp = (p'[v := x])v
at (q'[v := y))v = q. 

Noww we have by definition of R that pRq, which finishes the proof. D 

Theoremm 4.6. If the data types have equality and Skolem functions, and E is 
thethe equational theory of the data types, then p at q implies pCRL + E + 
A EE -I- SCA + AT h p = q, for all process-closed process terms p andq. 

ProofProof By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we may assume that p, q are well-timed 
5-satt basic terms. From the assumption p a t q it follows by Lemma 4.5 that 
pp  q. Then, the derivability follows from the completeness of the untimed 
axiomm system (Theorem 2.1). D 
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5.5. Relative Time 

Wee let the time stamp be a relative reference to time. This time, we write a[t] 
forr an action a with time-stamp t. For example, a process a[t] • b[u] executes 
thee action a[t] at the moment t time after its moment of initialization (that is 
determinedd by its environment). Upon the termination of a[t] at this moment, 
thee action b[u] is executed u time later. 

Inn the previous section, we allowed any totally ordered nonempty set as time 
domainn for absolute time. In the case of relative time, we add the restriction 
thatt it should have a smallest element 0, and that this element should be a 
zeroo for addition, if addition is defined for the time elements. This restriction 
preventss counterintuitive time-stamping, like negative relative execution times. 
Also,, time 0 can be used to express that an action should happen urgently: in 
a[l]] • b[0] the action b is executed immediately after action a at time 1 relative 
too the time the process was started. 

AA pCRLn signature is a />CRLat signature without the declaration for the 
initializationn operator. We write S[t] for process terms 8(t). The relative time 
axiomss are those of untimed pCRL plus the two axioms in Table 5. 

Finally,, the definition of basic terms is the same as for />CRLat, and it is not 
difficultt to prove that every process-closed process term is derivably equal to a 
basicc term. 

TABLEE 5. Axioms for relative time; a e AT&. 

(RTl)) a[t] = a[t] + ^uS[u]<u <t>& 
(RT2)) 8[t]-x = S[t] 

Semantics.. We define pCKLn algebras as /?CRLat algebras without the ini
tializationn operator: the transition relations _ ̂ *r t - and _ -^n V and m e delay 
predicatess Ut are defined in Table 6. The transition rules are those of untimed 
/?CRL,, but the processes S[t] do not have outgoing transitions. The rules for 
thee delay predicates are the same as in the absolute time variant (without the 
ruless for the initialization operator). 

Definitionn 5.1. A binary relation R on P is an rt-bisimulation, if it is symmet
ric,ric, and whenever pRq and a[t] e A, then 

( i ) i f / > J ^ r t y , t h e n 4 ^ r t V ; ; 
(ii)) if p - ^ - r t p', then q - ^ r t q', for some q' with p'Rq'; and 

(iii)) if Ut (p) for some t, then Ut (<?). 

Processess p and q are rt-bisimilar, notation p rt q, if they are related by an 
rt-bisimulation. . 
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TABLEE 6. Transition rules for relative time. 

alt]alt] . p »rt V p >nP 
ait]ait] >n V 

a[t]a[t] a[t] 
PP • <i *rt q P-q >n P' • q 

PP W  Utip) 

£«/>}} U Q) -^In sf Z«P} U Q) - J* l r t p' ^ 0 » U Q) 

Uu(p)Uu(p) t<u Ut{p) 
UUtt(a[t])(a[t]) Ut(8[t]) 

Utip)Utip) Utip.q) 

Wee state that rt-bisimilarity is a congruence. The proof is similar to the proof 
off Theorem 3.1. The interpretation of process-closed process terms is the same 
ass the interpretation of absolute time process terms without occurrences of the 
initializationn operator. The definition of relative time basic terms is exactly as 
thee definition of absolute time basic terms. The soundness proof for the relative 
timee axioms is a straightforward exercise. 

Completeness.. The relative time process terms are precisely the processes of 
thee untimed pCRL signature that takes S : Time - • Proc to be an action 
declaration.. As we did for the case with absolute timing, we shall exploit this 
factt in the completeness proof. This proof is easier than it was for the absolute 
timee variant, because the well-timedness of processes with relative time-stamps 
iss immediate. 

Thee definition of deadlock-saturated (abbr. 5-sat) basic terms is the same as 
itt was for the absolute time case (see Definition 4.2): 

(1)) A basic term £ - a[t] <b>8 + £ ö M 8[u] <bAu<t\>8is 5-sat. 
(2)) A basic term £ s a[t]p <\b>8 + £ - H 8[u] <bAit<t>8 is 5-sat if 

pp is 8 -sat. 
(3)) A basic term p + q is 5-sat if both p and q are 5-sat. 

Thee proofs of the following two lemmas are very similar to the proofs of 
theirr absolute time counterparts Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5. 

Lemmaa 5.1. Every basic term is derivably equal to a 8-sat basic term. 

Lemmaa 5.2. For all 8-sat basic terms p and q it holds that p n q implies 

Theoremm 5.3 (Completeness). If the data types have equality and Skolem func
tions,tions, and E is the equational theory of the data types, then p n q implies 
pCRLpCRL 4- E + AE + SCA + RT I- p = q, for all process-closed process terms 
pp andq. 
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Proof.Proof. We may assume that p and q are 8-sat basic terms by Lemma 5.1. 
Fromm the assumption that p n q we know by Lemma 5.2 that p and q 
aree strongly bisimilar. The derivability follows from the completeness of the 
untimedd axiom system (Theorem 2.1). D 

6.. Conclusions 

Wee have presented two extensions of pCRL with time-stamped actions: one 
forr absolute time and one for relative time. We defined timed bisimulation 
equivalencee for both versions and proved that the given axiomatizations are 
complete.. We based the completeness proofs on the completeness results for 
untimedd pCRL [49]. We inherited from [49] the proviso that the data types 
havee equality and Skolem functions. 

Wee conclude that the integration of data and processes already present in 
pCRL,, makes pCRL very suitable for the extension with time, as time is 
treatedd as just another data type. The alternative quantification over data and 
thee conditional construct allow a simple yet powerful and well-understood 
meanss to describe time-dependent processes. Furthermore, most results of the 
variouss studies into timed versions of ACP translate directly to our framework. 
Therefore,, we think that the presented theories provide an elegant basis for the 
furtherr study of timed process algebras. 

Finally,, we remark that the fact that timed processes may, after some rewrit-
ing,, be regarded as untimed processes, makes it possible to use the set of tools 
thatt exists for £iCRL for the analysis of timed processes. 



Samenvatting g 

(Summaryy in Dutch) 

Wee geven een samenvatting van dit proefschrift in het Nederlands. We gaan 
uitgebreidd in op het eerste, inleidende hoofdstuk, om ook de met de materie 
onbekende—enn het Nederlands prefererende—lezer een idee te geven van de 
achtergrondd van de latere hoofdstukken. Dit deel is daardoor niet zozeer een sa-
menvatting,, als wel een gedeeltelijke vertaling van het eerste hoofdstuk. Vanaf 
paginaa 150 bespreken we de inhoud van de hoofdstukken II-VI . 

Hoofdstukk I 

Wee introduceren procesalgebra, beginnend met enige algemene procestheorie. 
Wee behandelen parallellisme en geven een voorbeeld van een eenvoudig gedis-
tribueerdd systeem. 

Procestheorie.. Onder een proces verstaan we het gedrag van een systeem, zo-
alss bijvoorbeeld dat van een computer die een bepaald programma uitvoert. 
Dee uitvoering van acties door het systeem kan worden waargenomen door de 
omgevingg van het systeem: zo'n observatie is een waarneming van een uitvoer 
vann het systeem (zoals een lampje dat gaat branden), maar het kan ook een 
interactiee tussen het systeem en de omgeving zijn die direct door de omgeving 
wordtt geïnduceerd. We zullen het gedrag van systemen definiëren in termen 
vann deze externe observaties; we abstraheren van de interne operaties die tot 
dee observaties leiden. 

InIn de procestheorie worden systemen meestal gemodelleerd in termen van 
transitiestransities tussen toestanden, zodanig dat de uitvoering van een actie corre-
spondeertt met de transitie van een toestand naar een volgende. Een belangrijk 
begripp is dat van een (gelabeld) transitiesysteem: een transitiesysteem bestaat 
uitt een verzameling toestanden die verbonden kunnen zijn door middel van 
transities.. Elke transitie is voorzien van een actiesymbool: een transitie 

a a 
SS >- t 
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betekentt dat (een systeem in) toestand s kan overgaan in toestand t door het 
uitvoerenn van actie a. Verder kan het zo zijn dat sommige toestanden worden 
aangewezenn als begintoestanden, en dat sommige toestanden worden aangewe-
zenn als eindtoestanden. 

Transitiesystemenn kunnen goed grafisch worden afgebeeld. Beschouw bij-
voorbeeldd het transitiesysteem in Figuur 1. In deze figuur zijn de zwarte stippen 

y' v v 
i» » 
v v 

FIGUURR 1. Een transitiesysteem. 

dee toestanden, en zijn a en b de transitielabels. De inkomende pijl op de boven-
stee toestand geeft aan dat dit een begintoestand is, en het symbool V markeert 
eindtoestanden.. Vanuit de begintoestand wordt eerst de actie a uitgevoerd. Dan 
wordtt ofwel actie a opnieuw uitgevoerd, waarna niets meer mogelijk is, of de 
actiee b wordt uitgevoerd. Na de actie b wordt een tweede actie b uitgevoerd, 
waarnaa het systeem klaar is. 

Wee vinden de sporen van een toestand als we de transitielabels die we te-
genkomenn bij zo'n wandeling door het systeem in een rij plaatsen. Zo zijn in 
hethet voorbeeld de rijtjes aa en ab sporen van de begintoestand. Een accepterend 
spoorr is een spoor behorend bij een wandeling die eindigt in een eindtoestand; 
inn het voorbeeld is het rijtje abb het enige accepterende spoor van de begin-
toestand.. De verzameling van accepterende sporen van een toestand speelt 
eenn centrale rol in de theorie van formele talen: deze verzameling kan gezien 
wordenn als de taal die door de toestand geaccepteerd wordt (in de theorie van 
formelee talen wordt een transitiesysteem dan ook vaak een taai-accepterende 
machinee genoemd). 

Ditt brengt ons op een belangrijk punt, namelijk op de equivalentie van toe-
standen.. In de theorie van formele talen zijn twee toestanden equivalent als ze 
dezelfdee taal accepteren, maar dit is slechts een van de vele noties van equi-
valentiee die in de procestheorie gebruikt worden. Deze bepaalde equivalentie 
blijktt een van de grofste of zwakste equivalenties te zijn in het spectrum van 
proces-equivalentiess [42]. Wanneer we naar transitiesystemen kijken vanuit 
eenn procestheoretisch, of gedrags-georiënteerd, gezichtspunt, willen we meer 
onderscheidendd kunnen zijn dan mogelijk is met taai-equivalentie. 

Eenn belangrijk begrip is de vertakkingsstructuur van een transitiesysteem. 
Ditt wordt geïllustreerd door het voorbeeld in Figuur 2. De bovenste toestand 
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v vv *i \< 
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FIGUURR 2. Non-determinisme. 

linkss accepteert dezelfde taal als de bovenste toestand rechts, namelijk de ver-
zamelingg {ab, ac}. Toch kan het wenselijk zijn deze toestanden te onderschei-
den:: de bovenste toestand links heeft aanvankelijk geen andere opties dan het 
uitvoerenn van actie a, waardoor een toestand bereikt wordt waar een keuze be-
staatt tussen b en c. De bovenste toestand rechts daarentegen heeft aanvankelijk 
tweetwee opties, en terwijl deze opties lokaal niet te onderscheiden zijn, zijn ze 
tochh heel verschillend: de één leidt tot een toestand waar alleen b kan worden 
gekozen,, en de ander leidt tot een toestand waar alleen c kan worden gekozen. 
Wee zeggen dat het moment van keuze tussen bene verschillend is, en ook wel 
datt het transitiesysteem rechts non-determinisme vertoont. (Dit verschil kan 
menn zich als volgt voorstellen: beschouw een computer die bij het opstarten 
eenn keuzemenu presenteert waarbij een besturingssysteem gekozen moet wor-
den.. Stel dat actie a staat voor het aanzetten van de computer, actie b is de 
keuzee voor Linux, en actie c is de keuze voor Windows. Nu modelleert het 
linkerr transitiesysteem deze keuze veel beter dan het rechter, want in dat figuur 
wordtt al bij het aanzetten van de computer de keuze voor het besturingssysteem 
gemaakt,, en de gebruiker kan niet voorspellen hoe de keuze uitpakt!) 

Err zijn veel proces-equivalenties die rekening houden met de vertakkings-
structuurr van transitiesystemen—zie [42] voor een uitstekend overzicht—en 
hett is een belangrijk onderwerp van Hoofdstuk III (waar we trouwens ook zo-
genaamdee stille acties hebben). 

Eenn proces wordt nu meestal gedefinieerd als een toestand modulo een of 
anderee equivalentie, dat wil zeggen dat twee toestanden precies dan hetzelfde 
process representeren, als ze equivalent zijn. (Bedenk hierbij dat we weinig 
preciess zijn geweest in de definitie van een transitiesyteem.) 

Procesalgebra.. Met 'procesalgebra' bedoelen we het axiomasysteem ACP, 
dee Algebra van Communicerende Processen, geïntroduceerd door Bergstra en 
Klopp in [15]. Dit axiomasysteem voorziet ons van een taal waarin we op ef-
fectievee wijze processen kunnen beschrijven, en een verzameling axioma's, die 
gebruiktt worden om formeel te redeneren over processen. Het schrijft geen be-
paaldd model voor (zoals bijvoorbeeld een transitiesysteem-model). Door deze 
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TABELL 1. Enige axioma's. 

x+y=yx+y=y + x 
(x(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) 

XX + JC = JC 

(x(x + y)z = xz + yz 
(xy)z=x(yz) (xy)z=x(yz) 

nadrukk op de axioma's kunnen we uitspraken doen over processen, onafhan-
kelijkk van het gekozen model. Ieder model van het axiomasysteem is een pro-
cesalgebra,, of, losser uitgedrukt, alles wat aan de axioma's voldoet mag met 
rechtt een proces genoemd worden. 

Tweee elementaire operaties zijn alternatieve compositie en sequentiële com
positie.positie. De alternatieve compositie x+y van processen x en y beschrijft keuze: 
hethet is het proces dat zich ofwel als x gedraagt, of als y. De sequentiële com-
positiee JC - y begint als JC, en gaat na beëindiging van x door als y. Zoals in de 
rekenkundee laten we het symbool • (het vermenigvuldigingsteken) vaak weg 
uitt termen, en bindt • sterker dan +. We schrijven bijvoorbeeld x + yz voor 

xx + (y z). 
Verderr gebruiken we de letters a,b,... als actiesymbolen; deze symbolen 

zijnn constanten die atomaire processen beschrijven, wat ruwweg wil zeggen 
datt ze niet gelijk zijn aan een (niet-triviale) compositie van processen. Een 
actiesymbooll a beschrijft het proces dat actie a uitvoert waarna het termineert. 

Wee zouden nu bijvoorbeeld de processen in Figuur 2 beschrijven met de 
termentermen a(b + c) en ab + ac. 

Enkelee axioma's die alternatieve en sequentiële compositie karakteriseren 
zijnn opgenomen in Tabel 1. Dit zijn wetten die gelden voor alle processen JC, 
yy en z. We zien bijvoorbeeld dat keuze geen volgorde heeft, en dat kiezen 
tussenn JC en JC hetzelfde is als kiezen voor JC (axioma JC + JC = x). Verder 
kunnenn we bijvoorbeeld afleiden dat (a + b)c gelijk is aan ac + bc, maar niet 
datt a{b + c) gelijk is aan ab + ac (vgl. het voorbeeld over non-determinisme 
inn de vorige sectie). Dit suggereert dat afleidbare gelijkheid in dit geval een 
sterkeree equivalentie is dan taai-equivalentie, en inderdaad, de equivalentie die 
doorr deze axioma's wordt gekarakteriseerd is sterke-bisimulatie-equivaientie, 
eenn equivalentie die de vertakkingsstruktuur van processen in extreme mate 
respecteert. . 

Parallellisme.. De eerste motivatie voor procesalgebra is de beschrijving van 
dee parallelle uitvoering van processen. De compositie x\\y beschrijft de paral
lellee uitvoering van JC en y, dat wil zeggen, de processen worden onafhankelijk 
vann elkaar gestart, maar kunnen wel met elkaar communiceren. 

Wee nemen aan dat de uitvoering van een actie geen tijd in beslag neemt, 
enn dat de gelijktijdige uitvoering van acties alleen mogeüjk is, als de acties 
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zijnn betrokken in een communicatie-actie. Wanneer we dus de uitvoering van 
eenn actie van het process x | [ v waarnemen, dan betreft het ofwel een actie van 
x,x, ofwel een actie van v, of een communicatie tussen x en v. Deze aanname 
wordtt wel de vervlechtings-hypothese (Engels: 'interleaving') genoemd. Een 
gevolgg van deze hypothese is dat de parallelle compositie van (gesloten) termen 
iss uit te drukken in termen van alternatieve en sequentiële compositie. Stel 
bijvoorbeeldd dat de communicatie tussen de acties a enb wordt waargenomen 
alss de actie c. Dan geldt: 

aa || b = ab + ba + c. 

Specificatiee en Verificatie. Procesalgebra wordt gebruikt voor de specificatie 
enn verificatie van communicatie-protocollen. Een protocol is een voorschrift 
voorr het gedrag van de parallelle componenten van een systeem, gericht op het 
tott stand brengen van een bepaald gedrag van het systeem als geheel. 

Hett is belangrijk hierbij onderscheid te maken tussen interne en externe 
acties.. We nemen meestal aan dat onderlinge communicaties tussen compo-
nentenn onzichtbaar zijn voor een externe waarnemer, of, vanuit een ander ge-
zichtspunt,, dat die niet relevant zijn voor de interactie van het systeem met de 
omgeving. . 

Laatt ƒ de verzameling van acties zijn die we als intern beschouwen. Dan 
kunnenn we de hernoemingsoperatie T/ gebruiken om interne activiteit te ver-
bergen:: als p een proces is, dan is T/ (p) het proces p waarbij alle voorkomens 
vann interne acties zijn hernoemd naar de speciale actie r. De uitvoering van T 
iss niet waarneembaar. 

Voorr de verificatie van een protocol nemen we twee beschrijvingen van het 
systeem:: de één geeft een abstracte kijk op het systeem in termen van de ex-
ternee acties—noem deze beschrijving de specificatie—en de ander geeft de 
gedragingenn van de parallelle componenten, noem deze beschrijving de imple
mentatie.mentatie. De specificatie geeft meestal het gewenste gedrag van het systeem, 
enn het doel van de verificatie is om aan te tonen dat de implementatie aan de 
specificatiee voldoet. Of, met andere woorden, dat de implementatie correct is. 
Ditt doen we als volgt: laat Spec de procesterm zijn voor de specificatie, en laat 
ImplImpl de (ingekapselde, zie het voorbeeld beneden) parallelle compositie zijn 
vann de termen voor de componenten. Dan is een procesalgebraïsche verificatie 
eenn bewijs van de vergelijking 

TiTi (Impl) = Spec, 

waarbijj  I de verzameling van interne acties is. 

Voorbeeld.. We geven als voorbeeld een eenvoudig systeem bestaande uit n +1 
parallellee componenten. De componenten kunnen elkaar gegevens sturen via 
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mett natuurlijke getallen genummerde poorten. We definiëren voor natuurlijke 
getallenn i: 

PiPi = 53n (m) -Si+i(fi(m)). 
m m 

Eenn proces P, ontvangt een of ander bericht m via poort i middels de ont-
vangstactiee nim). Vervolgens verstuurt het de waarde ƒ,{m) via poort i + 1 
middelsmiddels de actie si+\(fi(m)). De enige gedefinieerde communicaties zijn die 
tussenn zend- en ontvangstacties van hetzelfde bericht aan dezelfde poort: de 
communicatiee tussen acties 5/(m) en r,(m) is de actie Ci(m). We beschouwen 
dee zend- en ontvangstacties aan de poorten 1,...,« als intern; de acties r0 and 
ssn+n+\\ zijn de enige externe (waarneembare) acties. 

Dee implementatie is de ingekapselde parallelle compositie van de proces-
senn Pi voor i = 0 , . . ., n. De inkapseling blokkeert de aparte uitvoering van 
internee acties die geacht worden betrokken te zijn in communicaties. We blok-
kerenn dus de uitvoering van de acties in de verzameling 

HH = {si,ri | i = 1, . . . ,«}, 

doorr de inkapselingsoperatie dn toe te passen op de parallelle compositie van 
dee componenten: 

ImplImpl = dH(Po\\---\\Pn)-

Doorr de inkapseling zijn de enige initiële acties van het systeem de ontvangst-
actiess door Po: het systeem begint met de ontvangst van een bericht via poort 
0.. Vervolgens wordt het bericht van component naar component doorgegeven, 
waarbijj  iedere component het bericht aanpast volgens zijn eigen functie ƒ. 
Tenslottee verstuurt proces Pn het bewerkte bericht aan de omgeving via poort 
nn + 1. Wanneer we abstraheren van de interne communicaties, kunnen we het 
externee gedrag dus uitdrukken als 

Spec=Spec= ^ r o ( m) • sn+\ (ƒ„(••• (fo(m)) •••)), 
m m 

enn een verificatie zou een bewijs zijn van de vergelijking 

T{cT{cuu...,c...,cnn)(Impl))(Impl) =Spec. 

Dezee vergelijking is geldig voor alle abstracte equivalenties, behalve voor or-
thogonale-bisimulatie-equivalentie,, waarbij interne acties wel gecomprimeerd, 
maarr niet volledig onzichtbaar gemaakt kunnen worden (zie Hoofdstuk III) . 

Hoofdstukk II 

Wee parametriseren de procesalgebraïsche operaties voor alternatieve en paral
lellee compositie met condities. Deze condities zijn propositionele logische ter

men. . 
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Eenn belangrijke constructie is de conditionele compositie x +# y van pro-
cessenn x en v onder conditie <j>. Deze compositie staat voor de instructie om 
xx uit te voeren als conditie <p geldt, en anders y. We zien deze constructie als 
imperatievee variant op de operatie voor alternatieve compositie (+), welke in 
dee eerste plaats een descriptief mechanisme is: deze operatie wordt gebruikt 
omm mogelijke gedragingen op te sommen, maar geeft geen informatie over de 
aardd van de keuze tussen die alternatieven. 

Wee introduceren een vierwaardige propositielogica met waarheidswaarden 
CC voor 'overgedefinieerd' en D voor 'ongedefinieerd'. We definiëren JC + y als 
dee instantie x +c y van conditionele compositie. Verder staat x +D y voor 8, 
dee procesconstante die 'inactie' modelleert. Op deze manier is conditionele 
compositiee een generalisatie van alternatieve compositie (en van inactie). 

Wee laten zien dat deze logica op natuurlijke wijze volgt uit Kleene's drie-
waardigewaardige logica wanneer we twee verschillende lezingen van diens derde waar-
heidswaardee onderscheiden. Bovendien geven we een alternatieve functionele 
basiss voor de logica, namelijk met één, drieplaatsige operatie, die een sterke 
correspondentiee vertoont met de procesalgebraïsche conditionele compositie. 
Ditt staat een beschouwing van de primitieven van de procesalgebra toe vanuit 
eenn logisch perspectief. We geven een axiomatizering van de logica met deze 
nieuwee operatie als primitief, en bewijzen compleetheid. 

Wee geven verder een generalisatie van de operatie voor parallelle compo-
sitiee door parametrisatie met condities. We geven een voorbeeld waarin we 
dee 'scheduling' van parallelle processen programmeren met behulp van deze 
condities. . 

Hoofdstukk II I 

Wee kijken naar procesequivalenties die rekening houden met zogenaamde stille 
acties,, dat wil zeggen, acties waarvan de uitvoering niet waarneembaar is. We 
gebruikenn de letter T als constante voor zo'n onzichtbare actie. 

Wee hebben in het inleidende hoofdstuk al gezien hoe we van de interne 
actiess van een systeem abstraheren door acties te hernoemen naar r. Deze 
hernoemingsoperatiee resulteert in termen die vaak aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd 
kunnenn worden. Zo is het bijvoorbeeld redelijk om, vanuit de intuïtie dat de 
uitvoeringg van r niet waarneembaar is, een term xxxy gelijk te beschouwen 
aann de vereenvoudigde term xzy, of zelfs xy. 

Eenn belangrijke vraag is nu in hoeverre we een term mogen vereenvoudi-
genn zonder dat we de vertakkingsstructuur van het proces veranderen. Neem 
bijvoorbeeldd het proces a + zS, dat een mogelijk gedrag heeft dat tot de inac-
tievee toestand S leidt. Als we nu dit proces zouden vereenvoudigen tot a + S 
dann krijgen we een proces dat geen S kan bereiken (de constante 5 is een een-
heidselementt voor alternatieve compositie). Een variant op dit voorbeeld is het 
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process a + xb, van waaruit een toestand bereikbaar is waar alleen b mogelijk 
is,, terwijl dat vanuit a + b niet mogelijk is. 

Welnu,, de—voor zover ons bekend—strengste procesequivalentie voor pro-
cessenn met stille acties is vertakkings-bisimulatie-equivalentie (Engels: 'bran-
ching').. Deze equivalentie laat toe dat voorkomens van r weglaten, wanneer 
daarmeee geen mogelijke waarneembare gedragingen verloren gaan. (De uit-
voeringg van T mag geen keuzes beslissen.) Dit wordt geaxiomatiseerd door 

x(r(yx(r(y -f z) + z) = x(y + z), 

enn verder geldt JCT — x. Zo zijn bijvoorbeeld de processes a + xbcna+b, die 
wee hierboven al besproken, niet equivalent. 

Wee stellen een verfijning van vertakkings-bisimulatie voor, die we orthogo-
nalenale bisimulatie noemen. Kenmerkend is dat we toelaten dat interne activiteit 
(dee uitvoering van x acties) wordt gecomprimeerd, maar niet dat het volledig 
uitt termen verdwijnt. Een proces met stille acties kan dus nooit gelijk zijn 
aann een proces zonder stille acties. De wet xx = T is niet geldig voor deze 
equivalentie,, maar de wet xxx = xx wel. 

Eenn eigenschap van deze equivalentie is dat equivalente toestanden altijd 
preciess dezelfde verzameling van initiële acties hebben, waardoor je zou kun-
nenn zeggen dat orthogonale bisimulaties nog sterker dan vertakkings-bisimu-
latiess de vertakkingsstructuur van processen respecteren. Een gevolg van deze 
eigenschapp is bovendien dat de equivalentie een congruentie is voor ACP met 
stillee acties en de prioriteitsoperatie, een combinatie die voor andere equi-
valentiess moeilijk is gebleken omdat de prioriteitsoperatie werkt op de lo
kalekale vertakkingsstructuur van een toestand. Beschouw bijvoorbeeld het proces 
a(x(ba(x(b + c) + c). Dit proces in vertakkings-bisimilair met het proces a{b + c). 
Maarr als we de actie b prioriteit geven over c, dan gedraagt het eerste zich 
alss a(xb + c) en het tweede als ab, welke gedragingen we in ieder geval als 
verschillendd beschouwen. 

Wee geven een volledige axiomatizering van orthogonale-bisimulatie-equi-
valentie,, en beschrijven enkele expressiviteits-eigenschappen. Verder geven 
wee een modale logica die de equivalentie karakteriseert, wat wil zeggen dat 
tweee toestanden precies dan equivalent zijn, wanneer ze dezelfde formules 
waarmaken.. Tenslotte geven we als voorbeeld een verificatie van een commu-
nicatie-protocoll  dat met behulp van de prioriteitsoperatie wordt gespecificeerd. 

Hoofdstukk IV 

Wee bekijken het boom-identificatie-protocol van de IEEE 1394 standaard. De 
bedoelingg van dit protocol is dat een leider wordt gekozen onder een groep 
knopenn die op niet-circulaire wijze met elkaar zijn verbonden. (De aanwij-
zingg van een leider definieert de configuratie van knopen als boomstructuur.) 
Dee verkiezing van de leider gebeurt door onderlinge onderhandelingen tussen 
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knopen;; iedere knoop kan alleen met zijn directe buren communiceren. Een 
knoopknoop kan een buurknoop verzoeken om als diens "kind" erkend te worden, en 
eenn knoop gaat pas over tot het verzenden van zo'n verzoek op het moment dat 
hijj  van alle overige buren een verzoek ontvangen heeft. (Een gevolg is bijvoor-
beeldd dat langzame knopen een grotere kans hebben om leider te worden.) Een 
kritiekee situatie onstaat wanneer twee knopen elkaar een verzoek sturen. 

Wee beschrijven het protocol op verschillende niveaus van abstractie en we 
bewijzenn de correctheid van de gegeven beschrijvingen. De beschrijvingen 
wordenn gegeven in de specificatietaai fiCKL, een uitbreiding van ACP met 
equationeell  gedefinieerde datatypen. 

Wee volgen de zogenaamde "cones and foei" bewijstechniek. Belangrijke 
stappenn zijn: de linearisatie van de implementatie en de specificatie; het vin-
denn van invarianten voor de implementatie; het vinden van een afbeelding van 
dee toestanden van de implementatie naar de toestanden van de specificatie; en 
hett bewijzen dat deze afbeelding aan bepaalde, door de bewijstechniek voorge-
schrevenn eisen voldoet. 

Hoofdstukk V 

Tott nu toe konden we alleen de volgorde waarin acties worden uitgevoerd uit-
drukken;; we hebben niet gesproken over de specificatie van het tijdstip waarop 
actiess plaatsvinden, of over het tijdsverloop tussen acties. Toch is het zo dat 
veell  systemen afhangen van een expliciete notie van tijd. Zo kan het bijvoor-
beeldd vereist zijn dat een bepaalde uitvoer precies 's middags om 12:15 uur 
geleverdd wordt, of tussen 230 en 485 milliseconden na een eerdere gebeurte-
nis. . 

Hoewell  veel werk is verricht aan de uitbreiding van processalgebra's met 
operatiess voor de uitdrukking van tijdsafhankelijke processen, bestaat er wei-
nigg ervaring in het gebruik van deze algebras bij de verificatie van systemen. 
Mett name naar de combinatie van tijd en abstractie is in de ACP-gemeenschap 
weinigg onderzoek verricht. Als een stap in die richting presenteren we een 
verificatie-techniekk voor systemen met expliciete tijd. We definiëren transitie-
systemenn met (absolute) tijd. Transities zijn bijvoorbeeld van de vorm 

watt betekent dat toestand s' bereikbaar is vanuit toestand s door het uitvoe-
renn van actie a op tijdstip t. We definiëren vertakkings-bisimulaties voor deze 
transitiesystemenn met tijd. Verder introduceren we zogenaamde processtructu
ren,ren, wiskundige objecten die processen met expliciete tijd beschrijven, en die 
inn structuur overeenkomen met de lineaire procesdefinities van /iCRL. Ver-
volgenss geven we de aanpassing van de "cones and foei" bewijstechniek, die 
wee in het vorige hoofdstuk gebruikt hebben voor processen zonder tijd, aan 
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dee uitbreiding met tijd. Met deze techniek kunnen we toestanden van proces-
structurenn vertakkings-bisimilair bewijzen. We bewijzen de correctheid van de 
techniek,, en geven als voorbeeld een verificatie van een eenvoudig proces. 

Hoofdstukk VI 

Waarr we in het vorige hoofdstuk alleen semantisch keken naar de eigenschap-
penn van tijdsafhankelijke processen, kijken we hier naar de uitdrukking van 
dergelijkee processen in een formele taal. Om preciezer te zijn, we bekijken een 
subsysteemm van de specificatietaai fiCRL, en voorzien daarin actietermen van 
eenn dataterm die het moment van uitvoering van de actie voorschrijft. 

Inn /iCKL kan tijd gemakkelijk worden gespecificeerd worden als datatype; 
dee enige beperkingen zijn dat het tijdsdomein totaal geordend moet zijn en 
eenn kleinste element moet bevatten. (De keuze tussen continue tijd en discrete 
tijdd laten we dus open.) Het blijkt dat de primitieven van /xCRL vervolgens 
eenn elegante en efficiënte specificatie van tijdsafhankelijke processen mogelijk 
maken. . 

Wee geven axiomatizeringen voor zowel een absolute als een relatieve inter-
pretatiee van de executietijden. We bewijzen compleetheid van beide axiomati-
zeringen.. Deze bewijzen hebben dienst gedaan als verkennende studie voor het 
compleetheidsbewijss van Timed /^CRL [77]. 
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